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Abstract

Current computing techniques using the Cloud as a centralised server

will become untenable as billions of devices get connected to the Inter-

net. This will lead to the degradation of the Quality-of-Service (QoS)

of Cloud-hosted applications. Recently Edge computing is proposed

as a potential solution, which leverages computing at the edge of the

network on nodes, such as routers, base stations, and switches, along

with the Cloud. To improve the QoS of Cloud applications through

using Edge computing, the challenge of managing compute resources

at both the Cloud and the Edge will need to be addressed.

This thesis demonstrates how the QoS of Cloud applications can be

improved by utilising three enabling techniques for Edge computing,

namely Edge computing as a service, flexible application deployment,

and post-deployment resource management in a Cloud-Edge system.

Firstly, this thesis demonstrates a Cloud-Edge system involving three

tiers, namely the Cloud, the Edge, and the End Device. The inter-

actions between these tiers are implemented by presenting the Edge

service workflow, which covers from the creation of Edge applications

to the establishment of Edge services, and to the termination of Edge

services. This technique makes it possible to offload computation from



the Cloud to the Edge, and further leads to the question of how much

of an application should be offloaded in a Cloud-Edge system.

Secondly, this thesis demonstrates a decision-making technique that

dynamically decides on the appropriate amount of computation to

be offloaded in the Cloud-Edge system. This is realised through a

dynamic distribution mechanism that takes the context of the Edge

environment (e.g. the resource availability of the Edge node) into con-

sideration, before selecting a number of modules of a modular Cloud

application to offload from the Cloud to the Edge. This technique

explores the trade-offs between the QoS of an application and the

running cost of utilising Edge services, which is useful to manage in-

dividual applications in a Cloud-Edge system.

Finally, to extend the resource management solutions in this thesis

to manage multiple applications in a Cloud-Edge system, this thesis

presents a priority-based dynamic vertical scaling mechanism to share

Edge resources among multiple Edge applications. To enable dynamic

vertical scaling, one static and three dynamic priority management

approaches that are workload-aware, community-aware and system-

aware, respectively are proposed.

The benefits of the three enabling techniques proposed in this thesis

are that: (i) they are lightweight and can be executed in a short time;

(ii) they can effectively help to improve the QoS of the chosen use

cases – a location-based mobile game and a real-time face detection

application.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the past decade, Cloud computing has become a main platform adopted

by many application providers (e.g. Netflix1, Twitter2) to host their application.

Centralised Cloud computing has brought application providers the benefits of

the economy of scale to lower both capital and operational expenditure. In the

Cloud computing model, applications are hosted on long-running Cloud servers

and typically provide services from a data centre as shown in Figure 1.1. Blue dots

are example locations of data centres and yellow dots represent end-user devices

(referred to as end devices in this thesis) that interact with the application servers

running in the data centres. Some of these servers are replicated across multiple

data centres located in different geographical regions for reducing the workload

and improving the Quality-of-Service (QoS) of the applications. However, this

will not be suitable in the future given that 29 billion devices are estimated to

1https://aws.amazon.com/cn/solutions/case-studies/netflix/
2https://cloud.google.com/twitter/

1
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Figure 1.1: The Cloud computing model.

be added to the network by 20221. The rapid increase of the Internet traffic

caused by these devices will exhaust the existing communication and computing

infrastructure, and eventually result in the degradation of the QoS of Cloud-

hosted applications (referred to as Cloud applications in this thesis) [1–3].

Even now, Cloud applications that lack the appropriate planning of sufficient

infrastructure, could heavily suffer from long response time and consequently

poor QoS. The launch of PokéMon Go in 2016 was reported to be a ”complete

disaster”2 due to serious issues with its crashed servers. Figure 1.2 shows the

average response time of the PokéMon Go server during its launch in July 2016.

The server was located in a data centre near the east of America and to play

the game, users from Asia had to wait 26 times longer than those closer to the

1https://www.ericsson.com/en/mobility-report/internet-of-things-forecast
2https://www.forbes.com/sites/erikkain/2016/07/08/the-pokemon-go-launch-

has-been-a-complete-disaster

2

https://www.ericsson.com/en/mobility-report/internet-of-things-forecast
https://www.forbes.com/sites/erikkain/2016/07/08/the-pokemon-go-launch-has-been-a-complete-disaster
https://www.forbes.com/sites/erikkain/2016/07/08/the-pokemon-go-launch-has-been-a-complete-disaster


Figure 1.2: Server response time of the PokéMon Go server.1

server. Since the Quality-of-Experience (QoE) and user performance degrade

linearly with the increase of online-game latency [4], the overall QoS of PokéMon

Go after its launch was poor. This is just one example of how serious the QoS of

latency-sensitive applications could suffer when the Internet becomes congested.

In mobile networks, traffic congestion in the core and backhaul networks has

become one of the major bottlenecks in the emerging 5G mobile systems [5]. The

QoS degradation observed in PokéMon Go would also become more serious for

data-intensive applications. It is shown that for a Cloud application that detects

and recognises vehicle plates from streaming videos, over 50% of the application

response time is spent on data transmission whereas the actual detection and

recognition take about 30% of the time [6]. The response time of this application

could be improved if the data does not have to be streamed to far off servers, and

instead, be processed near the cameras.

To mitigate the foreseen QoS degradation and traffic congestion, Edge com-

puting has been proposed recently as a new paradigm in which computing and

storage resources are placed at the edge of the network, in the varying forms

1http://social.dnsmadeeasy.com/blog/pokemon-go-server-down/attachment/

pokemon-go-servers-sonar

3
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of Edge computing nodes (referred to as Edge nodes in this thesis) including

Cloudlet [7], Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC) servers [8], Micro Data Centre

(MDC) etc. By processing data closer to end-users, Edge computing is expected

to provide benefits including the reduction of transmission costs and latency,

the improvement of the QoS of applications, through the decreased volumes of

data that must be moved, the consequent traffic, and the distance the data must

travel [9–11].

In this thesis, an Edge computing model is defined as a computing model

in which applications are jointly hosted both on the Edge servers and the Cloud

servers. With such a model, some or all services of applications are provided

from Edge nodes located in between end devices and the Cloud. This sometimes

is referred to as Fog computing [11–13]. In this thesis, the term Edge comput-

ing is used generically for Edge/Fog computing. Figure 1.3 illustrates the Edge

computing model. The blue dots show example locations of Cloud data centres.

The purple dots highlight the larger volume of Edge nodes that are present in

the network. Edge nodes in this model are either dedicated infrastructure for

Edge computing services (referred to as Edge services in this thesis) such as cus-

tomised MEC servers1 or existing infrastructure with processing capabilities (e.g

routers2). The existing infrastructure is normally equipped with fewer hardware

resources when compared to the dedicated infrastructure.

The yellow dots represent the numerous Internet-connected end devices (e.g.

smartphones, wearables, sensors). These devices communicate more frequently

with the servers hosted in the Edge nodes, which in turn interact less frequently

1https://www.dellemc.com/en-gb/servers/index.htm
2https://developer.ssni.com/iot-edge-router-25-product-brief

4
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Figure 1.3: The Edge computing model.

with the Cloud servers. Utilising the Edge computing model for Cloud applica-

tions is expected to ease the burden of traffic congestion between the Edge and

the Cloud through offloading computations from the Cloud to the Edge.

Four parties are expected to be involved in the envisioned Edge computing

business, namely Cloud Service Providers (CSP), Edge Service Providers (ESP),

Application Providers (AP) and Application Users (AU). CSPs can be ESPs if

they decide to invest in Edge computing facilities by themselves. Alternatively,

CSPs may choose to purchase services from existing ESPs such as Telecom service

providers. APs can be the direct users of Edge services or indirect users if the Edge

services are provided indirectly by CSPs. AP’s requirements for the services, no

matter it’s on the Cloud or the Edge, would be the QoS of applications, the cost,

and reliability of services, etc. AUs are the consumers of the application services,

who may be less sensitive to the source of services. Their primary concerns are

5



expected to be the QoS of applications.

In order to utilise the Edge computing model, an Edge computing system

(referred to as Edge systems in this thesis) that takes advantage of the hardware

resources from both the Cloud and the Edge needs to be designed and appropri-

ately managed for effectively utilising the power of the underlying infrastructure.

Resource management has been extensively researched in the context of Cloud

computing, tackling problems including resource allocation [14–16], resource scal-

ing [17–19], and multi-tenancy management [20–22]. Resource management at

the edge of the network will play an important role in realising the vision of Edge

computing. However, this is different from the context of Cloud computing in a

number of ways:

• Unestablished marketplace. While there exists a marketplace for exe-

cuting workloads on the Cloud, such a marketplace is unavailable for Edge

systems. This makes it challenging to provision Edge resources since di-

rectives and standard protocols for initialising services on a potential Edge

system and for communicating between the Cloud and the Edge are not

fully known and developed. This thesis aims to investigate the Edge mar-

ketplace by designing a mechanism to provide Edge services that utilises

both resources form the Edge and the Cloud.

• Vertical distribution of applications. Currently, applications are de-

signed to utilise the Cloud computing model. In order to utilise a multi-layer

computing architecture supporting Edge computing, existing applications

need to be redesigned such that they can be distributed vertically across

the Edge and the Cloud. This thesis considers such a new type of dis-

6



tributed application and aims to explore the advantages and disadvantages

of varying methods of vertical distribution.

• Computation offloading. The deployment of Edge applications (appli-

cations that run on Edge nodes) will involve computation offloading from

the Cloud to the Edge as well as data migration between the Cloud and the

Edge. The size of the workload of a Cloud application to be deployed on an

Edge system needs to be determined cautiously. Long-running workloads

with heavy resource requirements are easily executed on the Cloud given

access to a large number of hardware resources in data centres. It is chal-

lenging to decide appropriate workloads to execute on an Edge system given

its limited hardware resources. This thesis aims to design an algorithm to

find out the appropriate amount of computation to offload from the Cloud

to the Edge for a particular application such that its QoS is improved.

• Transient multi-tenancy environment. Edge computing services are

expected to be accessible by multiple parties, hence an Edge system will

need to host multiple applications. Different from the long-running servers

hosted in the Cloud, the lifespan of services hosted in the Edge will be

subjected to the availability of Edge resources. With application services

coming and going, the Edge environment will be largely affected in terms

of resource availability and performance. Therefore, efficient utilisation and

sharing of Edge resources among multiple applications become a challenge.

This thesis considers the dynamic nature of the Edge environment and aims

to provide computing services to multiple applications on an Edge node.

In the following sections, the problems that are faced by The Cloud computing

7



1.1 Problem Definition

model and the requirements for resource management in the Edge computing

model are discussed. Then the aims, accomplishments and structure of this thesis

are presented.

1.1 Problem Definition

The problem addressed in the research presented in this thesis is that of tackling

the resource management challenges for improving the QoS of Cloud applications

when resources located at the edge of the network are utilised. As a result, the

research questions addressed are:

Q1. How to use both Cloud resources and Edge resources in the

Edge computing model?

This thesis designs a mechanism to utilise Edge resources for a part of a Cloud

application and the Cloud resources for the other part of this application.

Q2. How to manage Edge services?

This thesis designs the components in both the Cloud and the Edge that work

together to provide on-demand Edge services.

Q3. How to manage applications across both the Cloud and the

Edge?

This thesis proposes an Edge service workflow that provides an end-to-end

solution from the creation of Edge application to the termination of Edge services.

Q4. How much of an application should be offloaded from the Cloud

to the Edge?

This thesis develops a context-aware distribution mechanism that makes dy-

namic offloading decisions.

8



1.1 Problem Definition

Q5. What trade-offs are there for utilising Edge services?

This thesis discusses the impact of the varying emphasis on the QoS and the

running cost of applications using Edge services.

Q6. How to support multiple applications concurrently in the Edge

computing model?

This thesis develops a priority-based mechanism on the Edge to decide which

applications to host.

Q7. How to share limited Edge resources among multiple applica-

tions?

This thesis presents a lightweight dynamic vertical scaling mechanism to effi-

ciently allocate hardware resources to multiple applications running on an Edge

node.

1.1.1 Combining resources on the Cloud and the Edge

Edge computing requires a computing environment that provides Cloud com-

puting capabilities at the edge of the network. Different from the Cloud mar-

ket having established service providers (e.g. Amazon Web Services1, Google

Cloud2, Microsoft Azure3), the Edge market is new and there are currently few

public Edge computing services available. Similar to Cloud computing, Edge

computing requires Internet-connected configurable computer system resources

and high-level services that can be provisioned quickly. The difference between

the two contexts is that Edge computing services require a multi-layer archi-

tecture, with considerations of the communications between the Edge and the

1https://aws.amazon.com/
2https://cloud.google.com/
3https://azure.microsoft.com/

9
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1.1 Problem Definition

Cloud/End devices, the dynamic availability of hardware resources introduced

by shorter-running Edge applications, and constrained resources located at the

Edge. Therefore, it is challenging to provide Edge computing as a service in a

new market, with new service requirements, and new system architecture. This

research investigates the problem of providing Edge computing services. It pro-

vides a framework that enables efficient resource management in a multi-tier Edge

computing environment.

1.1.2 Distributing Applications across the Cloud and the

Edge

As added values, Edge services are expected to complement the Cloud services

and assist individual applications to achieve better QoS. However, utilising Edge

services would incur monetary costs. There may exist a cost-performance trade-

off that could be impacted by different factors, for example, the pricing of Edge

services, the availability of Edge resources on a specific Edge node. To maximise

the benefits of utilising Edge services, it is important for individual Cloud appli-

cations to offload the most appropriate amount of computations to the Edge in

each deployment such that it can benefit from utilising Edge computing. This

problem of distributing Cloud applications across both the Cloud and the Edge

is challenging given the heterogeneity of Edge nodes and varying availability of

Edge resources.
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1.1.3 Sharing Resources on the Edge

Currently there are customised Edge computing solutions (e.g. Nokia’s Multi-

access Edge Computing platform 1, Dell’s Cloud-Enabled Mobile Edge 2). How-

ever, these solutions are designed for enterprises and do not support Edge services

for multiple applications. In the context of Edge computing in this thesis, service

users refer to the providers of Cloud applications who are seeking Edge computing

services to improve the QoS of their applications. In order to support different

applications at the same time, a mechanism is required to allocate a pool of Edge

resources (e.g. CPU and memory) to each of the co-located applications. This

is challenging in that applications may require Edge services from an Edge node

for short periods, which may be a result of user mobility or budget requirements.

In such a transient system the availability of Edge resources is expected to be

fluctuating. The small scale of hardware investment in the Edge environment is

another challenge to support existing multi-tenant solutions in the Cloud that

require large-scale hardware investment. This research investigates the problem

of sharing hardware resources among multiple applications in a constrained Edge

environment and provides a priority-based dynamic vertical scaling mechanism

that adjusts resource allocation and ensures the overall QoS of Edge applications.

1.2 Research Aims

The aim of the research is to improve the QoS of Cloud applications by efficiently

managing hardware resources in the Edge computing environment. This requires:

1https://networks.nokia.com/solutions/multi-access-edge-computing
2https://www.dellemc.com/en-gb/service-providers/edge-computing.htm
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1.3 Research Accomplishments

1. Techniques to provide flexible Cloud and Edge computing services to Cloud

applications.

2. A methodology to manage applications across the Cloud and the Edge.

3. A mechanism to share Edge resources among multiple applications.

1.3 Research Accomplishments

The contributions of this research are the design and development of:

1. A Cloud-Edge system with a framework to provide Edge services that are

presented in Chapter 3. This framework provides the integration of the

edge of the network in the computing ecosystem through the development

of a provisioning mechanism that facilitates communication between the

Edge and the Cloud. Currently, there are no distributed computing frame-

works that can manage Edge node resources in the computing ecosystem.

This framework, on the other hand, can provision Edge nodes for offloaded

computations from the Cloud.

2. A context-aware distribution mechanism in the Cloud Manager of the Cloud-

Edge system, which is presented in Chapter 4. This mechanism generates

distribution strategies for applications across the Cloud and the Edge by

considering both the QoS of the applications and the running costs on the

Cloud and Edge resources. Employing a deep reinforcement learning algo-

rithm, this context-aware distribution mechanism can select a deployment

plan without prior knowledge of resource availability on the Edge nodes,
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network conditions between the Cloud and the Edge, and Edge applica-

tions. This is highly desirable in Edge computing environments where the

system and network conditions change rapidly.

3. A priority-based dynamic vertical scaling mechanism in the Edge Manager

of the Cloud-Edge system, which is presented in Chapter 5. This mech-

anism can efficiently allocate Edge resources to multiple applications. It

formulates the Edge service QoS maximisation problem by considering the

performance of applications, server co-location, and priorities of workloads.

The short execution time observed for the priority-based dynamic vertical

scaling mechanism indicates that it is suited for resource-constrained Edge

nodes.

1.4 Thesis Organisation

This thesis is structured as follows:

Chapter 2 presents the state of art resource management techniques in Edge

computing, and strongly related works in the context of Cloud computing.

Chapter 3 answers the research questions Q1 – Q2 by presenting a three-

tier Cloud-Edge system that supports dual-mode computing services, namely the

Cloud computing model and the Edge computing model. Through formulating

the problems of the Cloud-Edge system, this chapter defines the aims of the sys-

tem quantitatively. In addition, an Edge service workflow is designed to combine

the hardware resources in the system and to manage Edge services. The proce-

dures in the workflow, namely the partition of Cloud applications, the provision,

deployment and termination of Edge services are essential for providing Edge

13
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computing as a service.

Chapter 4 answers the research questions Q3 – Q5 by presenting the dy-

namic distribution of Cloud applications across the Cloud-Edge system. Both

monolithic and modular applications are considered for the distribution problem.

A mathematical model extended from the system model in Chapter 3 is developed

to capture the utility of Edge services for the applications. A context-aware dis-

tribution mechanism is presented to dynamically generate (re)deployment plans

for the applications.

Chapter 5 answers the research questions Q6 – Q7 by introducing a re-

source sharing mechanism in the Cloud-Edge system designed in Chapter 3. This

mechanism conducts post-deployment resource scaling for multiple applications

running on an Edge node. It takes the priority of applications by applying a

number of priority management heuristics. The priority-based dynamic vertical

scaling mechanism helps to ensure the performance of the Edge services.

Chapter 6 describes the experimental test-bed and the two chosen use cases

in this research. The Cloud-Edge test-bed is set up with the usage of an embedded

system representing a resource-constrained Edge computing node and a public

Cloud platform. The (re)design of a location-based mobile application and real-

time face detection use-cases are presented, which are considered a good fit for

utilising Edge computing to improve their QoS. The assumptions made in this

thesis are highlighted together with the measured execution time (less than a

second) of the proposed resource management mechanisms.

Chapter 7 evaluates the framework for utilising Edge computing, the distri-

bution mechanism of Edge applications, and the resource sharing mechanism on

two use cases. Results show that there are significant benefits in improving the

14
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QoS for the Edge-based use-case employing the framework. The dynamic distri-

bution mechanism outperforms static distribution approaches. The priority-based

dynamic vertical scaling mechanism successfully reduces the violation rate of the

Service Level Objective.

Chapter 8 concludes this thesis and discusses open issues.
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Chapter 2

Background

The earlier form of Edge computing was evident in the late 1990s, when Content

Delivery Network (CDN) was introduced as a means of accelerating web perfor-

mance [23]. CDN is a geographically distributed network of proxy servers that are

close to users at the edge of the network and have an advantage in performance

or cost when compared to the centralised server. CDN provides high availability

and performance for applications of streaming media and e-commerce [24].

Edge computing generalises and extends the concept of CDN through the

proposal of Cloud computing capabilities and an IT service environment at the

edge of the network. Similar to CDN, Edge computing takes advantage of the

proximity of Edge nodes to end-users. Different from CDN, Edge computing

provides a Cloud-like computing platform where the functionality of Edge servers

is no more limited to content caching. The benefits of Edge computing were firstly

demonstrated in mobile computing [25], where a speech recognition application

was implemented in resource-constrained mobile devices through computation

offloading to nearby servers. In subsequent years, the benefits of using hardware
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resources available near mobile devices are further validated in the formation of

pervasive computing [26–28].

With the fast development of Cloud computing since the mid-2000s, more and

more mobile applications adopt such infrastructure to complement the limited

computing capabilities on mobile devices, thus the increasing research in Mobile

Cloud Computing (MCC) [29–31], where computation is offloaded to the remote

Cloud instead of nearby infrastructures as in pervasive computing. Nowadays

many popular applications that require intensive computations such as speech

recognition (e.g. Apple’s Siri) and intensive data transmission such as video

services (e.g. Netflix) are hosted on the Cloud. Although the centralised infras-

tructure successfully provides the economy of scale and uniform management, the

large distance between end devices and the Cloud leads to a number of problems:

• High latency: In MCC, data generated in end devices need to travel to the

Cloud where it will be processed, and then the processed data needs to

travel back to the end devices.

• Performance depends on network conditions: The more network hops that

exist in between end devices and the Cloud, the more detrimental a poor

network condition (e.g. caused by packet delay variance or ”network jitter”)

is to the user experience.

• Network congestion. As mentioned in Chapter 1, billions of Internet-connected

devices will soon start contributing to Internet traffic, which will become a

burden on the network backhaul.

Therefore, relying on MCC is not advisable for future applications, especially

those requiring low latency such as augmented reality (AR) applications. For ex-
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ample, for an AR application on smart glasses that helps Alzheimer to recognise

people and navigates in real-time, even a 10-millisecond lag between the move-

ment of a user’s head and the appearance of processed information on the smart

glasses will cause motion sickness.

As complementary to the current Cloud computing concept, Cloudlet was

proposed in 2009 as the conceptual foundation for Edge computing [32]. An ad-

ditional level consisting of dispersed VM-based Cloudlets was introduced to the

level of the existing Cloud infrastructure. Dynamic VM synthesis is employed to

deliver VM state to the infrastructure. An extended version of the dispersed in-

frastructure was introduced when the term Fog computing was coined in 2012 [33].

In Fog computing, multiple levels of Fog nodes are envisioned in between the

Cloud and the Edge devices.

In recent years, the research interest in Edge computing has grown rapidly

in the industry. The European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI)1

defines Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC), formerly Mobile Edge Computing,

as a platform that offers application developers and content providers cloud-

computing capabilities and an IT service environment at the edge of the mo-

bile network. This environment is characterized by ultra-low latency and high

bandwidth as well as real-time access to radio network information that can

be leveraged by applications.” The ETSI further collaborates with the OpenFog

Consortium2 on enhancing Fog and Edge applications.

As timely research, this thesis investigates a number of challenges to realise

Edge computing. The following sections review the existing directions of Edge

1https://www.etsi.org/
2https://www.openfogconsortium.org/
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Figure 2.1: Existing directions of Edge research

research that investigate four main challenges of Edge computing as shown in

Figure 2.1, namely system architecture, distributed computation, application de-

ployment, and resource management. Firstly, two reference architectures that are

suitable for Edge computing proposed by the ETSI and OpenFog are discussed,

followed by the reason why a detailed architecture of the Edge system is necessary

for this thesis.

Secondly, three existing models for distributing computation over the network,

namely the aggregating model, the sharing model, and the offloading model, are

studied before presenting the need for a novel model for offloading computation

from the Cloud to the Edge. Thirdly, different methods of deploying applica-

tions at the Edge are discussed, including full or partial deployment, and static

or dynamic deployment. The last important challenge of Edge computing that

has been studied in literature is resource management. A number of existing
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techniques on task scheduling and resource scaling are analysed at the end of this

chapter, along with the reason why these techniques are not suitable for Edge

environments, and thus a novel resource management technique is required in

this thesis.

2.1 Edge Computing Architectures

Since the concept of Edge computing is new and different from the existing Cloud

infrastructure, it is worth investigating the functionalities and elements required

for implementing a computer system that utilises the Edge computing model.

Therefore, this section provides an overview of the current efforts of the ETSI and

the OpenFog Consortium, the two leading organisations in Edge/Fog computing,

for the introduction of their reference architectures.

The ETSI MEC reference architecture [34] illustrated in Figure 2.2, presents

an MEC system consisting of the required functions and interfaces. The scope

of the MEC system is within the Radio Access Network (RAN), which involves

the mobile edge system level and the mobile edge host level. Systems located

outside the RAN, for example, the networks level and eventually the Cloud, are

not considered.

The mobile edge host level consists of three components – the mobile edge

host, the mobile edge platform manager and the virtualisation infrastructure man-

ager. The mobile edge host provides a platform where multiple mobile edge ap-

plications (ME apps) can be executed through mobile edge service (ME service).

These services are supported with vitualised infrastructure providing computa-

tion, storage, and network resources. The virtualisation infrastructure manager
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Figure 2.2: ETSI MEC reference architecture [34]

also facilitates the monitoring of faults in the ME apps, the performance of the

ME apps, and resources used by the ME apps. The mobile edge platform manager

centrally manages the overall mobile edge platform, receives ME service requests

and rules (e.g. authorisation and configuration), and manages the lifecycle of ME

apps (e.g. instantiation and termination).

On the mobile edge system level, the mobile edge orchestrator maintains a

record of available ME apps and the resource availability of the entire mobile edge

network. Service requirements for all ME apps are analysed by the orchestrator,

which then assigns the ME apps to the appropriate mobile edge host. Though

interacting with the virtualisation infrastructure manager on the mobile edge host

level, the orchestrator is able to manage the images of the ME apps and provision
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resources from the associated host to relocate the ME apps.

The operations support system checks application-related requests from the

Customer Facing Service (CFS) portal and User Equipment (UE) and then for-

wards them to the orchestrator. The CFS portal is used to provide third-party

access to the UE apps in terms of provision, management, Service Level Agree-

ment (SLA) and billing configuration. The user application Lifecycle Manage-

ment (LCM) proxy enables UEs to request services such as the instantiation and

termination of UE apps, the relocation between mobile edge platforms or the

Cloud.

The ETSI MEC reference architecture gives an insightful view of an Edge

computing system that provides Edge services for tasks coming from user devices

(e.g. smartphones). In addition, ETSI recently released a number of APIs1 to

enable the software engineering of Edge applications targeting the MEC archi-

tecture. Such tools are helpful for implementing a MEC system, but they are

only suitable for supporting applications that are moving between user devices

and the Edge because it does not consider the interaction between the Edge and

the Cloud. Another limitation of this reference architecture is that it assumes

the hardware platform of the MEC servers to be a proper modular data centre.

Although it costs less to deploy a modular data centre than a cloud data centre,

given a large number of possible MEC servers across the globe the monetary cost

of implementing Edge systems with the MEC architecture will become a problem.

Different from the MEC concept, the OpenFog Consortium proposes a logical

hierarchy of Cloud platforms, known as the reference architecture for Fog comput-

ing (Figure 2.3) that enables interactions between the Fogs, and between the Fog

1https://forge.etsi.org/
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Figure 2.3: OpenFog architecture [36]

and the Cloud [35]. Similar to the MEC architecture, the OpenFog architecture

uses hardware virtualisation to provide compute, storage and network resources

for Fog application service. The node management is OpenFog’s counterpart for

the mobile edge platform manager in the MEC architecture. Common functions

related to performance (e.g. QoS monitoring), security (e.g. authorisation), man-

ageability (e.g. orchestration) and control (e.g. rule engine) are also listed as the

main technical components in the OpenFog architecture.

However, the given reference architecture only provides high-level descriptions

of the essential functions and interfaces required by a Fog system. In order to

implement a working computer system that supports the Edge computing model

and the interactions between each tier in the system from the end-user devices

to the Cloud, a more detailed system architecture that extends the requirements

of both the MEC and the OpenFog reference architecture needs to be designed.

Chapter 3 in this thesis hence presents a three-tier Cloud-Edge system architec-

ture that considers the interactions between each tier of the system.
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2.2 Offloading Computation to the Edge

In the Edge computing model, Edge nodes are currently used in the following four

ways to execute workloads. Firstly, in an aggregating model, in which data from

multiple devices are collected by an Edge node for pre-processing and filtering [37]

tasks. This model is conducive to sensor-based environments, such as wireless

sensor networks [38] and the upcoming IoT [39]. An application gathers data from

multiple devices or sensors and filters them on the Edge node without routing

the entire data to the Cloud on which the application resides [40].

Secondly, a sharing model is employed in which user devices, such as smart-

phones, tablets and laptops, that volunteer in a mobile cloud offer their spare

computational cycles for executing a peer’s workload [41]. This model has been

employed in video transcribing and face recognition use-cases [42]. The obvious

disadvantage of this model is that it can only cover devices in a small region such

as a shopping mall [43] or buses/trains [44] and is known for unstable computing

due to the mobility of devices [45].

Thirdly, an offloading model can be employed in which workloads can be

transferred from a user device to an Edge node [46]. There is research high-

lighting the benefit of such an offloading model for workloads requiring numerical

operations [47], for face recognition applications [48] and online games [49]. This

is usually done in the context of a mobile edge cloud [50] or cloudlets [51].

The above three models cannot fully leverage the benefit of the Edge for

improving the QoS of a Cloud application. This is because in the aggregating

model, the server resides on the Cloud and the Edge node is only employed for

pre-processing data which does not reduce the round-trip latency for a user. In
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the sharing model, given that peer nodes owned by individual users may not be

able to offer continuous edge services, they cannot be employed to host application

servers.

In the offloading model from the user device to the Edge, there is a limited

case for complementing the computing requirements of user devices. Applications

that are hosted as services require frequent communication between multiple users

and the server. To improve the QoS, the frequency of communication between

the users and the Cloud will need to be minimised to improve the response time.

This will be possible if computing is closer to the user, which is not supported in

the above models. Hence, this thesis considers an alternate execution model of

offloading workloads from the Cloud server to an Edge node.

Current research in offloading workloads from a Cloud server to an Edge

node focuses on caching [52], context-aware web browsing [53] and video pre-

processing [54]. Facilitating techniques such as FocusStack [55] to assist work-

load deployments is proposed for the discovery of Edge nodes using geographic

addressing. This thesis, on the other hand, takes the next step after discovery for

managing resources by assuming that they have already been discovered using

such approaches.

There is minimal research addressing resource management. Therefore, this

thesis sets out to address the challenging problems in resource management when

workloads are offloaded from the Cloud to the Edge. One of the problems is

managing applications across the multiple tiers of the Cloud and the Edge. For

Cloud applications having multiple services/components, this is straightforward.

However, for a monolithic Cloud application, this will require partitioning the

application and/or workload to jointly utilise the Cloud and the Edge. In the con-
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text of Edge nodes, there is limited research on partitioning servers suitably [56],

instead of deploying duplicate servers [57]. One contribution of this thesis is that

it provides the Edge service workflow to enable the computation offloading from

the Cloud to the Edge in a three-tier Cloud-Edge system.

From the perspective of software engineering, there are recent efforts on simu-

lating Edge environments for enabling and testing offloading solutions, for exam-

ple EdgeCloudSim [58], iFogSim [59] and FogTorch [60]. These simulators provide

platforms to evaluate different offloading designs but are limited in the fact that

through simulation the results are only indicators and cannot be equalised with

offloading actual software. Therefore, in this thesis the problem of offloading

Cloud application to run in an Edge environment is studied on a real testbed.

2.3 Deploying Applications in Edge Systems

During the process of computation offloading, either from user devices to the Edge

as envisioned in the MEC concept or from the Cloud to the Edge as envisioned

in the Fog computing concept, (parts of the) applications are expected to be

deployed on Edge nodes. This poses the problems of application deployment

with Edge nodes provision and communications between multiple tiers of an Edge

computing system. In this thesis, the deployment of applications refers to the

process of partitioning and distributing applications in order to utilise available

hardware resources in a multi-layer Edge computing environment. This is distinct

from the offloading of application introduced in the previous section, which refers

to the process of identifying the available resources in Edge systems.

Deployment of applications has been intensively investigated in the area of
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MEC and MCC with studies on computation offloading from mobile devices to

the Edge platform and/or the Cloud platform. For example, KubeEdge1 is re-

leased recently to extend the containerised application orchestration and device

management to hosts at the Edge. However, the existing Edge-based research and

software tools do not investigate the impact of different deployment approaches

on applications’ performance. For instance, an energy-efficient computation of-

floading mechanism is designed in [61] to optimise task offloading from mobile

devices to MEC servers. In this work, the application is monolithic and statically

deployed in the MEC platform. Each task executed either in the end device or

in the MEC server is atomic and cannot be further divided. Such an offloading

mechanism could make the MEC platform less beneficial to modular applications

because their only option to use the platform is to offload the entire application,

which is expected to have more constraints than to offload just some parts of the

modules.

There are works that consider applications with dividable tasks. Decision

support is proposed in [62] to the offloading strategy by probing unknown Edge

nodes with micro tasks and predicting the performance of large tasks. The differ-

ence between micro and large tasks in this work is the size of data being processed

by the application. In [63] an offloading algorithm is designed to partition ap-

plications in terms of task-input data and decides whether to execute the tasks

locally in end devices or MEC servers. Although these works partition applica-

tions, in all deployments the distribution of Edge applications are static (i.e. the

same modules of an application are offloaded) and does not adapt to the varying

context of the Edge systems over a long term.

1https://github.com/kubeedge/kubeedge
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As a complementary to the static approaches above, EdgeTorch [60] is de-

signed as an offloading framework that uses a greedy heuristic approach for deriv-

ing offloading plans. This framework helps to deploy multi-component IoT appli-

cations in multi-layer Edge computing systems by searching through all possible

deployment plans. However, this work is more useful at the design time when the

applications are tested with all deployment plans, and it only considers network

conditions as the system state. On the contrary, the context-aware distribution of

Edge applications proposed in this thesis works at the run time when a real-time

configuration of the deployment plan is needed, and intensive considerations are

given to the state of Edge computing nodes.

When developing offloading strategies, it is important to know how well the

applications would perform in a given Edge computing system. Predictive models

are often employed in previous works to estimate the QoS, cost, and energy

consumption of applications given the context of Edge systems. In order to

gather training data for modelling, benchmarking has been carried out on Edge

systems either offline [64,65] or online [62,66]. A disadvantage of these methods is

that they require training data to build predictive models that deal with unseen

data in inference. However, it is impractical to benchmark an Edge application

on every available Edge node in a real-world setting due to the heterogeneity and

large scale of Edge nodes. Therefore, there are works trying to tackle the problem

with reinforcement learning, which provides an agent to learn on the fly how to

behave in an environment by taking actions and seeing the results.

A model-free reinforcement learning mechanism is proposed in [67] when de-

signing offloading policies in MEC. The Q-learning based algorithm in this work

does not require that mobile users have prior knowledge of wireless channel infor-
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mation. The chosen Q-learning algorithm in this work is effective but also limited

since the state variables are discretised from continuous values, which does not

apply to the case when a large set of state variables is needed to account for the

heterogeneity of Edge nodes. In contrast, the Deep Q-Network (DQN) algorithm

chosen in this thesis is more suitable for the complex Edge environment.

DQN has been tested in recent works on MEC and Edge computing. For

example, [68] employs a DQN-based approach to dynamically orchestrate net-

working, caching and computing resources for smart cities applications. Simi-

larly, [69] implements a DQN-based scheduling algorithm in order to solve the

optimal offloading problem. Both of these works, however, assume that Edge

applications are distributed statically and only focus on the scheduling of jobs.

Chapter 4 of this thesis, on the contrary, apply DQN-base solutions to a different

problem of distributing Edge application across the multi-layer Edge computing

environment.

2.4 Managing Resources in the Edge

There are numerous challenges in managing resources in a distributed computing

environment. Mechanisms to address these challenges have been developed and

explored for different environments, such as grids [70], clusters [71], and more

recently on the Cloud [72].

The key challenges addressed in relation to managing Cloud resources, for ex-

ample, include (i) scheduling for efficiently mapping workloads on to computing

resource [73], (ii) benchmarking for selecting computing resources most suitable

for a workload at a given time [74], (iii) monitoring for tracking performance of
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Cloud resources against service agreements and user objectives [75], and (iv) re-

source scaling for adding or removing Cloud resources to meet the computational

and storage demands of a workload [76].

With the possibility of extended Cloud environments, as envisioned in Edge

computing that integrates a large volume of limited hardware resource Edge

nodes, the above challenges will need to be addressed in this new context [77].

The techniques that are employed for Cloud resource management are scalable

in a data centre and even multiple data centres, but assume the concentration

of resources. Edge specific characteristics, such as offering a service from a re-

source distant from the Cloud, but closer to a user device, and computing on

resource-limited nodes will need to be accounted for.

Although resource negotiators [78,79] have been proved efficient in distributed

clusters, they are specifically designed for large jobs, such as Hadoop or MapRe-

duce, and merely focus on pre-deployment resource provisioning. Simply apply-

ing existing Cloud-based techniques in the Edge context will not be feasible since

resource management on the Edge will need to be lightweight (consuming min-

imal resources) and able to dynamically manage resources after the deployment

of Edge applications in order to support multiple tenants in resource-deprived

environments. There is limited research exploring lightweight resource manage-

ment techniques on the Cloud [80] that could be directly applied in the context

of the Edge. However, further research in the Edge context will be required to

efficiently manage Edge resources. This thesis aims to investigate techniques for

scaling hardware resources that are suited for the Edge computing model, such

that the QoSs of Edge applications can be improved.

Resource scaling is well studied in distributed systems and more recently on
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the Cloud. There is research on horizontal scaling, which refers to elasticity,

whereby computing resources for a workload are allocated or deallocated from a

cluster [18]. Scaling is usually based on workload deadlines and the available cost

budget [19,81,82]. Containers are employed for horizontal scaling as an alternate

to VMs [83]. Load distribution and efficient geographic placement of workload is

another consideration when horizontally scaling Cloud resources [84].

In addition to horizontal scaling, vertical scaling refers to allocating or deallo-

cating resources to a VM during the execution of a workload [17, 85]. Reinforce-

ment learning is used as an approach to derive policies for dynamically allocating

resources to a VM [86]. Optimality is often a consideration in vertical scaling

by taking the cost-latency trade-off into account [87]. Given different types of

VMs with variable CPU and memory resources, another approach often used is

to simply migrate the workload onto another VM with resources more suitable

to meet the optimising criteria (instead of scaling the resource on the original

VM) [88].

Chapter 5 of this thesis focuses on vertical scaling, but approaches used on

the Cloud are not suited for the Edge due to three reasons. Firstly, monitoring

techniques employed for vertical scaling are heavyweight (i.e., time-consuming

and require significant resources), which cannot be directly applied to resource-

limited Edge environments (a cluster of resources may not be available at the

edge of the network).

Secondly, generating optimal scheduling plans for vertical scaling as employed

in the Cloud is prohibitive on the Edge. Integer linear programming or constraint

programming that is usually used to generate optimal solutions are computation-

ally intensive. Thirdly, vertical scaling on the Cloud is underpinned by workload
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prediction models, which are less suitable for use on the Edge. Edge services

are likely to be short-running workloads in contrast to the Cloud and only lim-

ited data may be available for training machine learning models. Additionally,

training models on the Edge may not be feasible. Therefore, in this research, a

low-overhead vertical scaling technique on an Edge node is proposed.

Two factors impact vertical scaling, namely multi-tenancy, and priorities.

Multi-tenancy refers to the co-location of different workloads on the same com-

puting resource [89, 90]. In a multi-tenant Cloud environment, conflicts due to

scaling need to be resolved, for which migration is employed to resolve resource

contention [89]. Inter-tenant resource trading and intra-tenant weight adjust-

ments are employed on the Cloud to ensure fairness when scaling [91].

Techniques employed on the Edge to deal with multi-tenancy need to be

again lightweight and cannot incorporate complex models for workload predic-

tions. Complex schemes, such as convex optimisation, game theory or dynamic

programming have been explored for Edge environments [92]. Heuristic-based

mobile application partitioning and offloading algorithms have been designed to

maximise the application’s performance for multiple users [93] and the system

utility [94]. These algorithms are scalable but still require O(K2), O(K3) time re-

spectively, to service K mobile users. This is impractical on resource-constrained

Edge nodes that use small processors since they cannot acquire hardware re-

sources easily.

Similarly, game theory based schemes have been designed for Mobile-Edge

Cloud computing [95]. This approach is tested on a cloudlet, which naturally

assumes more resources than the extreme edge of the network (cloudlets have

dedicated computing servers/clusters). Moreover, the approach is suitable when
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tenants have different strategies and need to make decisions (e.g. to update

QoS objective). The lightweight resource scaling method in Chapter 5 assumes

no interactions among tenants due to the significant overheads that cannot be

supported on the Edge.

Some of the Edge research only considers using the Edge nodes as a replace-

ment to the Cloud. For instance, ParaDrop is designed to support multi-tenancy

in Wi-Fi Access Points, with Cloud-based management to orchestrate applica-

tions across multiple Edge nodes [96]. However, such techniques are not suitable

for the concept of the Edge computing model in this thesis, in which both the

Cloud and the Edge are employed for improving the QoS of an application.

Other research on multi-tenancy at the Edge focuses on pre-deployment. For

example, a middleware to support multi-level provisioning of IoT systems is pro-

posed [97]. Once a workload is deployed, the resources allocated to it do not

change. Similarly, the QoS of applications is improved without considering multi-

tenancy after deployment [60, 98]. Multi-tenancy significantly impacts the SLO

violation rate after deployment. This research accounts for post-deployment con-

ditions of workloads for scaling resources in a multi-tenant environment.

The second factor that impacts vertical scaling is workload priority. Com-

munity models are used to develop a shared resource pool in Clouds [99]. The

priority of Edge workloads is different because relationships between (i) the Cloud

and the Edge, and (ii) the user and the Edge need to be accounted for. There is

research that (i) adopts a threshold-based priority function to decide on partial

of complete offloading of workloads [100], and (ii) adjusts the task execution or-

der of workloads to satisfy different objectives in the pre-deployment phase [101].

These show the impact of priorities on offloading but do not demonstrate the
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influence of priorities on post-deployment resource management. Chapter 5 con-

siders factors specific to the Edge to model both static and dynamic priorities for

efficiently managing resources in a multi-tenant environment.

2.5 Summary

This chapter introduces the background of Edge/Fog computing, before dis-

cussing the latest works on Edge computing architectures and computation of-

floading in Edge computing. Table 2.1 summarises research conducted in Edge

computing. Although there have been a number of research papers that explore

certain aspects of Edge computing, this thesis aims to provide a thorough study of

the problems associated with the architecture, test-bed, offloading, partitioning,

multi-tenancy, priority management and resource management in Edge comput-

ing. A number of gaps in the literature are identified, for example, the lack of

a system architecture that considers every tier of the Edge computing ecosystem

(e.g. end-user devices, Edge nodes, the Cloud), the lack of real test-beds to eval-

uate proposed Edge solutions, and the lack of studies on post-deployment Edge

resource management. The discussion on how computation is currently offloaded

to the Edge, either from the Cloud or from end-user devices, also reveals that

there is a gap in preparing Edge applications and services.

To fill these gaps, the next chapter presents a Cloud-Edge system architecture

with the design of the Edge service workflow. This chapter further discusses the

existing methods to deploy Edge applications, which do not consider the varying

context of the Edge environment. To address this problem, Chapter 4 presents a

context-aware distribution mechanism for deploying applications in a Cloud-Edge
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2.5 Summary

system. This chapter also identifies that the current resource management tech-

niques in the Edge focus on the pre-deployment phase, leaving Edge applications

with fixed hardware resources regardless of their performance. As a complement,

Chapter 5 addresses the importance of dynamic resource sharing among Edge

applications by focusing on the post-deployment phase.
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Chapter 3

Designing a Cloud-Edge System

Chapter 1 introduced Edge Computing so as to reduce the distance that data has

to travel and consequently solve any potential traffic congestion. This chapter

investigates an Edge computing system and identifies the problems that need

to be considered when providing Edge services. In this thesis, similar to Cloud

computing, Edge computing adopts the Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) model

to provide virtualised compute resources over the Internet. The ETSI MEC

reference architectures and the OpenFog architecture described in Chapter 2 give

high-level guidance on building Edge computing systems. However, these mainly

focus on the Edge/Fog layer only, without considering computing jointly with

the Cloud. Therefore, this chapter demonstrates a three-tier architecture for a

Cloud-Edge system, which supports two computing models, namely the Cloud

and the Edge computing models. Moreover, this chapter defines the goals for

utilising Edge services and formulates the mathematical problem from both the

perspectives of Edge service users and Edge service providers. A framework to

provide Edge service in the Cloud-Edge system is further developed.
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3.1 Architecture

3.1 Architecture

As introduced in Chapter 1, an Edge system is at least a three-tier architecture.

In addition to the end devices and the Cloud that exist in conventional Cloud

computing models, Edge nodes are available in the three-tier architecture. The

ETSI MEC reference architecture (Figure 2.2) and the OpenFog reference ar-

chitecture (Figure 2.3), point out the necessary functional layers and provides a

high-level description. However, these reference architectures focus on the Edge

tier only and do not consider the components on the Edge that interact with both

the Cloud and the end devices. Therefore, in this section, a Cloud-Edge system

architecture is designed to extend the existing architectures for a three-tier Edge

computing environment as shown in Figure 3.1.

In the proposed Cloud-Edge system, there is support for applications to use

two computing models, namely the Cloud computing model and the Edge com-

puting model as introduced in Chapter 1. In the Cloud computing model, end

devices connect to a Cloud server through network gateways (e.g. mobile base

stations, routers, and switches), which are referred to as traffic routing nodes in

this thesis. This is the model that many of the popular applications use currently.

In the Edge computing model, Edge services are provided either on these existing

traffic routing nodes or dedicated Edge nodes (e.g. MEC servers, Cloudlets, mini

data centres). The applications (or parts of them) that are hosted on the Cloud in

the Cloud computing model is instead hosted on the Edge nodes. This dual-mode

computing model supported by an Edge system is an extension of the ETSI and

OpenFog reference architectures. This means that systems designed according to

the two popular reference architectures can benefit from the extended architec-
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Figure 3.1: The Cloud-Edge system architecture.

ture in this thesis. It adds the flexibly of exploiting hardware resources across

multi-layer vertical computing environment. Moreover, such design is useful when

the availability of Edge resources varies frequently.

The Cloud tier: The Cloud tier consists of Virtual Machines (VMs) pro-

vided by Cloud computing services (e.g. Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud1), which

hosts application servers. In the Cloud computing model, application servers (e.g.

1https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/
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application a in Figure 3.1) are hosted on this tier only, although multiple servers

of the same application may be deployed in multiple data centres to support the

global workload. In the Edge computing model, the application servers (e.g. ap-

plication b, c and d) are hosted on this tier along with a daemon Cloud Manager

created for each of them. Cloud Managers are responsible for the communica-

tion with the Edge tier in order to: (i) request Edge services; (ii) deploy and

re-configure applications; (iii) maintain the global view of applications. Cloud

Manager has similar functionality of the LCM proxy introduced in the ETSI ref-

erence architecture (Figure 2.2), such as managing service requests. However,

Cloud Manager is different because it is customised for applications on the Cloud

and facilitates the workload offloading from the Cloud to the Edge.

The Edge tier: The Edge tier consists of two types of Edge nodes, namely

dedicated nodes (e.g. node E in Figure 3.1) and traffic routing nodes (e.g. node

F ). Dedicated Edge nodes are additional hardware resources placed at the edge

of the network, which have fewer computational resources than the Cloud in the

form of clusters of servers. An example of dedicated Edge nodes could be a

modular data centre system [102], which is a portable data centre that can be

placed anywhere data capacity is needed. Such Edge nodes are active in the Edge

computing model only.

Traffic routing nodes are existing devices that have basic services of routing

Internet traffic, which have small amounts of hardware resources in the form

of embedded systems such as a System-on-a-Chip (SoC). These Edge nodes are

already in the network in the Cloud computing model. Using existing traffic

routing nodes as Edge nodes is advantageous in that it does not require addi-

tional monetary investments in building new infrastructures for dedicated Edge
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nodes. However, the lack of hardware resources on the traffic routing nodes

makes it challenging to share Edge resources using lightweight and efficient re-

source management methods. The support for different types of Edge nodes is

a novel design to extend the existing ETSI and OpenFog reference architectures,

which have been designed for dedicated Edge systems while ignoring the potential

computing power of augmented Edge nodes at the extreme edge.

Table 3.1 lists a number of systems that could potentially be used as Edge

nodes made from traffic routing nodes, including different types of mobile base

stations and popular SoCs. These computing nodes use low-power CPUs with a

limited number of cores. Although there may be a few additional Digital Signal

Processors (DSP) in mobile base station systems, the DSPs are used for encoding

and decoding, which are not considered as general-purpose computing in this

research. The memory commonly supported by these systems is up to 4 Gigabytes

(GB). It is also noted that the numbers of users supported by these systems are

in hundreds. The specifications of potential Edge nodes indicate the shortage of

hardware resources at the edge of the network. Therefore, an efficient mechanism

to utilise the constrained Edge resources is essential.

Another challenge of providing Edge services with traffic routing nodes is that

the availability of computing resources on the nodes varies over time. Figure 3.2

is an example of the usage of a mobile phone recorded during 142 days in 2010–

20111. It is noted that there are a few spikes occasionally representing heavy

usage of the mobile phone. Such a bursty user behaviour is reasonably assumed

to be observable from the general public’s usage of their mobile devices. In a case

where an Edge node is made available from a mobile base station, the fluctuating

1https://crawdad.org/ctu/personal/20120315/
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Figure 3.2: Example of a 142-day mobile usage.
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usage of the mobile network would result in varying workloads over time, and thus

varying hardware resources available on the Edge node to support additional Edge

computing services.

Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 further analyse the mobile usage by the average

duration spent on each hour of a day and each day of a week, respectively. The

usage of phone calls spreads almost evenly during the day, however, the usage

of mobile data (i.e. time spent on mobile applications) shows large fluctuations

and a huge spike from 12 pm to 2 pm. Similarly, intensive usage of the mobile

data is observed on Saturday when compared with the other days of a week. This

indicates that for an Edge node made from a mobile base station, the varying

workloads executed on it and subsequently the spare hardware resources of it

remained for performing Edge computing are affected by temporal factors such

as the time and day. How to efficiently utilise the varying available computing

resources on an Edge node is an important task when supporting Edge services.

In the Cloud computing model, data of application a in Figure 3.1 is trans-

ferred between the Cloud server and end devices (e.g. smartphone) through the

basic services of the traffic routing node F. In the Edge computing model, the

Cloud Managers request services on Edge nodes E/F ) to deploy Edge servers.

An Edge node is considered to be a multi-tenant environment hosting multiple

applications. It would not be feasible to build bespoke Edge systems for individ-

ual applications to improve their Quality-of-Services (QoS). Therefore, applica-

tions will need to share an Edge node. Unlike in the Cloud computing model,

where additional resources can be purchased when needed, Edge environments

are resource-limited and hence only applications requiring services from a specific

Edge node are deployed onto that node on demand.
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Figure 3.3: Example of the average mobile phone usage by the hour of day.
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Figure 3.4: Example of the average mobile phone usage by the day of week.
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Edge services could be requested by the Cloud Managers to deploy the same

servers (e.g. application d on node E ) or a subset of the server functionality

(e.g. application b and c on node E and F ). Partial offloading of servers is

available when it is possible to partition a server’s functionality to separate the

pre-processing and analysis of data. For example, this is beneficial for image

analysis of video streams. Functionality such as the grey-scale conversion of

security footage captured by user devices (e.g. CCTV camera) may be deployed in

Edge servers and further analysis such as face recognition which requires training

and is computationally intensive could be performed in Cloud servers.

Alternatively, partial offloading of servers can be performed when it is possible

to partition a server’s database to maintain both local and global views. For ex-

ample, this is beneficial for location-based mobile applications such as PokéMon

Go1 - an augmented reality game in which players use mobile devices (e.g. smart-

phone and tablet) move within their real-world surroundings to capture PokéMon

residing in different areas. Only players covered by an Edge node (e.g. node E )

are serviced by the Edge servers running on it and when players leave their local

data updates are merged into the global database in the Cloud servers. On a

traffic routing node having limited resources, it is expected the majority of the

Edge servers are partially offloaded servers. Due to on-demand application de-

ployment, multiple user devices can be serviced by the same Edge server (e.g.

application b) and it is not necessary to support Edge servers (e.g. application

d) having no user devices (e.g. smart watch) covered by an Edge node (e.g. node

F ).

Full offloading of servers can take advantage of Edge services through the

1https://www.pokemongo.com/en-gb/
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reduction of data traffic beyond the Edge, although it may lead to poor overall

QoS due to limited computing capabilities on the Edge and high costs of using

Edge services. A full discussion on the distribution of applications across the

Cloud and the Edge is presented in Chapter 5.

To manage Edge services on an Edge node, four components are designed:

Edge Manager: Edge Manager combines the functionalities of the Mobile

edge platform manager and the virtualisation infrastructure manager in the ETSI

reference architecture (Figure 2.2). It is also the counterpart to the Node Man-

agement in the OpenFog reference architecture (Figure 2.3). Edge Manager is

responsible for: (i) handling Edge service requests; (ii) maintaining an Edge ser-

vice registry; (iii) initialising and terminating Edge services. When a request of

Edge services is made from a Cloud Manager, a decision on whether to accept the

request is made by the Edge Manager (this decision is based on whether there are

enough free resources on the Edge node and whether the priority of the request-

ing application has met a predefined requirement). The response is sent back to

the requesting Cloud Manager. Once a request is accepted, the Edge Manager

initialises an Edge service and registers its status (e.g. running/stopped). When

a termination request of an Edge service is sent from either the Cloud Manager

or the Auto-scaler, the Edge Manager stops and terminates the Edge service after

sending local data updates back to the Cloud Manager if the application server’s

database has been partitioned.

Monitor: The Monitor is responsible for recording: (i) system metrics -

availability of Edge resources (e.g. CPU), resource utilisation (e.g. memory)

and resource scaling (e.g. frequency) of individual Edge servers; (ii) application

metrics - QoS (e.g. application response time), workload (e.g. number of users
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serviced). These metrics are employed by the Auto-scaler in the resource scaling

mechanism to add/remove resources to/from an Edge server at run-time.

Auto-scaler: The Auto-scaler is responsible for dynamically allocating/de-

allocating hardware resources to/from running Edge servers. Run-time adjust-

ment of resource allocation is based on the metrics obtained by the Monitor. This

is required to (i) ensure that the basic services of traffic routing nodes (e.g. node

F in Figure 3.1) have sufficient resources such that the node is not overloaded

due to additional Edge servers (e.g. application b and c); (ii) modify allocated

resources to accommodate more users or new servers on an Edge node. If an

Edge server cannot obtain resources or even if obtained could not improve its

performance, then the request of terminating this Edge service will be reported

to the Edge Manager.

The motivation for Auto-scaler is to manage the jobs on an individual Edge

node. Edge nodes are expected to be resource-constrained. Hence it is important

to efficiently utilise Edge resources and avoid unnecessary wastage that may be

caused due to the lack of Auto-scaler. There could be other approaches to adjust

the usage of Edge resources, such as load balancing using multiple Edge nodes,

which deploys the same application server on multiple Edge nodes at the same

time. In such an Edge system, it is still necessary to have Auto-scalers on in-

dividual nodes to provide fine-grained application-level resource management. If

only node-level resource management is provided, there may be cases when some

of the applications on certain nodes are servicing a small number of users, and

thus the allocated Edge resources would be wasted.

Edge Server: The Edge servers are the fully (e.g. application d in Figure 3.1)

or partially (e.g. application b and c) offloaded servers by the Cloud Manager in
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the Edge computing model. Once deployed, the fully offloaded servers interact

with user devices and only send local data updates when user devices disconnect

or the Edge servers are terminated. Partially offloaded servers interact with user

devices before forwarding pre-processed data to the Cloud servers.

In this thesis, Linux containers (LXC)1 are employed to provide applications

isolation on Edge nodes through virtualisation. Isolation is an important require-

ment in a multi-tenant computing environment, where applications from different

providers are executed on the same hardware. Although there are many methods

to make applications portable, such as through deploying JAR files, containers

ensure both the portability of applications and the security of data. The ratio-

nale for choosing container virtualisation technology instead of VMs is due to

the reduced boot-up times and enhanced isolation provided by the former [103].

Moreover, on limited hardware platforms, such as traffic routing nodes, containers

are appropriate given that they are relatively lightweight and have low overheads.

The End Device tier: The end devices consist of various types of devices,

such as smartphones, wearable, and gadgets. In the Cloud computing model,

end devices connect to the application servers (e.g. application a in Figure 3.1)

through traffic routing nodes (e.g. node F ). The basic services of the mobile base

stations in the cellular network or routers in the wireless local network are used to

communicate to the centralised Cloud servers. In the Edge computing model, the

computing capabilities of Edge nodes are made use of and end devices connect

to running Edge servers (e.g. application b, c and d).

A typical usage of Edge services is: the front-end of application b (Figure 3.1)

is launched on a smartphone in a region covered by Edge node E. A connection is

1https://linuxcontainers.org/
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established between the smartphone and the application server b on the Cloud.

The Cloud Manager for application b decides whether the application perfor-

mance can be improved by utilising Edge services. This requires the application

to be modularised and the influences of how the application will be distributed

across the Cloud and the Edge have been studied, which will be discussed in

Chapter 5. If it is appropriate, the Cloud Manager sends a request to Edge node

E for Edge services. The Edge Manager of node E performs a number of checks,

for example, whether there are enough hardware resources to initialise an Edge

server for application b. If the checks are passed, the Edge Manager then accepts

the request and starts to prepare the service environment (e.g. resource provision,

firewall configuration, access authorisation).

When the preparation on the Edge node is done, the Cloud Manager will

deploy an Edge server of application b. As described above, this Edge server is

either a partition of the Cloud server or the entire Cloud server, depending on

the Cloud Manager’s deployment plan. During the deployment, if a database is

required by the application, the Cloud Manager also decides on the data to be

copied from the Cloud server to the Edge server. Only the data that is associated

with the users to be serviced by the Edge server will be copied. After deploying

the Edge server, the Cloud Manager also re-configures the server IP address such

that the smartphone will start to connect to the Edge server b. The Monitor and

the Auto-scaler then works together to manage resource sharing among Edge

server b and other running servers on node E (e.g. application c and d). This

is done through a priority-based dynamic vertical scaling mechanism for Edge

resources, which will be presented in Chapter 6.

When the termination condition has been met for Edge server b, for example,
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Notation Description Source
s The Edge server of a Cloud application

Cloud
Manager

Us A set of users to connect to s
Prts A list of ports required by s
Reqs A list of [s, Prts, Ls]
e An Edge node providing Edge services

Edge
Manager

S A set of Edge servers on an Edge node
uR One unit of hardware resources
Prt A list of all available ports on e
aLs Average application latency of s

Monitor
Requests No. of requests serviced by s
Users No. of users serviced by s
Datas Amount of data processed by s
FR Free hardware resources on an Edge node

Table 3.2: Notations for a Cloud-Edge System.

it has been idle for a while or a termination request sent from the Cloud Manager

is received by the Edge Manager, the Edge Manager terminates Edge server b.

During the termination, the user data maintained by Edge server b will be merged

with the global view of user data maintained in the Cloud server. After that, the

Edge service established for application b will be removed so that the hardware

resources occupied by this Edge service could be released. On the Cloud, the

Manager for application b then re-configures the server IP address of such that

the smartphone will connect to the Cloud server b. The above procedure will

be repeated when the Cloud Manager of application b decides to utilise another

Edge service on the same or another Edge node.

3.2 System Modelling

The mathematical model for the Cloud-Edge system designed in the above section

will be developed incrementally in this thesis in order to simplify the presentation
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and make the narrative readable. This section presents the model for providing

Edge services by the Cloud Manager, Edge Manager, and Monitor. The model for

distributing applications in the Cloud-Edge system will be presented in Chapter 4

with the extended Cloud Manager. The model for resource sharing on the Edge

will be presented in Chapter 5 with the Auto-scaler, and the extended Cloud

Manager, Edge Manager and Monitor. The Cloud-Edge system can be described

with notations in Table 3.2. Variables associated with three components defined

in Section 3.1 are described, namely Cloud Manager, Edge Manager and Monitor.

Cloud Manager: An Edge server s is the offloaded application server from

a Cloud VM to an Edge node. When deploying s in the Edge node, the Cloud

Manager provides a request Reqs containing: (i) a set of users Us to be serviced

by s; (ii) a list of port numbers Prts required by s. These ports will be associated

with the IP address of s such that end devices will be able to send user requests

to s. One application may require multiple ports, for example, one port for s and

another port for the database server running underneath s.

Edge Manager: The Edge Manager of an Edge node maintains S – a registry

of a set of Edge servers that are running or have used Edge services from this

node. A unit of hardware resources is defined such that when a request for

Edge services comes in, the Edge manager performs a resource check against the

minimum resource requirement for an Edge service (e.g. a single unit of the CPU

cores and memory). The Edge Manager also maintains an up-to-date list of all

available ports on an Edge node. This is to ensure that there are no conflicts in

the allocation of port numbers for multiple Edge servers on this Edge node.

Monitor: Three metrics related to s are measured by the Monitor. Firstly,

the average latency aLs is used as an indicator for the QoS of s. Application
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latency is defined as the time taken by an application server to respond to a

user request. This could be the round-trip response time when a user sends data

from an end device to the application server, and then the server sends processed

data back to the user. For example, the latency of the PokéMon Go game is the

interval between the time when the GPS coordinates of a user changes and the

time when the distribution of the PokéMons on the local map is up-to-date. The

application latency could also be the single-trip response time when a user sends

data from an end device to an application server, and then the server processes

the data without sending responses to the user. For example, the latency of the

D-Link surveillance application is the interval between the time when a CCTV

camera sends a video frame to the application server and the time the video frame

is archived in storage.

Secondly, the workload characteristics are reflected by the number of requests

Requests, users Users and the amount of data that have been processed Datas.

These characteristics will be used in evaluating the performance of the Cloud-

Edge system when compared to the traditional Cloud system in Chapter 7. More-

over, the Auto-scaler in Chapter 6 considers these workload-related factors when

performing resource scaling for multiple Edge servers. Thirdly, the resource avail-

ability FR of the Edge Computing system (e.g. the number of units of free CPU

cores and memory) is considered. Monitoring the system utilisation is essential

to ensure an Edge node is not overloaded by increasing requests for Edge services.

The performance of the Cloud-Edge system modelled above can be measured

by (i) the QoS of applications that are running on an Edge node; and (ii) the

amount of data being transferred over the network.
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3.3 Edge Service Workflow

Using the Cloud-Edge system modelled above, this section presents the Edge

service workflow depicted in Figure 3.5. In order to utilise the system, an Edge

server s needs to be created. The creation of s is realised through either manual

partition of a monolithic Cloud application or a selection of modules of a modular

Cloud application as will be presented in Chapter 5. After s is created, the Cloud

Manager requests an Edge service on an Edge node. If the Edge Manager on that

Edge node accepts the request, it provisions a container to host s, which will be

made accessible by the Cloud Manager. When the Cloud Manager receives a

notification from the Edge Manager of the provisioned container, it deploys s in

the container and then starts s for servicing its end users. During the lifecycle of

this Edge service, the Auto-scaler manages resources allocated to the container

by adding hardware resources (referred to as the scale-up action) to or removing

hardware resources (referred to as the scale-down action) from the container,

which will be described in Chapter 5. The Edge manager may need to terminate

the Edge service when it receives a termination request from the Cloud Manager

or the Auto-scaler during resource scaling. Then another Edge service to host

s on the same or a different Edge node may be requested again by the Cloud

Manager at some point. This workflow involves three procedures, namely the

provisioning, deployment, and termination of Edge services.

Provisioning Edge Services: In this thesis, provisioning is defined as

preparing and initiating a computing service on an Edge node that is accessi-

ble to external users. The provisioning of Edge services requires a server running

on an Edge node, which keeps listening for incoming requests of Edge services.
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Request
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service

Provision
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container
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Cloud Manager Edge Manager Auto-scalerCloud Manager Edge Manager

Figure 3.5: The workflow of an Edge service.

Therefore, socket programming is used to implement the Cloud Manager, which is

a TCP/IP client that connects to its server (i.e. the Edge Manager). The discov-

ery of potential Edge nodes in an environment is beyond the scope of this thesis.

It is assumed that Edge services will only be provided from Edge nodes known

by the Cloud Manager. Moreover, the Cloud Manager has the knowledge of the

information about the Edge nodes, for example, the IP addresses and ports of

the TCP/IP server to connect to. This assumption is realistic because in the real

world the providers of Edge services and Cloud services are expected to be either

the same or a collaboration of different parties. Therefore, the information on

available Edge nodes in a geographical area can be made accessible by the Cloud

Manager. The Edge Manager performs a provisioning mechanism (Procedure 1)

when a connection is established. Notations for the symbols in the procedure are

defined in Table 3.2. The request of an Edge service is represented by Reqs. This

procedure identifies an Edge node for deploying an application, and upon accep-

tance, it initialises a container on the Edge node and sets up necessary firewalls

to grant external excess to the container.

A resource check is performed when the request of an Edge service is received.
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Procedure 1: Provision mechanism
Data: Reqs, S, uR

1 Measure FR ;
2 if FR < uR then
3 Send rejection of Reqs to the requesting Cloud Manager;
4 else
5 if Prts 6∈ Prt then
6 Assign the same no. of ports from Prt to Prts;
7 end
8 Assign an additional port from Prt to Prts;
9 Update Prt;

10 Initialise LXC container s;
11 Update the firewall settings to froward Prts;
12 Notify the Cloud Manager of initialised s and updated Prts;

13 end

If there are insufficient resources to launch a new container with one unit of

resources, then the request is rejected (Lines 2-3). The Cloud Manager may then

decide to request services from another Edge node later. If the request passes the

resource check (Line 4), the Edge Manager further checks whether the proposed

ports are available for supporting communications between the Edge server and

the user devices (Lines 5-7). An access port is generated (Line 8) for remote

access by the Cloud Manager to deploy the application and then the pool of all

available ports on the Edge node is updated (Line 9). When unique ports are

successfully allocated to service the current request, a Linux container is launched

with a default image template offered by the Edge Manager (Line 10), which will

be used for executing the workload offloaded by the Cloud Manager.

The container is allocated a default amount of resources (e.g. one CPU core

and 256 megabytes of memory). After the container is booted on the Edge node,

the Edge Manager configures this container (Line 11), such that the Edge server
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running on this container will be visible to connecting user devices and the Cloud

Manager. This is done through port forwarding using the iptables command1

provided by the Linux kernel. After configuring the container, a notification with

access information about the container is sent to the Cloud Manager (Line 12).

Deploying Edge Servers: In this thesis, deployment is defined as the pro-

cess of placing an application into an active Edge service container, which has

already been prepared during provisioning. Upon receiving the notification of the

availability of the LXC container on the Edge node, the Cloud Manager deploys

s on the Edge node with Procedure 2. The Cloud Manager deploys a partitioned

or full application and installs software packages required by the application on

the container (Lines 1-2). The container is customised for each Edge server by

the Cloud Manager, which in turn avoids the wastage of resources if a generic

container with comprehensive packages of libraries is booted. Once the applica-

tion server is running (Line 3), it can start receiving requests from user devices.

Then the Cloud Manager needs to redirect the application users covered by the

Edge node so that they will connect to the Edge server.

In the Edge computing model, end-users are expected to be serviced dynam-

ically by one from all the running servers of the application. Therefore, the

front-end application needs to keep checking a pointer to its active server. This is

done by the Cloud Manager by maintaining an up-to-date configuration file that

specifies the public IP address of the active application server s (Line 4). The

management of the configuration file will be described in detail in Section 4.1.

Terminating Edge Services: In the Edge computing model, it is antici-

pated that when compared to the long-running application servers in the Cloud

1https://linux.die.net/man/8/iptables
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Procedure 2: Deployment mechanism

Data: s, Us

1 Install software packages in s;
2 Deploy application image in s;
3 Run application server in s;
4 redirect Us to s;

computing model, Edge servers will be used for shorter time intervals given the

demand and limited resources on Edge nodes. This requires a mechanism to re-

move a service from an Edge node. The decision to terminate an Edge service

could be made either by the Cloud Manager when it does not need boosted per-

formance, or by the Edge Manager when it decides to preempt the service. In

such cases, Procedure 3 is invoked to terminate the Edge service and ensure that

the application service will be made available from the Cloud.

The Edge Manager terminates an Edge service in the following three cases

(will be considered in detail in the resource scaling mechanism in Chapter 5).

Firstly, there are no free resources to support the Edge service. Secondly, the

Edge service is not required anymore (e.g. the Edge server has been idle for a

while). Thirdly, the Edge service does not improve the QoS of the application (the

performance objective cannot be satisfied by utilising Edge services). The Cloud

Manager can also require the Edge Manager for terminating an Edge service so

that when no budget is available for additional Edge service usage, the Cloud

Manager withdraws its server from the Edge node.

When the Edge server is to be terminated, the application state on the Edge

server is migrated to the Cloud server (Line 1). Such a state may include local

updates on the user database. This can be achieved by employing database

tools that support data migration between two database servers, for example,
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Procedure 3: Termination mechanism
Data: S, s, Us

1 Migrate application state to the Cloud server;
2 Redirect Us to the Cloud server;
3 Stop and destroy s;
4 S = S − {s};

Redis1. The user devices affected will have to be redirected back to the Cloud

server through the same reconfiguration mentioned in Procedure 2. The economic

impact of terminating Edge services depends on which party operates the Edge

service. If the Edge platform is owned by the Cloud Service Provider (CSP),

the CSP’s revenue will not change drastically. However, if the Edge platform

is independent of the Cloud platform, preempting Edge services may reduce its

revenue.

3.4 Summary

This chapter described the architecture of a three-tier Cloud-Edge system de-

signed in this thesis. Applications that run on such a system can be supported

in both the Cloud computing model and the Edge computing model. The pro-

posed Edge system architecture can be used to extend the reference architectures

released by the ETSI and the OpenFog consortium. It adds the flexibility of

switching between the conventional Cloud-based services and the novel Edge-

assisted services, which takes the varying availability of Edge resources into ac-

count. Moreover, the proposed architecture is designed for Edge systems not only

composed of dedicated nodes (e.g. modular data centres) but also composed of

1https://redis.io/
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augmented nodes (e.g. mobile base stations).

The proposed system has the potential to adapt to a multi-layer Edge com-

puting architecture, where there will be multiple Edge layers between the End

Device layer and the Cloud layer. Modifications of the presented work will be

required to address several challenges such as:

• In this thesis, the Cloud Manager is assumed to know the Edge node where

the computations will be offloaded. In a multi-layer system involving multi-

ple Edge nodes, a decision of which Edge nodes to offload the computations

needs to be made by the Cloud Manager. In addition, load-balancing algo-

rithms may be required to be implemented as a functionality of the Cloud

Manager.

• In this thesis, the Edge Manager communicates with the Cloud Manager

only. In a multi-layer system, the Edge Manager of an Edge node that

locates in between two other Edge layers will need to communicate to the

Managers on its upper and lower layers. In addition, the Edge Manager

will need to be extended with the functionality of deploying applications,

which is implemented for the Cloud Manager in this thesis.

• Apart from the above software modifications, system networking also needs

modification to support the data exchanges between multiple layers in the

Edge systems.

By modelling the system, this chapter defines the components needed to pro-

vide Edge services. The Edge service workflow enables Cloud applications to

utilise hardware resources at the edge of the network. However, this workflow
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requires the setting up of an Edge server, which is either a part of or the entire

Cloud server. The next chapter will focus on the creation of modularised appli-

cations and the different methods to distribute applications across the Cloud and

the Edge.
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Chapter 4

Managing Applications in a

Cloud-Edge System

The Cloud-Edge system presented in the previous chapter requires that an Edge

application is a copy of an entire Cloud application or a subset of the functionality

of it. To use a subset of the functionality of the Cloud applications as the Edge

applications is less challenging for modular Cloud applications such as work-

flow [104] and Bag-of-Task [105] applications when compared to monolithic Cloud

applications such as web applications. Monolithic Cloud applications need to be

redesigned with modularisation such that some modules of them can be grouped

and deployed as Edge applications. A module of an application is defined as a

component of the application, such as a single or a group of functionalities.

Modules of an application can be created by separating the applications into

components that run on multiple servers, which is referred to as partitioning.

There are different partitioning methods that can be applied to monolithic ap-

plications in terms of user data, application data, and application functionality.
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Once a monolithic application is modularised, different numbers of modules can

be selected for creating an Edge application. To investigate the influences of

deploying the varying number of modules for Edge servers, the distribution of

modularised applications in the Cloud-Edge system needs to be modelled. As

complementary services to the traditional Cloud computing services, Edge ser-

vices are expected to entail additional costs. Therefore, in addition to the QoS of

applications, the running cost of utilising Edge services should also be considered

when designing distribution strategies.

The techniques proposed in this chapter applies to applications where their

modules (either original or partitioned) can be chained together. This is due to

the assumption that there is a chain of modules for modularised applications and

thus the chain can be broke down into multiple application servers being hosted

in different locations, for example, the Edge and the Cloud. It is assumed that the

impact of modularisation on the performance of applications is neglectable. This

requires that the content of the modules of the applications (e.g. the functions)

are not modified. The modularisation only breaks the chain of modules and

connects them between different servers.

The modularisation and distribution of applications may introduce several

side effects:

• When an application server is split into an Edge server and a Cloud server,

the libraries that the Edge server depends on would need to be installed

in a container on the Edge node. There is a risk of affected application

performance if the library versions are different on the Edge and the Cloud.

Therefore, it is important to ensure the computing environments are the

same on the Edge and the Cloud to avoid the side effects.
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• While reducing the communication latency by moving computation to the

Edge, there is a risk of increasing computation latency due to the lack

of computing power available at the Edge compared to the Cloud. Such

trade-offs need to be considered when making decisions on the offloading.

• The distribution of Cloud applications in an Edge computing system also

implies security and privacy issues. However, this is not considered in the

scope of this thesis.

4.1 Modularising Cloud Applications

In this thesis, both modular and monolithic Cloud applications are considered.

Modular applications refer to applications that consist of multiple modules. Such

applications are a natural fit for adopting the Edge computing model because the

modules can be flexibly grouped and adjusted to deploy as Edge applications.

The challenge for modular applications in Edge computing is in deciding which

modules to move to the Edge. Since Edge nodes are expected to be made from

diverse systems, it could happen that the modules to be moved to a mini-cloud

will not fit in an embedded system. Therefore, it is important to have a flexible

way to decide which modules of the application should be moved to a specific

Edge node. Given the large number and diversity of all potential Edge nodes in a

geographical area, this task becomes challenging. Monolithic applications refer to

applications that are self-contained and provide one end-to-end service. For such

applications to utilise Edge services, a manual redesign is needed to partition the

applications so that some parts of the applications can be offloaded to an Edge
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node. During the redesign, three types of partition could be considered, namely

user data, application data, and application functionality.

User data partition: As proposed in Figure 3.1, only users covered by

an Edge node should be connecting to an Edge application server running on

that specific node. For applications with databases involved, this mechanism is

supported by the partition of user data. The global database maintained on the

Cloud needs to group data by users and once a user is allocated to be serviced

by an Edge server, the associated data will need to be copied into the database

maintained by the Edge server. The duplication of data happens when the Cloud

Manager deploys the Edge server. Since the partition only applies to user data,

the Edge application created using this method is, in fact, a clone of the Cloud

application [56].

Only supporting a subset of existing users simplifies the management of user

data in Edge servers. An example of the user management in a mobile application

can be illustrated using an open-source game iPokeMon1 (Figure 4.1). When a

user starts to use an application on an end device (e.g. smartphone), there is

a verification check on the session status (e.g. logged in or not). A session

could be invalid if it is the first time that the user uses this application or the

previous session has timed out. In such cases, the user will need to log in first.

When a user has logged in, for example, with a social media account, in the

Cloud computing model, the Cloud server will check if this user exists. If this

is a new user, the Cloud server then creates a user ID with default data so that

the query received in the user request could be processed. If this is an existing

user, the Cloud server directly processes the query and sends retrieved data back

1https://github.com/Kjuly/iPokeMon
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Figure 4.1: User management in an example mobile game.
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to the end device. When the user keeps using this application, the end device

constantly sends requests to the Cloud server and the session verification is carried

out periodically until the user stops using the application. In the Edge computing

model, since only existing users will be redirected to a running Edge server, the

query of a user ID and data is carried out in the Edge server but the creation of

a new user ID and data will still be carried out in the Cloud server.

Application data partition: For applications without a user database in-

volved, however, the partitioning of user data above does not apply, Edge-specific

application data could be extracted from the global data. For instance, an up-to-

date global map needs to be maintained in the server of a navigation application

on the Cloud in the Cloud computing model. When a user wearing smart glasses

(e.g. Google glass) needs to navigate in Belfast with the help of this application,

the glasses keep sending GPRS coordinates to the application’s Cloud server and

fetching the up-to-date local map from the Cloud server. Whenever the real-

time traffic changes, the updated data has to reach the Cloud server and then be

pulled down to the glasses. Since most of the time, the map of Belfast is purely

interested by people located in Belfast, it is not efficient to centrally store the

up-to-date world map.

In the Edge computing model, the local map of Belfast could be maintained

by an Edge server of the application hosted on an Edge node (e.g. a mobile base

station) in Belfast, so that most of the application data is transmitted locally

rather than abroad. The further partitioning of the Belfast map across different

Edge nodes in Belfast is not considered. The proposed partitioning method fo-

cuses on the vertical layers of an Edge computing system and assumes a single

Edge node in the Edge layer. The horizontal load balancing in an Edge layer
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Cloud computing model Edge computing model
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Figure 4.2: The configuration of the server IP address of an application in the
Cloud and the Edge computing models.

consisting of multiple Edge nodes is not considered in the scope of this thesis.

Application functionality partition: As a result of the data partition

above, a Cloud-based application could be partitioned in terms of functional-

ity. Only functions related to the offloaded data need to be included in Edge

servers. For instance, the functions of querying and updating data in Figure 4.1

are sufficient for an Edge server, without the functions of user creation and data

initiation.

After a Cloud application is partitioned using one of the above three methods,

namely user data partition, application data partition, and application function-

ality partition, it is also important for the applications to be able to use both the

Cloud computing model and the Edge computing model in a Cloud-Edge system.

In order to change between the computing models, there is a need for dynamically

configuring the client-side application (e.g. an iOS mobile application) so that

it would automatically connect to a deployed Edge server. Figure 4.2 compares
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the configuration of applications in the Cloud computing model and the Edge

computing model. In the conventional Cloud computing model, a pointer to the

public IP address of the application server is stored in the application client on

an end device (e.g. smartphone). When a user starts using the application, it

directly sends data to the application server hosted on the Cloud.

On the contrary, in the proposed Edge computing model, the application client

stores the IP address of the Cloud server as the global server IP, together with a

variable of the dynamic server IP. When a user starts using the application, it first

asks the Cloud server for the value of the dynamic server IP, which is maintained

in a configuration file by the Cloud Manager introduced in Chapter 3. This

dynamic server IP is determined by the public IP address of an Edge server of

the application. When the Cloud Manager deploys the Edge server, it updates the

current Edge IP in the configuration file. Once the end device starts to connect

to the Edge server, it sends data to the Edge server until the next time it asks

the Cloud server for the dynamic server IP address.

The dynamic server IP address will be updated when the Edge server is re-

deployed onto another Edge node due to the termination of the Edge server on

the previous Edge node. Therefore, when the next time the end device tries to

connect to the previous Edge server, it would result in an error and then it will

also ask the Cloud server for an update on the dynamic server IP. Some times

there may not be any available Edge server, then the dynamic server IP will point

to the global server IP itself.

Currently, Cloud applications are distributed horizontally across clustered sys-

tems. The different requirement for distributing these applications in a Cloud-

Edge system is that they need to be distributed vertically across multiple tiers.
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of the distribution of a modularised application in a
Cloud-Edge system.

Figure 4.3 compares different types of distributions of a modularised Cloud ap-

plication in the three-tier Cloud-Edge system defined in Chapter 3. The modu-

larised Cloud application is either the original modular applications that consist

of a collection of modules or the partitioned applications obtained from the re-

design described in the previous section. These modules (e.g. the blue, red and

green modules in Figure 4.3) work together to provide the overall functionality

of the application.

Three distribution scenarios can be applied to a modularised Cloud applica-

tion, namely the Cloud-only, the Edge-based and the Edge-only distribution. In

the Cloud-only scenario, the server of the Cloud application is hosted in a Cloud

VM and the front-end application is installed on an end device (e.g. smartphone).

While the front-end application is active, the end device keeps sending data to

its Cloud server as indicated by the directed arrow in Figure 4.3. The width of
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the arrow represents the amount of data being sent.

In the Edge-based distribution scenarios, there could be a number of distribu-

tion plans depending on the number of modules to be deployed in an Edge server.

By applying the Edge-based distribution methods, the amount of data sent from

the Edge node to the Cloud VM is expected to be reduced (arrow with reduced

width) and as a result a reduced application response time. More modules could

be deployed in the Edge node in order to further reduce the data transmitted

(the thinnest arrow) between the Edge node and the Cloud VM. In the Edge-

only distribution scenario, all the modules are deployed in an Edge node such

that all data received from an end device is processed in the Edge node.

Although employing Edge services can improve the Quality-of-Service (QoS)

of Cloud applications [106, 107], the use of Edge services is expected to be re-

stricted by factors such as cost and Edge resource availability. The question of

when and how to utilise an Edge node for modularised Cloud applications is not

yet answered. Therefore, in the following sections the distribution of applications

across the Cloud and the Edge is modelled and the impact of different distribu-

tion plans (i.e. how many modules of an application to be deployed in an Edge

server) on application performance and the cost of utilising Edge services are

investigated.

4.2 Modelling Cloud-Edge Distribution

The Cloud-Edge system modelled in Chapter 3 enables Edge services and the

life cycle management of Edge applications. However, it assumes that every

deployment of an Edge application is the same. In other words, there is only one
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Table 4.1: Notations for distributing applications in the Cloud-Edge system.

Parameter Description
a A server of a modular application consists of N modules
k The number of modules to be deployed on an Edge node in an

Edge service
D A distribution strategy containing deployment plans for m Edge

services
U Utility of an Edge service
m Number of deployments in a distribution problem of a
T Job completion time of one deployment
C Overall running cost of one deployment
CC Cost of using Cloud services in one deployment
PC Hourly price of a reserved Cloud VM
λ Ratio of the unit price of Edge resources (CPU/memory/storage)

to Cloud resources
Pcpu/mem/str Price of a unit of resource (CPU/memory/storage) in a cus-

tomised Cloud VM
Rcpu/mem/str Average used units of Edge resources (CPU/memory/storage) in

one deployment

way to distribute an application across the Cloud and the Edge. This limits the

flexible usage of Edge resources. For example, if an Edge application requires

X amount of computing resource, with the system model presented the Edge

service for this application will not be accepted when the available amount of Edge

resources Y is equal to or less than X. The application can, however, potentially

benefit from the Cloud-Edge system if a subset of the modules of the application

that requires less than Y amount of computing resources can be deployed as the

Edge application. Therefore, the proposed flexible distribution of applications in

the Cloud-Edge system in this Chapter requires an improved system model that

considers the dynamic distribution of modular Cloud applications.

Table 4.1 shows the additional mathematical notation for the Cloud-Edge

system defined in Chapter 3. The assumption is that an application server a is
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either originally modular or has been modularised with one or more partition

methods presented in Section 4.1. In the Cloud computing model, a is hosted on

a Cloud VM and the users of a install the front-end application on their devices

(for example, smartphones or tablets). In the Edge computing model, when an

Edge node is able to provide computing services, the Cloud Manager of a would

need to decide whether a redistribution of a across the Cloud-Edge system is

beneficial - for example, a performance gain with reduced application latency can

be obtained. The redistribution decision is to find the appropriate k ∈ {0 . . . N}

such that the first k modules of a will be deployed in an Edge server on the Edge

node. N is the total number of modules an application have after applying the

modularisation described in Section 4.1. For example, when k = 0, a is hosted

in the Cloud VM only as is in the Cloud computing model; when k = N , a is

hosted only on the Edge node; and when k is between 0 and N such as 1, a is

distributed across the three-tier system, resulting in the first module of a hosted

on the Edge node while the remaining modules in the Cloud VM. The value of k

will be decided by the context-aware distribution mechanism to be introduced in

Section 4.3.

Due to the limited amount of computing resources in an Edge node and the

large number of applications that can benefit from using Edge services, it is as-

sumed that an Edge computing platform is a competitive environment where the

number of available Edge services on a specific Edge node is less than the number

of requests to use the services. In addition, the resource availability of an Edge

node is expected to fluctuate as described in Chapter 3. Edge services may have

a short life span on an Edge node because the services will have to stop when the

node does not have enough computing resources to support it [108]. The selected
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k modules of a are offloaded to an Edge node based on the current availability

of resources on the node, and network conditions. Resource availability on the

Edge and network conditions will change over time. The initial deployment will,

therefore, be less efficient resulting in performance degradation given the changes

in resource availability of the Edge node and network conditions. Therefore, the

application will need to redeployed - a new configuration of the distribution (how

many modules need to be deployed on the Cloud and the Edge respectively will

need to be determined.

In this context, the distribution strategy D of a will need to combine a series

of deployment plans such that the added value of Edge services could be fre-

quently employed. This chapter aims to, manage m successive (re)deployments

of a modular Cloud application in the face of variable resource availability and

network conditions of a Cloud-Edge system. When m = 1 the problem is to dis-

tribute the application there is only a single deployment of the application (no

redeployment). When m = 2 the problem is to create a distribution strategy for

the application in two successive deployment rounds. The assumption of using m

as a control parameter for the distribution problem is that in the real world there

will be constraints on using Edge services, for example, a budget. In this thesis,

using the number of deployment rounds m in the model makes the distribution

scenarios more controllable and can avoid unpredictable impacts of factors such

as unestablished pricing models in the Edge.

The objective of the distribution model is to maximise the utility of the distri-

bution strategy D for a modular Cloud application a. Utility U is defined in this

thesis as the quantity that measures preferences over a set of distribution strate-

gies. A utility function is frequently employed in Edge computing research, for
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example, to measure the revenue of Edge services [64, 109] and the performance

of Edge applications [110]. In this research, the utility function is defined in

Equation 4.1, which accounts for the trade-off between QoS of a and the running

cost given a distribution strategy D.

U(D, a) =
m∑
i=1

(α
Ti

Requesti
+ βCi(ki)) (4.1)

In the utility function, T is the job completion time of a single deployment and

Request is the number of jobs (i.e. user requests) being processed in one deploy-

ment. The average time taken to service a single request represents the QoS of

an application. Application latency is chosen from the perspective of end-users

of applications. Perceived response time is considered one of the important QoS

metrics for applications that servicing user requests, such as web servers [111].

Other QoS metrics such as data throughput could also be considered but is not

selected in this work, because end-users of the request-based applications are

expected less sensitive to it.

Although Edge services may improve the QoS, additional costs over the cost of

using Cloud services may be incurred, which need to be accounted for. Therefore,

the utility function takes the trade-off between the QoS and the overall running

cost C into consideration. α and β are weights that represent the relative im-

portance assigned to the QoS factor and the cost factor. for example, when β is

0, the distribution strategy that leads to the highest QoS is considered the best,

and when α is 0, the distribution strategy that results in the lowest running cost

is considered the best. The running cost of one deployment is a function of k,
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defined as:

C(k) =


CC , if k = 0

CF , if k = N

CC + CF , otherwise

(4.2)

where CF and CC are the costs entailed by employing Edge and Cloud services,

respectively. The cost of Cloud services is defined on a subscription basis, which

is the popular pricing model adopted by public Cloud service providers such as

Amazon Web Services:

CC = PC · T (4.3)

The cost of Edge services is defined on a fine-grained pay-for-resource-used basis:

CF = λ(Pcpu, Pmem, Pstr) · (Rcpu, Rmem, Rstr) · T (4.4)

where Pcpu/mem/str is the unit price of Cloud resources including CPU, memory

and storage. λ represents how expensive Edge resources are when compared to

the Cloud resources. Rcpu/mem/str is the average amount of Edge resources used

in a single deployment.

The motivation for the above Edge pricing is as follows. Edge servers (i.e.

the k modules of a offloaded from the Cloud to the Edge) may require multiple

deployments to respond to the system or network changes in the environment. In

each deployment, the modules deployed on an Edge node may vary. Therefore, it

is not efficient to reserve the same amount of Edge resources for an application. for
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example, if resources are reserved for the maximum number of modules (k = N),

then for deployments with fewer modules moving to the Edge (k < N) some of

the paid Edge resources will not be utilised, and vice-versa. Hence, a fine-grained

pricing model for Edge resources is required to support different deployments of

modular Cloud applications on the Edge.

The distribution model presented above can be used for studying the con-

sequences of applying different distribution strategies to an application in the

Cloud-Edge system. Existing research on computation offloading from the Cloud

to the Edge adopts the same distribution strategy when deploying Edge applica-

tions, which in this thesis is referred to as static distribution. However, due to

the dynamic nature of the Edge computing environment, such static distribution

of applications cannot guarantee that the QoS of the applications will always be

improved by utilising Edge services. Therefore, a distribution mechanism that

considers the context of the Edge computing environment could potentially assist

the decision making for the distribution. Such a mechanism would require the in-

formation of an Edge node such as resource availability, a number of deployment

plans of a modularised application to choose from, and feedback on the perfor-

mance of the deployment. The next section presents the context-aware distri-

bution mechanism for generating dynamic (re)deployment plans for modularised

Cloud applications while maximising the utility of the distribution strategy.

4.3 Context-aware Distribution

A naive mechanism for distributing a modular Cloud application in the Cloud-

Edge system may be based on generating a static distribution strategy. for ex-
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ample, the same number of modules are always deployed in an Edge node and

the remaining modules (if any) in a Cloud VM. While this strategy can be easily

implemented and used in a real-time setting, it does not consider: (i) the avail-

ability of resources on an Edge node; (ii) the network conditions between the

Edge node and the Cloud VM, and (iii) the differences between Edge nodes if

multiple nodes are available in the system.

In contrast to the static distribution strategy, a dynamic distribution strategy

would overcome the above shortcomings. It means that for the same application

to use Edge services at different times, the number of modules of the application

to be deployed in its Edge server is made by the Cloud Manager by considering

the current context of the Cloud-Edge system. Such distribution strategy would

result in an application being distributed differently in the same Cloud-Edge

system each time the Cloud Manager requests for using Edge services. Therefore,

there is a need for a decision-making process that adapts with context – variable

Edge nodes, Edge resource availability and network conditions. To achieve this,

the utility, a measure of system performance, defined in Equation 4.1 for every

possible deployment plan will need to be estimated.

When estimating system performance and cost, supervised learning techniques

have been frequently used [112,113]. These techniques require a predictive model

that will need to be trained on benchmarking data. To obtain an accurate predic-

tive model, the benchmarking process needs to be carried out on as many types

of Edge nodes as possible, for example, covering different processor architectures.

In addition, for each Cloud application that intends to utilise the Edge comput-

ing model, every possible partition of the application needs to be executed on

the Edge nodes to gather as much trace data as possible. This methodology is
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impractical due to the scale of Edge nodes in the real world, the large number of

applications that may benefit from using Edge computing, and the various ways

to split such applications.

Reinforcement learning is an alternative to the above supervised learning tech-

niques and suitable to generate dynamic distribution strategies. This technique

does not require pre-trained models. Instead, it aims to find a balance between the

exploration of uncharted territory and the exploitation of current knowledge [114].

Therefore, it can operate in an environment comprising heterogeneous Edge nodes

and a variety of different Edge applications. In the following section, the distri-

bution problem is presented as a reinforcement-learning task and then propose

the context-aware distribution mechanism using Deep Q-Network (DQN).

4.3.1 Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement learning is defined as a process to learn best actions based on re-

wards or punishments. A reinforcement learning problem comprises the following

six concepts: (i) agent – the reinforcement learning algorithm; (ii) environment

– a physical world in which the agent operates; (iii) state – the current situation

of the environment; (iv) action – the operation the agent takes; (v) reward –

the feedback from the environment based on the action the agent takes. The

goal of the agent is to collect as much reward as possible by interacting with the

environment on a trial and error basis (i.e. taking different actions based on the

states observed) using feedback on its actions.

In this thesis, the distribution problem is formulated by transforming the

above concepts into an Edge context: (i) the agent in is the Cloud Manager,
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Table 4.2: Factors used in the state vector in the reinforcement-learning task

Parameter Description
CPUu Current system-wide CPU utilisation of an Edge node
CPUn Number of logical CPUs in an Edge node
CPUf Current CPU frequency of an Edge node
MEMp Total physical memory in an Edge node
MEMpu Current physical memory usage of an Edge node
MEMs Total swap memory of an Edge node
MEMsu Current swap memory usage of an Edge node
STRd Total disk space in an Edge node
STRdu Current disk usage of an Edge node
IOr System-wide number of reads from the disk in an Edge node
IOw System-wide number of writes to the disk in an Edge node
IOrb System-wide number of bytes read from the disk in an Edge node
IOwb System-wide number of bytes written to the disk in an Edge node
IObs System-wide number of bytes sent from an Edge node
IObr System-wide number of bytes received by an Edge node
IOps System-wide number of packets sent from an Edge node
IOpr System-wide number of packets received by an Edge node
DFC Network delay between an Edge node and a Cloud VM
DEC Network delay between an end device and a Cloud VM

which is located in a Cloud VM and responsible for distributing a modular Cloud

application; (ii) the environment is an Edge node, where some or all of the mod-

ules of the application will be deployed; (iii) the state is the current representation

of the Edge node, which accounts for the hardware specifications and resource

availability of the Edge node, and the network condition between the Edge node

and the Cloud VM; (iv); the action is to select a k value, which is the num-

ber of modules of the application to deploy to the Edge node; (v) the reward is

the utility defined in Equation 4.1, which is a measurement of the quality of a

deployment plan.

In the problem defined above, the state of an Edge node at a certain time

consists of 19 factors (Table 4.2) related to: (i) the processor in an Edge node (i.e.
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CPUu, CPUn, CPUf ); (ii) the memory in an Edge node (i.e. MEMp, MEMpu,

MEMs, MEMsu); (iii) the storage in an Edge node (i.e. STRd, STRdu); (iv)

the disk I/O in an Edge node (i.e. IOr, IOw, IOrb, IOwb); (v) the network I/O

in an Edge node (i.e. IObs, IObr, IOps, IOpr); and (vi) the network conditions

(i.e. DFC , DEC). These factors are selected to be representatives of four aspects

of the Edge computing environment: (i) the hardware specification of an Edge

node, including the number of CPU cores, the size of memory and disk space;

(ii) the resource availability of the Edge node, including the utilisation of the

CPU, memory and storage; (iii) the network condition, including the utilisation

of network bandwidth and the network latencies; and (iv) the relative distance

between the Edge node and the Cloud VM, indicated by the network latencies.

Theses factors have continuous values. The set of actions is the possible values

of k, which are N + 1 integer values.

4.3.2 DQN-based Distribution Mechanism

Q-learning is a typical technique in reinforcement learning, which learns an opti-

mal policy to maximise the total reward over a number of successive steps. This

is in line with the distribution problem modelled in Section 4.2, which contains

multiple rounds of deployment. However, Q-learning is designed for a problem

with a relatively small number of state spaces and action spaces, but the val-

ues in the state space in the distribution problem in this thesis are continuous

and theoretically has an infinite number of values. One approach is to define

a number of value ranges to discretise the state space variables. However, this

would result in large state space and thus incurs more memory consumed by the
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Figure 4.4: A DQN-based Cloud Manager in a Cloud-Edge system.

algorithm. Therefore, the DQN algorithm is chosen as an alternative to train the

Cloud Manager. DQN is a combination of deep learning and Q-learning, which

uses deep neural networks to represent the mapping between states and actions

in reinforcement learning [115]. In this thesis, DQN is the key component in the

decision-making process in the Cloud Manager. The context of an Edge environ-

ment is fed into the DQN, which will gradually build a Q-function to map the

contexts to the deployment plans.

Figure 4.4 describes the proposed context-aware distribution mechanism using

DQN in an Edge environment. It contains the Cloud Manager from the system
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model in Section 4.2, a set of states, a set of actions per state (i.e. k values). The

state s of an Edge node is requested before each deployment is carried out by the

Cloud Manager in a Cloud VM. When an Edge application is to be distributed,

the obtained state information of the Edge node is fed into a deep neural network.

Unlike the traditional Q-learning algorithm, which requires a look-up table for

pairing states and actions, the deep neural network adopted in the DQN algorithm

is a better fit for the distribution problem defined in this thesis. This is because

the state factors (Table 4.2) have continuous values and it would result in a huge

state space without a function approximation process, which is available through

adopting a deep neural network.

By deploying k modules to the Edge node and N − k modules on the Cloud

VM, the Cloud Manager transitions from state to state. Selecting a particular

k value for the distribution plan in a specific state provides the Cloud Manager

with a reward (i.e. the utility of a single deployment). Since the essential goal of

reinforcement learning is to learn a sequence of actions that lead to a long-term

reward, the goal of the Cloud Manager is to maximise the accumulated utility

over m episodes of deployment. It does this by adding the maximum utility

attainable from future states (i.e. the states to be obtained in the subsequent

rounds of deployment) to the utility for achieving its current state, effectively

influencing the current selection of k value by the potential future utility. This

potential utility is a weighted sum of the expected values of the utility of all future

steps starting from the current state. During each deployment, it is necessary for

the Cloud Manager to consider not only the effect of the current deployment

plan but also the long-term utility gain over the m rounds of deployment. This

is because the Edge services are expected to be multiple short-period services
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instead of one-time services, which means that it is important to ensure the

overall performance of multiple usages of Edge services.

The deep neural network approximates a Q function between the states and

k values and updates the model during a series of deployments. Initially the

Cloud Manager requests an observed state from an Edge node and randomly

deploys the first k modules on the node. After this deployment has been com-

pleted (i.e. all user requests have been processed), the job completion time T

and used Edge resources Rcpu/mem/str are reported to calculate the utility of this

deployment. Subsequently, the Cloud Manager uses the utility as feedback to the

neural network. In subsequent deployments, the Cloud Manager starts to learn

a Q function to find the optimal k from the N + 1 distribution plans such that

the overall utility of m successive deployments is maximised.

Algorithm 4 describes the DQN-based distribution mechanism of an Edge

application. The parameters of the DQN is listed in Table 4.3. The neural

network takes an input state s described above and outputs Q values over all

possible distribution plans (i.e. k values). Iterative training is considered for the

scenario of m successive deployment, with each iteration referred to as episode.

Experience replay is a unique feature in DQN that reuses experience to improve

model performance. An experience is a tuple of a state (i.e. a set of the 19 factors

defined in Table 4.2), an action (i.e. the k value) and the resulting reward (i.e.

the utility value) that the agent observes. The proposed distribution algorithm in

Algorithm 4 initialises a replay memory with a specified capacity (Line 1). Then

the neural networks for both the Q function and the target Q̂ are initialised with

random weights (Lines 2–3).

In each episode, the Edge node is requested for the initial state (Line 5) and
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Algorithm 4: DQN-based distribution mechanism

1 Initialise replay memory D with capacity d
2 Initialise k-value function Q with random weights θ

3 Initialise target k-value function Q̂ with weights θ̂
4 foreach episode do
5 Request the Edge node for the initial state s1
6 for j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} do
7 With probability ε select a random value k, otherwise select

kj = argmaxkQ(sj, k; θ)
8 Deploy the fist k modules of application a in the Edge node
9 Deploy the rest modules of a in the Cloud VM

10 Observe T,Rcpu, Rmem, Rstr, sj+1 and calculate utility Uj

11 Set sj+1 = sj
12 Store (sj, kj, Uj, sj+1) in replay memory D
13 if len(D) > batchSize then
14 Sample random minibatch of batchSize from D
15 foreach (sq, kq, Uq, sq+1) do
16 if episode terminates at step q + 1 then
17 yq = Uq

18 else

19 yq = Uq + γmaxk′Q̂(sq+1, a
′; θ̂)

20 end
21 Perform a gradient descent step on (yq −Q(sq, kq; θ))

2 with
respect to θ

22 Q = Q̂

23 end
24 if ε > εmin then
25 ε = υε
26 end

27 end

28 end

29 end
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Table 4.3: Parameter of the Deep Q Network

Parameter Description
ε Exploration rate of the DNN in the Cloud agent

εmin Minimum exploration rate of the DNN in the Cloud agent
γ Discount rate to calculate the future discounted reward in the

DNN in the Cloud agent
υ Decay rate to decrease the number of explorations as the DNN

gets good at predictions
batchSize Number of randomly sample experiences to replay in the DQN

d Maximum number of experiences to store in the replay mem-
ory D in the DQN

then m deployment requests are processed (Line 6). The episode terminates

when the mth deployment is completed. In each deployment, k is selected either

randomly with an exploration rate ε or by the current Q function (Line 7). Con-

sequently, the Cloud Manager deploys the associated modules on the Edge node

and the Cloud VM respectively (Lines 8–9). After the jobs in this deployment

are completed, the Cloud Manager receives the job completion time and Edge

resource usage to calculate the utility of this deployment. Replay memory is im-

plemented so that past experiences (including s, k, U) is remembered and can

be reused to efficiently train the model. The next state of the Edge node is also

remembered (Lines 10–12). To learn from past experiences, the Cloud Manager

takes a random sample of stored experiences from its replay memory. This sample

batch is a collection of tuples of states, actions, and the resulting rewards. These

past experiences help to train the current model to minimise the loss, which is the

squared difference between the target and the predicted Q values (Lines 13–22).

The exploration rate ε is continuously reduced as the model performance gets

better (Lines 24–26). By defining a minimum exploration rate εmin it is ensured

that the Cloud Manager explores for at least this amount of time.
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Strategies: By tuning α and β, we are able to define different strategies of

the context-aware distribution approach, including

• Cost-effective: when α is 0, the Cloud Manager takes a pure cost-effective

approach by training the DQN to minimise the overall cost of redistribution.

• QoS-aware: when β is 0, the Cloud Manager takes a pure QoS-aware ap-

proach by training the deep Q-network to minimise the average application

latency of the redistribution.

• Hybrid : when α and β are not 0, the Cloud Manager takes a hybrid ap-

proach and considers the trade-off between QoS and cost by training the

deep Q-network to minimise the weighted sum of these two factors.

The above strategies can be applied to the context-aware approaches. In addition,

N+1 static distribution approaches of an Edge application are considered. When

employing a static distribution approach, the Cloud Manager keeps deploying

the same k modules of a on an Edge node in the m-episode distribution. The

static distribution approaches may fail to improve the QoS of applications because

they do not consider the computing capability, resource availability, location and

network condition of an Edge node.

4.4 Summary

The key challenge addressed in this chapter is the distribution of a modular ap-

plication comprising multiple modules across the Cloud and Edge in a dynamic

manner. The question being addressed is ‘which’ and ‘how’ many services of

the application should be offloaded from the Cloud to the Edge. To tackle the
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challenge, firstly, a mathematical model that captures the interaction between

the Cloud, the Edge, and end-user devices was articulated in terms of the overall

QoS of the application and its running costs across the Cloud and the Edge. Cur-

rently, it models the application performance when different modules of a Cloud

application are deployed on the Edge. This model could be further extended

by including the capability-based mapping of components to Edge services. For

example, an Edge node may or may not have a capability than an application

module (e.g. a library) needs and/or the Edge node may or may not have the

capacity (e.g. memory size) that the application module needs.

Secondly, a context-aware mechanism was proposed that dynamically gener-

ates (re)deployment plans for the application to maximise the performance effi-

ciency of the application by taking the overall QoS and running costs into account.

The mechanism relies on deep reinforcement learning to generate a distribution

strategy without prior knowledge of the available resources on the Edge nodes,

network conditions, and the applications. The choice of DQN in this Chapter is

because it can be trained on the fly, thus does not require training data collected

through comprehensive benchmarking. As a machine learning-based approach,

the DQN implemented in this chapter has the ease of identifying trends and pat-

terns from the relationship between the QoS of an application and the varying

Edge computing environments. The learnt model is adaptable to new changes in

the system without human intervention. However, it is also implemented with

cautious that the fundamental limitations of machine learning-based approaches

could have a negative impact on system performance. For example, a long time

of learning is expected for the DQN to learn a well-performing model for any

variants of an Edge system.
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4.4 Summary

The thesis so far has considered the combination of the Cloud and the Edge re-

sources, and the management of individual applications in a Cloud-Edge system.

However, such systems are not expected to be customised for each application.

In a real-world setting, an Edge node is expected to provide services to multiple

Edge applications, which raises a challenge for efficient allocation of Edge re-

sources. Therefore, the next chapter studies the resource sharing among multiple

applications on the Edge.
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Chapter 5

Sharing Resources on the Edge

The previous chapter looked at the management of individual applications in the

Cloud-Edge system by presenting the distribution of Cloud applications. In a real-

world setting, using an Edge node exclusively for an application is impractical,

both infrastructure wise and economy-wise. Supporting multiple applications on

the same Edge node is then required, which leads to challenges for multi-tenancy

and Edge resource management. Therefore, this chapter explores the problems

appeared while supporting multiple applications on a resource-limited Edge node.

Similar to the multi-tenancy existing in Cloud services, where multiple Virtual

Machines (VMs) run on the same hardware, multiple tenants (i.e. Edge servers)

are expected to share hardware resources on an Edge node. In the context of

Edge computing, the resource sharing problem becomes more challenging since

(i) Edge resources have limited processing capabilities, due to small and low-

power processors when compared to data centre resources [116]; (ii) the Edge is a

more transient environment (availability of resources changes over time and may

be available only for short periods) compared to the Cloud.
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5.1 Modelling Resource Sharing

In the following sections, the system model that is developed in Chapter 3

and Chapter 4 is further enhanced with the auto-scaling functionality of the

Auto-scaler designed in the system architecture (Section 3.1). Such functionality

aims to adjust the hardware resources allocated to a container running an Edge

server according to pre-defined metrics such as the QoS of the application. This

is an important technique to support multiple applications on the same Edge

node because by doing so the shared resources can be efficiently managed in

a multi-tenant environment. The model in this chapter will take the resource

management on the Edge node into consideration while supporting a number

of running Edge applications. The Cloud Manager, the Edge Manager and the

Monitor presented in the previous chapters are extended such that they will work

with the Auto-scaler to enable a QoS-aware resource scaling mechanism.

5.1 Modelling Resource Sharing

With the system model presented in Chapter 4, which is based on the basic

system model developed in Chapter 3, the Cloud-Edge system designed so far

is able to provide Edge services to modularised Cloud applications that request

to offload computations from the Cloud to the Edge. One disadvantage of the

current system model is that it provisions the same amount of Edge resources to

any Edge applications while initialising the services. Once Edge applications are

successfully deployed, the dynamic environment of the Edge will not be considered

anymore.

The resource availability on the Edge is expected to fluctuate, and conse-

quently, there could be a case when there are not sufficient computing resources
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5.1 Modelling Resource Sharing

Table 5.1: Notations for a Cloud-Edge system supporting multiple applications.

Notation Description Source
Ls The objective latency for Edge server s

Cloud
Manager

donations The flag of the willingness of s to donate resources
dThrs The threshold of Ls to allow the scaling down of s
Ps Price paid for purchasing priority for s
PSs Priority score of s

Edge
Manager

IDs The ID of s, set by the sequence of the request of
launching s

Ages No. of times that s has been rejected by e
Loyaltys No. of times that s has used services on an Edge

node
Rs Hardware resources used by s

Monitor
V Rs Service level objective violation rate of s
decision The flag for scaling actions

Auto-scaler
aRs Resources to be added to s
Rewards No. of times that s has donated resources
Scales No. of times that s has been scaled on e

for supporting the applications running on the Edge node. With the models pre-

sented in the previous chapters, the QoS of these applications may be negatively

affected. This problem could potentially be solved by adjusting the amount of

Edge resources allocated to each of the applications after they are deployed (re-

ferred to as post-deployment). Therefore, the system model to be enhanced in

this section will take the post-deployment resource management into considera-

tion. This is realised through extending the Cloud Manager, the Edge Manager,

and the Monitor. This model also models the Auto-scaler, using notations in

Table 5.1.

Cloud Manager: In addition to the request Reqs for Edge services to host

an Edge server s described in Section 3.2, in a multi-tenant Edge environment

the Cloud Manager also needs to provide:
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5.1 Modelling Resource Sharing

• the desired application latency Ls for s, which will be used by the Monitor

to compare against the average application latency aLs as a performance

indicator.

• a flag donations whether s would like to donate computing resources to

other running Edge servers when applicable. Donations of resources may

happen when a scale down action could be fired, which will be described

in Section 5.3. In this research, resource donation is implemented as an

incentive for Edge servers to share resources allocated to them on an Edge

node. This is beneficial when no additional resources can be requested

from the Edge node during busy hours since the resources may be adjusted

locally within Edge services.

• the threshold value dThrs (e.g. 80%) to calculate a threshold application

latency, below which a scale down decision of s will be made automatically

by the Edge Manager. When the application latency is above the threshold,

the scale down decision will be made based on donations as will be described

in Section 5.3.

• the purchased priority Ps reflected in the price paid (e.g. 8 British pounds)

to compete for Edge resources. Edge services are expected to be premium

services, which are not mandatory services that applications providers nor-

mally need. This is because currently, the existing Cloud computing ser-

vices are enabling application providers to host their application servers.

The proposed Edge computing services, on the other hand, aim to provide

added values for application providers. Such a premium service has been

identified as one of the important monetisation opportunities for Telcos
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5.1 Modelling Resource Sharing

to exploit the Edge market [117]. Therefore, the management of utilising

limited Edge resources for providing Edge computing services considers a

mechanism for priority management in Section 5.2.

Edge Manager: As modelled in Section 3.2, the Edge Manager of an Edge

node e maintains a set of Edge servers S. In order to allocate resources to

s ∈ S, the Edge Manager maintains a priority score PSs, which is calculated

according to a number of priority management approaches that will be described

in Section 5.2. In addition to the Ps provided by the Cloud Manager, PSs is also

influenced by a few factors of s recorded by the Edge Manager:

• the sequence identifier IDs, which is generated when the Edge Manager

receives the request of s. This factor is used to represent the First-Come-

First-Serve (FCFS) queuing policy [118].

• the starvation problem [119] reflected by Ages – the number of times that s

has been rejected by e. Ageing is a scheduling technique to avoid the star-

vation problem introduced by the fixed priority scheduling (Ps) used in the

previous system model. There could be a case when an Edge application

having a low Ps is being rejected all the time if there are a large number of

applications having higher Ps. Ageing is considered a useful factor, espe-

cially in a competitive Edge environment. An Edge service may be deprived

indefinitely if it has a very low PS. Thus its requests of using Edge services

may be rejected forever by the Edge Manager. The consideration of the

ageing factor provides a certain level of fairness so that the benefits of Edge

computing can be leveraged for various users. When there are sufficient

Edge resources, the effect of Ageing is expected to be minimal.
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• the loyalty of Edge service users Loyaltys reflected by the number of times

that s has used services on e. Loyalty is a rewarding factor that indicates the

familiarity between an Edge node and an Edge application. For example,

if two Edge applications are asking for Edge services from the same Edge

node when their Ps have the same value, the request from the one having

a higher Loyaltys will be considered before the other. The loyalty feature

has also been considered in resource allocation in Cloud computing [120].

Loyalty is considered effective when the demand for Edge resources is less

than the supply. This may happen in a region where dedicated Edge nodes

(e.g. mini-data centres) are deployed. In such cases, the rewards for loyalty

could be used as an incentive to attract Edge service users.

Monitor: In addition to the metrics being monitored in Table 3.2, the Mon-

itor will also record the hardware resources used by s and calculate the Service

Level Objective (SLO) violation rate V Rs as the ratio of violated requests to the

total number of requests serviced by s:

V Rs =
Requests[aLs > Ls]

Requests
(5.1)

SLO is a key element of a Service Level Agreement between a service provider and

a customer, which is agreed by both parties as a way to measure the performance

of the service provider. It has been frequently used in research for managing the

performance of an Edge system [121,122]. When an SLO is not met, it becomes

a violation. In this thesis, the SLO is defined in terms of application latency; and

thus, if s takes more time than Ls to respond to a user request, it is considered a

violated request. The Monitor reports V Rs as the QoS metric to the Auto-scaler,
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who will then decide on how to adjust the amount of resources allocated to s.

Auto-scaler: The Auto-scaler is a component in the proposed system archi-

tecture in Figure 3.1. It is responsible for dynamically allocating/de-allocating

hardware resources to/from running Edge servers. Post-deployment resource scal-

ing carried out by the Auto-scaler is important to efficiently utilise the varying

amount of available Edge resource. The Auto-scaler takes the factors provided

by the Cloud Manager, the Edge Manager, and the Monitor, and then performs a

periodical resource scaling mechanism for s ∈ S with the aim to improve the over-

all performance of an Edge node. Each time when the resource scaling is carried

out, the Auto-scaler make a decision for s from the following three options:

1. to scale up (i.e. a customised amount of hardware resources aRs will be

added to the container hosting s). aRs is calculated as:

aRs = V Rs ∗Rs (5.2)

2. to scale down (i.e. a unit of hardware resources will be removed from the

container hosting s).

3. keep the same amount of hardware resources.

The Auto-scaler also considers system incentives and penalties when making de-

cisions. There is a reward point to encourage Edge applications to donate a

unit of its unused resources to the shared resource pool, which is accumulated in

Rewards. Each time when the Auto-scaler is executed, Rewards will be used to-

gether with other factors to update PSs. This system incentive aims to provide an

internal solution within the group of Edge applications for resource adjustment.
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Similarly, there is a punishment on frequent resource scaling to encourage Edge

applications to avoid increasing the system overhead, which is accumulated in

Scales. Frequent scaling may be caused by inappropriate usage of Edge services,

for example, the Cloud Manager of an application has provided a too stringent

SLO. It may lead to system instability and hence a penalty scheme is designed

to mitigate the adverse effects.

The efficiency of resource sharing on an Edge node e can be measured by the

average performance of all Edge servers S running on this node. The performance

is reflected by the average SLO violation rate:

V Re =

∑
s∈S Requests[aLs > Ls]∑

s∈S Requests
(5.3)

With the extended model of the Cloud-Edge system, the following sections present

a dynamic vertical scaling mechanism that takes the priority of Edge servers into

consideration.

5.2 Priority Management

A naive way to share hardware in a multi-tenant environment is using uniform

resource allocation. This means that regardless of the differences among the

applications (i.e. tenants) running in a system, an equal amount of computing

resources are allocated to each application. This is inefficient in that some ap-

plications are computation-intensive whereas others are memory intensive, and

some may have a heavy workload at a certain time whereas others are idle. There-

fore, the customised allocation of hardware resources that considers the specific
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needs of individual tenants has been investigated. In a Cloud environment (e.g.

a data centre), customised allocations may proceed concurrently due to a large

number of computing resources invested. However, in an Edge environment with

limited resources (e.g. an embedded system), it is considered more feasible to

sequentially allocate resources to multiple tenants.

When deciding the sequence of the applications running in an Edge node to

allocate resources, it is required that some of the applications will have priority

over the others. Priority has been used in multi-tenant Cloud environments for

designing efficient task schedulers [123, 124] and resource allocators [125, 126].

The focus of these works was the resource management in the pre-deployment

phase – before an application/workload is deployed in a system. Instead, this

thesis will focus on the post-deployment phase – after an application/workload

is deployed on an Edge node. The scope of the priority management in this

chapter is the Edge, without considering the priority management in the Cloud.

It is assumed that different providers are offering Edge and Cloud services, and

the priority/resource management mechanisms employed in the two layers are

independent of each other.

The priority of an application can be defined statically – set before the ex-

ecution of the application, or dynamically – that changes during the execution

of the application. Priority-based resource management techniques in the Cloud

such as the lightweight resource scaling [127] use static priority. The use of static

priority may be unsuitable in a dynamic environment such as the Edge, where the

availability of hardware resources and the heaviness of workloads are expected to

be more transient than in the Cloud. The hypothesis in this chapter is that dy-

namically assigning priorities to Edge applications would update the queue of the
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applications according to their requirements, and would affect the performance

of the resource scaling mechanism to be presented in Section 5.3. In addition,

Edge services are expected to be a premium service for Cloud workloads, i.e. the

number of requests for using Edge services is assumed to be more than the num-

ber of services an Edge node could provide. Therefore, priority management is

also useful for selecting Edge service users when not all of them can be accepted.

The following sections present a static priority management approach, which is

then used as the foundation to develop three dynamic priority management ap-

proaches.

5.2.1 Static Priority Management

In this thesis, using static priority for ordering the applications running on an

Edge node is referred to as Static Priority Management (SPM). This will be

compared to the effect of using dynamic priorities in the next section. The PSs

defined in Table 5.1 is the importance of an Edge server s (high value means high

priority and s is provided resources before others), which is calculated when s

is launched. The priority score remains the same from the deployment until the

termination of s. This is comparable to a flat rate model in resource pricing [128].

Static priority management is a realistic approach instead of using a pre-defined

priority score Ps provided by the Cloud Manager since the manager would intend

to give the highest priority score to its Edge server. Static priority management,

on the other hand, is affected by a number of factors that are measured by the

Edge Manager and can differentiate the servers on an Edge node.

Four factors affect the Static Priority Score of an Edge server s:
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• Premium service – the Cloud Manager of each workload is allowed to pur-

chase a rank of the priority score. This factor is measured by the price a

Cloud Manager has paid for premium service Ps.

• FCFS – the Edge Manager maintains a record of the sequence in which

requests were made for using Edge services. An Edge server is marked with

an ordinal number IDs when the Cloud Manager requests an Edge service.

This is in line with the FCFS policy widely adopted in Cloud resource

provisioning [129].

• Ageing – the number of times an Edge server has been rejected Ages.

• Loyalty – the number of times the Edge service was used Loyaltys.

The last two factors are developed to avoid the problems of a fixed priority score

and an application that did not initially purchase a premium service being de-

prived of resources.

The Static Priority Score (SPS) of an Edge server s is calculated as:

SPSs = WP ∗ Ps +WID ∗
1

IDs

+WAge ∗ Ages +WLoyalty ∗ Loyaltys (5.4)

where Wx is the weight assigned to a factor. A disadvantage of static priority

management is that the priority score of an Edge server may not remain the same

in the real world. Dynamic factors affecting the performance of Edge servers, for

example, whether a resource-intensive workload is executed needs to be consid-

ered. Hence, the next section proposes dynamic priority management approaches.
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5.2.2 Dynamic Priority Management

Using the same static priority score for an Edge server during its entire life cycle

may be inappropriate in an Edge node. For example, an Edge application is

assigned a higher priority over the others during the deployment, which makes

this application being considered first whenever a resource reallocation is going

to be carried out. There may be a time when the amount of available resources

on the Edge node decreases and some of the Edge applications may be termi-

nated in order to avoid overloading. The Edge application that has the fixed

highest priority will be very unlikely to be terminated even if it is idle. In such

cases, the static priority cannot adapt to the frequent changing state of the Edge

system. Therefore, the varying workload executed in an Edge server also needs

to be considered in the priority management to avoid the inefficiency of resource

utilisation.

Another weakness of the static priority is that it does not take the changes

in the Edge system into account. For example, when supporting an Edge ap-

plication having the highest priority that causes frequent resource scaling due

to its unrealistic QoS objective, the negative effect the scaling process brings to

the system (e.g. instability) may exceed the benefit the Edge system can have

(e.g. improved QoS for all Edge applications). If the priority of this application

can be updated to reflect the instability it caused to the system, this application

may be terminated earlier than using the static priority management in order to

avoid the negative impacts. The hypothesis in this section is that dynamically

assigning the priority of Edge applications would affect the overall performance

of applications running on an Edge node. The usage of dynamic priority scores
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in this section is referred to as Dynamic Priority Management (DPM).

Pricing models may also affect the priority of an Edge server. For instance, it

may be unfair to assign the same priority to two tenants with similar computa-

tional requirements – when one tenant pays for a fixed period and the other pays

for the resource. In this case, a different priority needs to be assigned. Edge com-

puting is envisioned to be a utility-based service relying on the pay-for-X (pay for

what you use) principle, which is popular in the Cloud computing market [130].

The following three pricing models are considered:

• Pay-for-resources – the resource used is paid for.

• Pay-for-period – the time for utilising resources is paid for.

• Hybrid – combines both pay-for-resource and pay-for-period models.

Three factors affect the dynamic priority score of an Edge server s:

• Workload – the intensity of the workload executed in s. This is represented

by the number of requests Requests, users |Us| and the amount of data

Datas being serviced.

• Reward – the acknowledgement of resource donation, which is represented

by the number of times s has donated computing resources.

• Penalty – the penalty imposed due to causing system instability, which is

represented by the number of scaling actions s.

Since vertical scaling occurs periodically (will be presented in the next section),

the values of these factors are updated in every round of vertical scaling. This

ensures that varying priorities are taken into account for scaling decisions.
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In DPM, three approaches are introduced by incrementally taking the above

three factors into account. The first is a workload-aware approach in which the

workload of an Edge server in the previous round of scaling will affect its priority

in the next round. The second DPM approach is community-aware in which

a workload can donate resources to a shared resource pool. If an Edge server

donates, then in the subsequent scaling round, the server that donated will be

rewarded with a higher priority score. The third DPM approach is system-aware

in which the adverse effect of continuously scaling on an Edge node is mitigated.

Frequent scaling may result in an unstable Edge system due to continuously

meeting requirements of workloads, which cumulatively results in large overheads.

To avoid this the frequency of scaling performed on an Edge server is used to

penalise it when calculating its priority score in the next scaling round. The

difference between these three approaches is that the number of influential factors

for the priority is increased. The category of these factors also extends from the

individual applications to the collection of applications, and the entire Edge node.

Workload-aware Dynamic Priority: Workload-related factors differen-

tiate individual application workloads on the Edge node. For different pricing

models, the workload-aware dynamic priority score needs to be different to en-

sure fairness among Edge service users. For example, in the pay-for-period pricing

model, the priority of an Edge server should be reduced if it is going to require

more resources for a given period. However, in the pay-for-resource and hybrid

pricing models, it is assumed that additional use of resources is already paid for.

Therefore, workload-related factors are not considered for issuing penalties in

these models.

In the Pay-For-Resource (PFR) and Hybrid pricing models, the workload-
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aware dynamic priority score wDPS of an Edge server s is defined as:

wDPSs,PFR/Hybrid = SPSs

+WRequest ∗Requests +WU ∗ |Us|+WData ∗Datas

(5.5)

In the Pay-For-Period (PFP) pricing model, wDPS is defined as:

wDPSs,PFP = SPSs

+
1

WRequest ∗Requests
+

1

WU ∗ |Us|
+

1

WData ∗Datas
(5.6)

By implementing the workload-aware dynamic priority, the Edge Manager cap-

tures the impact of different workloads in Edge servers and adjusts vertical scaling

(will be presented in the next section). For example, for a large workload in the

pay-for-resource and the hybrid pricing models, its priority score will be set higher

in the next round of scaling since compared to other workloads it requires more

resources to maintain good performance. However, in the pay-for-period pricing

model, this workload will receive lower priority in the next scaling round because

more resources may have to be added to the workload without being paid for.

A limitation of the workload-aware dynamic priority is that the workload-

related factors are objective and not controlled by the Cloud Manager. There-

fore, a subjective factor to volunteer resources in exchange for rewards is further

proposed to enrich the dynamic priority management mechanism.

Community-aware Dynamic Priority: When an Edge server is scaled, it

is possible that it is allocated the same resources as before, i.e. scaling was not
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required. This may occur when the Edge server has met its SLO but does not

meet a specified threshold (will be presented in the next section) to be scaled

down. Under such circumstances, the Edge server could still be scaled down as

long as the risk of degraded performance is acknowledged. Reward credit is given

to an Edge server if in a previous scaling round it agreed to donate to a shared

resource pool given that this Edge server had met its SLO. This is derived from

the community model in economics, which encourages voluntary contributions.

In this research, resource donation is implemented as an incentive for Edge servers

to share resources allocated to them on an Edge node. This is beneficial when

no additional resources can be requested from the Edge node during busy hours

since the resources may be adjusted locally within Edge services.

The community-aware dynamic priority score cDPS of an Edge server s is

defined as:

cDPSs = wDPSs +WReward ∗Rewards (5.7)

With the community-aware dynamic priority, Edge servers take partial control of

their priority, which is in contrast to the purely workload-aware dynamic prior-

ity. Contrary to the premium service defined in the static priority management

approach, the reward is free and could be added frequently in the life cycle of an

Edge server.

The above two dynamic priority approaches do not consider the impact of

frequent scaling. When there are many servers running on an Edge node, contin-

uous scaling could result in large overheads and a slower system response, which

affects the performance of all Edge services. Hence, a penalty is imposed for
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frequently scaling in the next dynamic priority approach.

System-aware Dynamic Priority: Frequent scaling may result in an in-

creased overhead when consecutive scaling rounds occur between short time in-

tervals. This is considered when updating the priority of all Edge servers. If

an Edge server has to be scaled many times to not violate its SLO, then its PS

will be set lower in the next scaling round as a penalty for slowing the system.

One reason for frequent scaling may be due to unrealistic SLOs which are set

by the Cloud Manager. Therefore, any adverse impact on the Edge node can be

mitigated with a lower priority. The system-aware dynamic priority score sDPS

of an Edge server s is defined as:

sDPSs = cDPSs +
1

WScale ∗ Scales
(5.8)

By implementing the system-aware dynamic priority, the Edge Manager penalises

servers that slow down the Edge node.

The priority management techniques defined in this section facilitates the de-

cision making for the Auto-scaler regarding the sequence of the Edge applications

to be dealt with. Then the Auto-scaler starts to review the current allocation

of hardware resources of each application and decide whether a different amount

of Edge resources should be allocated. This is realised using a dynamic vertical

scaling mechanism, which will be presented in the next section.
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5.3 Priority-based Dynamic Vertical Scaling

Dynamic vertical scaling is a mechanism to allocate or deallocate Edge resources

for a workload at runtime. Efficient resource management is essential to better

utilise Edge resources and ensure that the overall QoS is not compromised. Most

resource management mechanisms consider resource provisioning during workload

deployment but ignore the need for post-deployment resource adjustment (after

the workload has started execution). Without an efficient dynamic vertical scaling

technique, an Edge node could be overloaded when executing bursty workloads.

If additional resources are not allocated to the workload, then SLO violations are

likely to occur. Therefore, a mechanism that is constantly aware of resources on

an Edge node and makes scaling decisions for resource allocations periodically is

necessary for an Edge environment.

Since it is disadvantageous to scale resources for multiple workloads concur-

rently (as presented in the previous section), a priority-based dynamic vertical

scaling mechanism is required to reallocate resources for every Edge server. The

Edge server with the highest priority score should be considered first and the

one with the lowest priority score at the end of a scaling round until there are

no resources to support Edge servers with low priorities. Workloads that have

insufficient resources will not be executed on the Edge node and will need to be

executed elsewhere.

Procedure 5 presents the dynamic scaling mechanism using priorities. The

priority score of a list of Edge servers executing on the Edge node is updated at

the beginning of each round of vertical scaling (Line 1). The priority score of an

Edge server is calculated as the static priority score (SPSs) or dynamic priority
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scores (wDPS/cDPS/sDPS) defined in the previous section. The list of servers

is then sorted by the updated priority score (Line 2). The server with the highest

priority is firstly considered by the Auto-scaler. The Auto-scaler checks if there

is a need for the Edge server on the node (whether users are covered by this Edge

node or whether the QoS of the workload can be improved on the Edge node;

Line 4). Network latency is used to decide whether the Edge server can deliver the

desired improvement or whether terminating the Edge server and servicing the

users through the original Cloud server can be of more benefit (Line 23). In this

research, Edge nodes are assumed not interconnected and therefore a workload

cannot be migrated from one Edge node to another directly. Migration would

need to occur via the Cloud. The termination mechanism used here is the same

as presented in Procedure 3.

The average latency measured in the previous round of resource scaling is com-

pared with the SLO provided by the Cloud Manager in its service request (Line 5).

If the latency is higher than the SLO (i.e. the Edge server has not been performing

as expected), then the Auto-scaler will decide to scale up the resources allocated

to this container (Line 7). The ratio of resources to be added aRs is determined

by the SLO violation rate V Rs as defined in Section 5.1 (Line 6). This value is

customised for each Edge server and takes the application’s QoS into considera-

tion. If the latency is lower than a pre-defined percentage dThrs of the SLO, for

example, 80%, then the Auto-scaler will decide to scale down the resources allo-

cated to this container (Line 18). One unit of resources uR is removed from the

container. When latency is between the threshold and the objective, resources are

not scaled down since performance may be negatively affected (Line 15). How-

ever, if the server is willing to donate resources in exchange for priority credits,
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Procedure 5: Priority-based dynamic scaling mechanism

Data: S, Ls, uR, donations

1 Update PS of all running Edge servers;
2 Sort S by PS;
3 for ∀s ∈ S do
4 if s is active and network latency is acceptable then
5 if aLs > Ls then
6 calculate aRs;
7 scale(scaleup, aRs, S);
8 Scales + +;

9 else
10 if aLs > dThrs ∗ Ls then
11 if donations == 1 then
12 scale(scaledown, uR, S);
13 Rewards + +;

14 else
15 no scaling for s;
16 end

17 else
18 scale(scaledown, uR, S);
19 Scales + +;

20 end

21 end

22 else
23 terminate(S, s, Us);
24 end

25 end
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it is scaled down and the number of times that the Edge server has donated

resources is updated (Lines 11-13). If resources of a server are scaled, then the

total number of times it has scaled is recorded (Lines 8 and 19). However, note

that the scaling that occurs when resources are donated is not recorded), since

such goodwill should not be penalised. In one round of scaling, the priority-based

dynamic vertical scaling needs to go through all Edge servers once, resulting in a

complexity of O(N), where N is the number of Edge servers.

Procedure 6: Vertical scaling mechanism

Data: decision, aRs, S
1 if decision == scaleup then
2 if FR >= aRs then
3 Add aRs to s;
4 else
5 if s has the lowest priority then
6 terminate(s, S, Us);
7 else
8 while FR < aRs and S! = ∅ do
9 terminate(sn, S, Usn) ; // sn is the last server in S

10 measure FR;

11 end
12 Add FR to s;

13 end

14 end

15 end
16 if decision == scaledown then
17 Remove uR from s;
18 end

When a server is scaled, then the vertical scaling mechanism as shown in Pro-

cedure 6 first checks the decision on whether to “scaleup” or “scaledown” (Lines 1

and 16). To scale up, i.e. to allocate more resources, the Monitor checks if there

are additional available resources on the Edge node to support this (Line 2).
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If resources are available, then they are added to the container (Line 3). Re-

configuring the resource limits of a container is realised through the cgroup com-

mand, i.e. control group, which is a feature of Linux kernel that limits, accounts

for and isolates the resource usage (for example, CPU and memory) of a con-

tainer1. If the available resource is not sufficient to support scaling up, then the

Auto-scaler will check if the container currently being considered is the one hav-

ing the lowest priority (Line 5). If so, this container will be directly terminated.

If not, the containers with the lowest priority in the container set S will be termi-

nated one-by-one to release resources so that there are more resources available

for performing the scale-up action on s (Lines 8-11). There are cases when ter-

minating all the running containers with low priorities would still not result in

sufficient free resources, then the container to be scaled up s will be terminated

as the last remaining container (i.e. sn). During this process services for users

connected to this Edge server are still available through the Cloud server. To

scale down, a unit of resource is removed from the server (Line 17). At the end

of the scaling process, the Edge server is updated with a new quota of resources.

The dynamic vertical scaling mechanism designed above takes the Edge ap-

plications sorted by different priority management approaches presented in Sec-

tion 5.2, compares the observed QoS to the objective QoS, and then decide

whether to scale up, scale down or maintain the same allocation of resources

for these applications. This mechanism enables the customisation of resource

allocation after applications are deployed on an Edge node, which has not been

explored in existing research.

1https://linuxcontainers.org/lxc/manpages/man1/lxc-cgroup.1.html
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5.4 Summary

This chapter introduced a resource scaling mechanism for Edge Computing sys-

tems to provide public services to multiple customers. This mechanism differs

from prior work in the following ways: (i) it dynamically scales computing re-

sources after Edge applications are deployed on an Edge node. Efficient allocation

of Edge resources is an important task, especially for Edge Computing nodes con-

sist of embedded systems; (ii) it takes the priority of Edge applications by apply-

ing a number of priority management heuristics. As added values to Cloud-based

applications, Edge Computing is a premium service and the selection of service

users becomes pivotal. This priority-based dynamic vertical scaling mechanism

helps to ensure the performance of the Edge Computing services provided by the

framework introduced in the previous chapter.

This thesis has so far presented three techniques to manage the hardware

resources in a Cloud-Edge system. These include the design of a three-tier system

and the Edge service workflow (Chapter 3), the context-aware distribution of

Edge applications (Chapter 4), and the dynamic resource allocation for multiple

Edge applications (this chapter). In order to evaluate the performance of these

proposed techniques, a test-bed to represent the Cloud-Edge system used in this

thesis is described in the next chapter, together with two carefully selected use

cases that are anticipated to benefit from Edge computing.
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Chapter 6

Experimental Setup and

Execution Time

In order to evaluate the proposed techniques presented in the previous chapters,

this chapter focuses on a three-tier test-bed that follows the architecture shown

in Figure 3.1. This chapter then introduces two applications that are carefully

selected and developed to utilise the Cloud-Edge system. At the end of this

chapter, a list of assumptions made in this thesis are also highlighted, before pre-

senting the execution time of the proposed solutions for providing Edge services,

distributing Edge applications and sharing Edge resources.

The resource management framework developed in this thesis consists of

Python and Bash scripts of less than 15 megabytes, which is a small piece of

software that can be easily deployed onto Linux based systems. The size of Linux

containers for the Edge servers of applications depends on the size of applications

and their dependencies. The resource management framework is tested with the

two chosen use cases, and can also be generalised to support other server-based
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applications. Partitioning of applications using the methodology presented in

Chapter 4 would be required for the other applications to utilise the Edge com-

puting model presented in this thesis.

Test-beds to evaluate research on Edge computing are in their infancy. Simu-

lation is typically used for validating existing research [6, 94,131]. One weakness

of using simulation methods is that the accuracy of simulation models cannot be

easily validated [132]. Moreover, existing simulators for Edge computing such as

Myifogsim [59] and EdgeCloudSim [58] do not correspond to certain Edge sys-

tems, especially for Edge nodes making use of traffic routing nodes that have

limited hardware resources.

A more realistic approach to evaluate the solution for a Cloud-Edge system is

to use the real Cloud and then make connections with resources at the edge of the

network that have similar capabilities to what would be there in the real world.

In this case, it is reasonable to assume that Edge nodes are resource-constrained

when compared to a Cloud node. Therefore, this thesis advocates pursuing Edge

computing research on more realistic infrastructure, such as those consisting of

embedded systems, which are designed to represent the low-power systems (e.g.

small-cell base station in Table 3.1) located at the edge of the network.

6.1 Experimental Test-bed

A recent experimental test-bed for Edge computing is designed to enable fibre

backhaul sharing and computation offloading capabilities [133]. This work in-

troduces the concept of fibre-wireless enhanced two-level Edge computing at the

access Edge Cloud and metro Edge Cloud. However, this test-bed focuses on the
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Edge and the end device without considering the interactions between the Edge

and the Cloud, which is an important part of a Cloud-Edge system. Therefore,

the test-bed in this section considers the full spectrum of the Edge computing

environment, i.e. from the end-user device to the real public Cloud.

The Cloud-Edge test-bed requires a Cloud system and an Edge system to work

together such that computations can be offloaded from the Cloud to the Edge

when the request from the Cloud system of using Edge services is acceptable by

the Edge system. The Cloud system is set up using Amazon Web Services Elastic

Compute Cloud1. Two t2.micro Virtual Machines (VM) from the Dublin/North

Virginia data centres are used to host the Cloud application server and the Cloud

Manager. This type of VM has a default setup of hardware resources – one virtual

CPU from an Intel Scalable Processor up to 3.3 GHz, 1-gigabyte (GB) memory

and 30-GB Amazon Elastic Block Store2. The operating system running in the

Cloud VMs is Ubuntu 16.04 LTS3.

The Edge system is set up using an ODROID-XU4 single board computer4.

It is an embedded device used in this research to represent an Edge node having

the comparable hardware resources owned by a small cell base station as listed in

Table 3.1. The board has a heterogeneous 8-core CPU with ARM Big.LITTLE

architecture, 2-GB DRAM memory and 32-GB storage in a MicroSD card. The

operating system running on the board is Ubuntu 16.04 LTS5. This Edge node

is located in the Computer Science Building of Queen’s University Belfast in

Northern Ireland.

1https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/
2https://aws.amazon.com/ebs/
3https://www.ubuntu.com/download/alternative-downloads
4https://www.hardkernel.com/shop/odroid-xu4-special-price/
5https://odroid.in/ubuntu_16.04lts/
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The end devices for the two use cases that will be presented in the next

section are different. For the mobile game use case, the end device is an iPhone 7

emulated with Xcode1 version 9. For the face detection use case, the end device

is a CCTV camera simulated by a Python script that streams images captured by

a camera to the server of the application. The emulation and simulation of end

devices are executed on a MacBook Pro laptop, which has a 2.5 GHz Intel Core

i5 CPU and 8 GB 1600 MHz DDR3 memory. The operating system is MacOS

High Sierra version 10.13.6.

6.2 Use Cases

Two use cases are chosen to evaluate this research: a location-based mobile game

and a real-time face detection application. Reasons for choosing the two applica-

tions are:

• They are server-based applications that process data generated from their

client applications installed on end-user devices. Such type of applications

requires computing services to host the backend of the applications.

• They are latency-critical. Response time for user requests is a metric to

measure the QoS of these applications, which is affected by the distance

between end devices and the application servers. Therefore, they are a

natural fit for Edge computing.

• They are suitable for modularisation, either from the perspective of data or

the perspective of application components. These Cloud-based applications

1https://developer.apple.com/xcode/
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have the potential to benefit from the distributed Edge computing model.

• The modularised components of these applications are suitable for chaining,

which is required when applying the context-aware distribution in Chap-

ter 4. The proposed distribution mechanism assumes that the output from

a module of an application becomes the input for the subsequent module

of this application. The linear chains of modules ensure the successful data

transfer and processing across a three-tier Edge system.

These two use cases are also representative of different workloads that can

benefit from Edge computing: the mobile game represents a multi-user applica-

tion whose server responds to incoming user requests; the real-time face detection

workload, in contrast, is representative of a data-intensive streaming application,

in which case the server processes the incoming data does not send responses to

end devices.

Both application servers natively run on the Cloud and provide monolithic ser-

vice. To utilise the Cloud-Edge test-bed presented above, the servers are ported

to modular architectures through either manual partitioning or restructuring the

modules of the applications as presented in Chapter 4.

6.2.1 Location-based mobile game

The application is an open-source game similar to Pokémon Go, named iPokeMon.

The Pokémon Go server is known to have crashed multiple times during its launch

due to extreme user activity1,2. For such a game not only is it essential to replicate

1http://www.forbes.com/sites/davidthier/2016/07/07/pokemon-go-servers-seem-

to-be-struggling/#588a88b64958
2https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2016/jul/12/pokemon-go-australian-

users-report-server-problems-due-to-high-demand
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servers in different data centres, but given a large number of user connections,

an Edge tier between the Cloud and the end device can reduce the distance of

communication.

iPokeMon originally comprises a client1 for the iOS platform, which can be

used on mobile devices, and a server2 that is hosted via public Cloud services.

When playing iPokeMon, users navigate through an environment in which virtual

creatures named Pokémons are distributed. This application is latency sensitive

since the virtual environment of the user needs to be frequently updated as a

user navigates in a location. If the application is serviced from a distant Cloud

data centre, then the user experience may be affected due to lags in refreshing

the environment.

As a location-aware mobile game, the iPokeMon server maintains a global

view of users, Pokémons and maps. However, this server can be redesigned such

that the local views of user and application data that are specific to a location are

managed by an Edge node that is available in the same area. As a consequence,

the global view will be updated periodically but less frequently on the Cloud.

Frequent location-specific changes are updated locally on the Edge.

In order to utilise the Edge computing model, two months was required for

engineering the following three implementations of the Edge-based iPokeMon:

• The game server is partitioned into a Cloud server and an Edge server. The

global view of the application is maintained on the Cloud server, which is

the same as iPokeMon was originally designed. However, the local view of

the application is instead maintained on the Edge server, which is to be

1https://github.com/Kjuly/iPokeMon
2https://github.com/Kjuly/iPokeMon-Server
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offloaded on an Edge node. In this research, the server is manually par-

titioned at function level as described in Chapter 4.1. Functions related

to users and location data are used to create the Edge server. Only users

existing on the Cloud server are directed to the Edge node. The function-

ality to create and authenticate new users resides on the Cloud server. The

partitioned server residing on the Edge node generates location data, such

as region code since a user may traverse through new regions that are not

associated with the user on the Cloud. The Edge node then updates this

information on the global map, which is used to annotate places in the

application client. Having a subset of the functionalities provided by the

application server, the Edge server requires the same dependencies as the

Cloud server, including Python 3.61 and Redis 4.02.

• The database of iPokeMon needs to be partitioned at run time, as described

in Chapter 4.1, to support the migration of user-specific data from the Cloud

server to the Edge server. User data is maintained in a Redis database on

the Cloud using pre-defined naming standards. Each user has a number of

keys in the database which can be filtered. The keys and values related to

all users that will connect to a specific Edge node are copied to the Edge

server during deployment. Similarly, when the Edge server is terminated,

the updated user data on the Edge is migrated to the Cloud server and

merged with the database containing the global view.

• The client of iPokeMon, which was developed in Objective C, is modified so

that it tries to connect to a server IP address that is specified by a variable

1urlhttps://www.python.org/downloads/release/python-360/
2urlhttps://redis.io/download
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in the Cloud server. The IP address of iPokeMon server is defined in a

configuration file maintained by the Cloud manager. By default it points

to the Cloud server, therefore when a user starts to play iPokeMon, the

device is connected to the Cloud server. Once an Edge server is available,

the Cloud manager updates the configuration file with the IP address of

the Edge server. When a new user request is created, iPokeMon will switch

connection to the Edge server according to the configuration file. When the

Edge server terminates, the user is directed back to the Cloud server.

With the model presented in Chapter 4, the iPokeMon server can be dis-

tributed on the Cloud-Edge system in three ways: (i) Cloud-only – the original

iPokeMon server is hosted in a Cloud VM; (ii) Edge-based – the Edge server

created above is hosted on the Edge node and the remaining functionality and

data maintained by the Cloud server is hosted in a Cloud VM as illustrated in

Figure 6.1. The Edge server updates the virtual environment as an offloaded user

navigates (for example, the GPS coordinates of the player and the Pokémons).

The local view on the Edge server is updated by frequent requests sent to the

Edge server. Unoffloaded users are serviced by the Cloud server, which also sup-

ports new users regarding registration, data initialisation, etc; (iii) Edge-only –

the original iPokeMon server is hosted in the Edge node.

When the Edge-based distribution of iPokeMon is implemented, the user cre-

ation and verification requests are made to the Cloud server, after which the

Cloud manager makes a request for computing services to the Edge node, as de-

signed in Procedure 1. If this request is accepted by the Edge node, then the

Edge Manager initialises a container for the iPokeMon Edge server. The Cloud

Manager deploys the iPokeMon Edge Server and clones the data (to the Edge
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Figure 6.1: The Edge-based iPokeMon game.

database) of the users that will be connected to the Edge node, as designed in

Procedure 2. User data rapidly changes when the game is played. For example,

the GPS coordinates of the player and the Pokémons. The local view on the Edge

server is updated by frequent update requests that are sent to the Edge server.

When the Edge server has to be terminated, then the updated application state

(if any) will be migrated to the Cloud server. The user is redirected back to the

Cloud server for continuing the session, as designed in Procedure 3.

iPokeMon represents a monolithic application that was originally designed to

utilise the Cloud computing model only. Such applications require trivial redesign

to be Edge friendly. When testing the server of iPokeMon, virtual loads of HTTP

requests are generated using Apache JMeter1 based on real traces of user requests.

1http://jmeter.apache.org/
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One session of a connection (a user is playing the iPokeMon game) between the

user device and the server is recorded for 20 minutes. During this time the number

and type of requests and the parameters sent through the requests are recorded.

Subsequently, JMeter load tests the Cloud/Edge servers of iPokeMon by creating

virtual users and sending requests to the servers from the virtual users in the

experiments.

6.2.2 Real-time Face Detection

The face detection application is server-based such that an end device with an

embedded video camera captures a continuous video stream and transmits it to

the server. The goal of the application is to detect faces from each video frame.

One month was required for engineering the modular face detection application.

The dependencies include Python 3.6, Pillow 5.01 and OpenCV 3.42.

In the Cloud computing model, the application streams the video to the Cloud

and all processing is performed on the Cloud server. By employing Edge comput-

ing (data processing near where it is generated) the amount of data transferred

to the Cloud can be reduced, thereby minimising communication latency, while

obtaining reasonable overall system performance. The application is a good fit

for Edge computing since firstly, it is latency-critical and bandwidth consuming –

response time is heavily affected by the distance between user devices and the

Cloud server. Secondly, a subset of the services from the Cloud can be brought

closer to devices to reduce the amount of data transferred to the Cloud. In the

experiments, the images captured in real-time are recorded once and used repeat-

1https://pillow.readthedocs.io
2https://opencv.org
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edly (the same workload applied to different approaches) in order to ensure that

our comparisons are even.

The server of the application is implemented to be modular and comprises

the following three modules for detecting faces from a frame of the video:

1. Grey-scale converter is a data pre-processing service, which is used by

many object detection algorithms for reducing the amount of computation

done on an image that would otherwise be required if it was a colour image.

As a result of this component, only one-third of data will be processed in

the remaining procedures.

2. Motion detector is a data filtering service. Consider, for example, the use

case of real-time face detection used in security surveillance using CCTV

cameras, which would normally send multiple video frames in one second.

In these use-cases, a condition check on successive video frames would effec-

tively reduce computations spent on similar frames (consider for example a

security feed in a static environment, such as a home or museum).

3. Face detector is a computationally expensive service that identifies frontal

human faces in a video frame using machine learning.

This application can be distributed in the following four ways:

• Cloud-only services – all the services mentioned above are deployed in a

Cloud VM.

• Edge-based pre-processing – the grey-scale converter is deployed in an Edge

node and the other services deployed in a Cloud VM.
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• Edge-based data filtering – the grey-scale converter and the motion detector

are deployed in an Edge node and the face detector is deployed in a Cloud

VM.

• Edge-only services – all the services are deployed in an Edge node.

When the Edge-based face detection application is deployed, a number of the

application modules are grouped and deployed in the Edge server, depending on

which distribution plan is selected. When the Edge server is terminated, no data

migration is performed as for this particular use-case there are no updates on

application state happening on the Edge.

6.3 Assumptions

This thesis makes five assumptions:

A1. The ODROID-XU4 board used in the test-bed is comparable to an Edge

node that is available in a traffic routing node. Table 3.1 shows that the

ODROID-XU4 board and small-cell base stations have similar CPU archi-

tectures that adopt the Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC) design.

The number of CPU cores and the size of memory integrated into them are

in the same range.

A2. The Edge node is known by the Cloud. In order to deploy Edge servers,

the Cloud Manager needs to have the public IP address of the Edge node.

Such information can be made available if the Internet service provider

at the Edge and the Cloud service provider are the same, or there is a
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collaboration between them. The discovery of available Edge nodes in the

network is out of the scope of this thesis.

A3. The end-users of applications utilising the Cloud-Edge system are not con-

cerned with the source of the application services. This is an acceptable

assumption because currently in the Cloud computing model, the end-users

of Cloud applications are not aware of the source of the services. The use

of Edge computing services is considered beneficial to the end-users as long

as the Quality-of-Service (QoS) of the applications will be improved. Prob-

lems such as privacy issues in the Cloud-Edge system are not considered in

this thesis.

A4. The modularisation of Cloud applications does not affect the performance of

the application services. In other words, it is the usage of the Edge comput-

ing model that lead to the change of application performance, rather than

the modularisation, either manually or automatically. When modularising

the Cloud applications, their functionalities are divided into two or more

groups, which are collections of modules of the applications. The groups to

be deployed on the Edge will be hosted on the same Edge node and connec-

tions between each successive group are added. Since there are no changes

(e.g. actions to add, delete, modify) of these functionalities, the redesign is

considered having neglectable impacts on the application performance.

A5. For the iPokeMon use case, the user data to offloaded from the Cloud server

to the Edge server are known by the Cloud Manager beforehand. The deci-

sion on which user to service by the Edge server while the others to service

by the Cloud server may require detection of the source of user requests.
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For example, if a user’s requests come from a location that has an Edge

node available, this user should be offloaded to the Edge node instead of

another user located in another region without Edge node available. The

detection of users suitable to offload to a specific Edge node is not covered

in this thesis.

The above assumptions are justifiable but also limit the application of the

solutions presented in this thesis into certain real-world settings. In particular,

A1 eliminates the complexity of redesigning a commercial traffic routing device

but does not consider the role of hardware accelerators in such devices. A2

simplifies the overall Edge environment by requiring the IP configurations of

Edge nodes to be done beforehand. A3 may bring concerns to end-users who

are sensitive about data security. When redesigning other Cloud applications,

for which modification of the functionality/data of the Cloud applications are

necessary, A4 may ignore the potential influences of the modifications on the

quality of the generated Edge applications. A5 would require the iPokeMon

server program to be added with features on grouping users and matching them

with associated traffic routing nodes. Although by making these assumptions the

technicality of this thesis is loosed, the justifications for each assumption given

above ensure that there are certain scenarios in a real-world setting the solution

presented in this thesis can be applied to.

This section listed the assumptions made in this thesis, which is useful for

understanding the experimental results to be presented in the rest of this chapter

and the next chapter. Before highlighting the performance gains achieved by

the proposed Edge computing solutions in the next chapter, the next section

firstly describe the execution time observed of these solutions in the Cloud-Edge
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test-bed.

6.4 Execution Time

Due to the limited hardware resources equipped on the Edge node in the test-

bed, the algorithms to support the functioning of an Edge system need to have

short execution time. The execution time of algorithms is useful information for

understanding the potential negative effects the solutions may bring to a user.

Such evaluation is particularly important for Edge service providers who intend

to adopt an Edge system that is suitable given certain constraints (e.g. hardware

limitation and frequency of service updates). The time consumed by an algorithm

is frequently used to evaluate a system in existing research [95,134]. Following this

methodology, this section presents the observed execution time of the procedures

of managing Edge service (Chapter 3), distributing applications across the Cloud

and the Edge according to context (Chapter 4), and dynamically scaling Edge

resources for prioritised applications (Chapter 5). This section provides insight

into the expense incurred for using the Edge computing model in the Cloud-Edge

test-bed, as well as determining the impact of bringing about changes to the

applications running in such a system, for example, the frequency of using Edge

services and/or the intervals between resource scaling.

6.4.1 Execution Time of Managing Edge Service

The execution time in managing Edge services in the proposed Cloud-Edge sys-

tem is firstly measured for iPokeMon and the face detection application (referred

to as FD). As presented in Chapter 3, there are three stages, namely provision
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during which the Edge node is made available for hosting the partitioned server,

deployment during which the application server is deployed in the container run-

ning on the Edge node, and termination during which control from the Edge

server is given back to the Cloud server. The average time taken by executing

Procedure 1, Procedure 2 and Procedure 3 are measured individually.

iPokeMon: As described in Section 6.2.1, user requests are randomly gener-

ated via Apache JMeter from a pool of recorded HTTP requests and responses

between the iOS simulator and the iPokeMon server. This is because, by the de-

sign of the client-side application of iPokeMon, only one user is permitted to log

in in the iOS simulator at a time. Through using Apache JMeter, it is possible

to generate multiple virtual users in a single experiment, which is necessary to

represent a scenario that multiple users are playing the same mobile game. Up to

a maximum of 128 Edge servers of iPokeMon are hosted in the Edge node, with

each server supporting either a single user or the same number of users as the

number of running Edge servers. This means that in the scenario of multiple users

supported on each container hosting the Edge server of iPokeMon, if q containers

are running, k(= q) virtual users are generated by Apache JMeter, resulting in

q ∗ k users being serviced by the Edge node in total. In the experiments the

maximum number of containers to host on the Edge node is set as 32, thus the

total number of users supported by the Edge node is up to 1024. The reason for

setting such a maximum number of users is that this experimental setup does not

support more than 32 containerised iPokeMon servers running concurrently.

Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3 show the execution time of managing Edge service

for iPokeMon. The Cloud server of iPokeMon is located in the Dublin and North

Virginia data centres respectively. Presenting experiments using multiple data
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Figure 6.2: Execution time of managing Edge service for iPokeMon, when the
Cloud VM is in the AWS Dublin data centre.
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Figure 6.3: Execution time of managing Edge service for iPokeMon, when the
Cloud VM is in the AWS North Virginia data centre.
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centres is helpful because it is reasonable to assume that a Cloud application will

not be deployed in all available data centres across the world. Therefore, some

end-users of the application will perceive longer response times than those who are

in a continent where a server of the application is deployed there. The comparison

of the experimental results in two data centres will highlight the impact of utilising

Edge computing for end-users in different geographic locations. The evaluation

takes two scenarios into account. Firstly, when only one user is connected to each

server (Figure 6.2a and Figure 6.3a) and when multiple users are connected to

each server (Figure 6.2b and Figure 6.3b).

Given n = 0, 1, 2, · · · , 32 containers executing on the Edge node, the execution

time of provision is obtained when the Cloud server needs to establish a connec-

tion with a new container on the Edge node. In this research, the provisioning

execution time is defined as the time taken for identifying an Edge node for de-

ploying an application, initialising a container on the Edge node and setting up

appropriate firewalls. Similarly, the deployment execution time when a new ap-

plication server is deployed on the Edge node and the termination execution time

when a container is terminated on the Edge node are obtained. The general trend

is that there is a slight increase in the execution time when there is more stress

on the Edge node. This is expected, but it is worthwhile to note that there is less

than a 3% increase in the execution time when multiple users connect to the Edge

servers in comparison to when single users are connected (compare Figure 6.2a

and Figure 6.2b). This execution time is because the users’ information needs to

be transferred from the Cloud to the Edge during deployment and from the Edge

to the Cloud during termination, which is single state information, rather than

the intermediate states which are maintained on the Edge node. This highlights
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that the proposed Edge service workflow in Chapter 3 can handle a large number

of user connections and Edge servers for iPokeMon.

The execution time when using the Cloud server in the North Virginia data

centre is higher than in Dublin because the provision requires more time to com-

municate given the geographic distance (similarly for termination and deploy-

ment). The deployment time is under 1 minute in all cases. Until the Edge node

server is deployed and fully running, the users are still connected to the Cloud

server and user requests are serviced by the Cloud. A user is redirected to the

Edge node only after the server is deployed.

The deployment time is higher than the handshaking and termination time.

This is because, in the proposed Edge service workflow, each time a new server

is instantiated using a container on the Edge node, new packages relevant to the

application are installed in the container to host the partitioned server. A cus-

tom image of the container hosting the partitioned server is not created by the

Cloud Manager, instead, a lean container with a basic image suited for an Edge

node processor architecture is used. For example, an Alpine Linux image suited

for the ARM architecture is used on the ODroid board, but a different image

would be required for an Intel architecture Edge node. Any additional packages

specific to an application needs to be installed by the Cloud Manager during

deployment. Given that Edge nodes are less likely to be uniform environments

with homogeneous processors, the deployment procedure (Procedure 2) assumes

heterogeneity of Edge nodes and installs containers suited to the Edge node pro-

cessor architecture. A pre-built image specific to an application may be used by

the Cloud Manager, but requires knowledge of all processor architectures that

will be employed at the Edge.
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Figure 6.4: Execution time of managing Edge service for FD.

FD: When testing the execution time of the procedures, the Edge server of

FD is created using the Edge-based pre-processing method. This is because the

Edge servers of the Edge-based distribution methods of FD, namely Edge-based

pre-processing and data filtering, have the same dependencies. Therefore the time

taken to instantiate Edge servers will be the same. Different from iPokeMon, FD

is a data-intensive application whose server keeps receiving images as input. It is

learnt from the empirical study that the maximum number of containers hosting

the Edge server of FD is 16.

Figure 6.4 presents the execution time of provision, deployment and termi-

nation for FD when the Cloud server is located in a VM in the Dublin data

centre 6.4a and the North Virginia data centre 6.4b. Similar to the observations

from iPokeMon, there is a slight increase in the execution time when there is

more stress on the Edge node. The larger distance between the Cloud and the

Edge also results in slightly longer execution time (2 seconds on average) of all

procedures. A difference from iPokeMon is found that the average time taken to

deploy and terminate FD Edge server is significantly less than iPokeMon. This is
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Table 6.1: Default parameter values

Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value
λ 0.01 γ 0.95 m 20
ε 1 α -1 εmin 0.01
β -1 υ 0.99 PC 0.0132

learningRate 0.001 Pcpu 0.04073 batchSize 5
Pmem 0.005458 hiddenLayer 2 Pstr 0.000032

hiddenLayerNode 24

because the FD server does not require a database, and thus during the deploy-

ment and termination procedure, no application data will be migrated between

the Edge and the Cloud.

6.4.2 Execution Time of Context-aware Application Dis-

tribution

The context-aware distribution mechanism proposed in Chapter 4 dynamically

(re)selects one of the distribution plans available for an application that tries to

utilise the Cloud-Edge system. For iPokeMon, there are three possible distri-

bution plans and for FD there are four, as described in Chapter 6. The Deep

Q-network (DQN) based distribution mechanism (Algorithm 4 trains the Cloud

Manager to choose an appropriate distribution plan such that the long-term util-

ity of Edge service (Equation 4.1) is maximised.

Table 6.1 displays the default values of parameters used in the experiments.

The neural network described in Section 4.3.2 requires the following parameters

to be set beforehand:

• m of a value of 20 means that in each experiment, 20 successive deployments

of an application in the Cloud-Edge system are carried out. This is because
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the distribution model (Section 4.2) is defined as a long-term process and

the objective is to maximise the overall utility defined in Equation 4.1. In a

real-world setting, this parameter could be enhanced with constraints such

as budget to limit the time window applied to a distribution.

• Exploration rate ε of a value of 1 means that in the first episode of Algo-

rithm 4, the Cloud Manager randomly selects a distribution plan. In the

second episode, the value of ε is updated as a percent υ, which is the dis-

count rate. In each subsequent episode, the value of ε is reduced until it

reaches the minimum value εmin of 0.01. The range of (0.01, 1] has been

used in other works that use DQN [135].

• Discount rate γ of a value of 0.95 means that future rewards are considered

as 95% important as the current reward. If γ is set as 0, the Cloud Manager

will be short-sighted by only considering current rewards, whereas when γ

is set as 1, the Cloud Manager will strive for a long-term high reward, the

learning process of which may become infinitely long. Therefore, to consider

the long-term performance and avoid non-convergence, γ is set as 0.95 in

the following experiments.

• batchSize of a value 5 means that a random sample of 5 previous experience

will be replayed in each episode. The higher this value is, the longer the

replay process takes. Considering that 20 experiences are generated in each

experiment, the value of 5 is chosen to represent a quarter of the experiences.

• hiddenLayer of a value of two and hiddenLayerNode of a value of 24 mean

that two layers of a neural network are built between the input and output
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Figure 6.5: Learning curve of the hybrid context-aware approach showing the
training improves the episode reward.

layer, with each having 24 neurons to process the input data.

The DQN is implemented with the Keras1 deep learning library with the above

parameters.

In addition to the parameters required by the DQN, the distribution model

in Section 4.2 also requires the price of hardware resources in the Cloud. The

prices of Cloud computing resources (PC , Pcpu/mem/str) are defined as US dollars

per hour for a single unit of the resources (a VM, vCPU core, 1-GB memory,

1-GB storage). This is how current Cloud Infrastructure-as-a-Service such as

Google Compute Engine2 is priced. α and β in Equation 4.1 are set as −1, by

giving equal importance to both the QoS and the cost factor. A discussion of the

impact of varying α and β will be presented in Section 7.2.2.

Figure 6.5 displays the episode reward, i.e. the utility calculated using Equa-

tion 4.1 of 20 successive deployments of the FD (Figure 6.5a) and the iPokeMon

(Figure 6.5b) applications in the Cloud-Edge system. The utility values in the ex-

periments are negative because as defined in Equation 4.1, the value is negatively

1https://keras.io/
2https://cloud.google.com/compute/pricing
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Table 6.2: Statistics of the time (in milliseconds) taken by each decision making
of the hybrid DQNs trained for FD and iPokeMon.

Minimum 1st Quartile Median Mean 3rd Quartile Maximum
85 124 136 139.5 149 248

affected by both the application latency and the service cost. In other words, if

an application takes a long time to respond a user request and/or the overall cost

of deploying the application on the Cloud/Edge, it will have low utility value and

vice versa.

The DQNs in the Cloud Managers of the applications are trained for up to

1,000 episodes. For both use cases, the episode reward is observed to gradually

increase with the number of episodes, which means the DQN is getting better

performance with more experiences. The episode reward reaches and stays in

its maximum point from around 600 and 400 episodes, at which point a total

of 12,000 and 8,000 deployments have been carried out by the Cloud Manager

for FD and iPokeMon respectively. This means the DQNs have learnt an opti-

mal distribution plan for the 20 successive deployments and could not increase

the utility anymore. Therefore, for the analysis of the context-aware distribu-

tion approaches (including QoS-aware, cost-effective and hybrid) in the following

sections, we present the DQNs trained with 600 and 400 episodes for FD and

iPokeMon respectively, except specified otherwise.

As a multi-tenant computing environment, the resource availability of an Edge

node is expected to change rapidly. For example, the system state acquired by

the Cloud Manager may become invalid if the context-aware distribution mech-

anism takes a long time to choose a distribution plan (k value). Therefore, the

shorter the time taken by each execution of the decision-making process (Lines 7-
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26 in Algorithm 4), the more real-time response is achieved. Each time the Cloud

Manager generates a redistribution plan, it takes 85–250 milliseconds (Table 6.2).

Such execution time is minimal considering that the time taken for processing a

single video frame using the Cloud-only method is nearly 2 seconds from em-

pirical results. The optimisation of the Cloud-Edge system is not considered in

this thesis. In the iPokeMon use case, this execution time translates into the

time taken to process 1–2 iPokeMon requests using the Cloud-only distribution

method. Since each deployment of the iPokeMon server is expected to process a

large number of user requests, the execution time is negligible.

Measuring the execution time of the Cloud Manager selecting a good dis-

tribution plan is essential for understanding the performance gains observed in

Section 7.2. This is to avoid employing a decision-making mechanism having a

too long execution time, even if it may lead to improvement of the QoS of the

applications. The above experimental results reveal that the context-aware dis-

tribution mechanism designed for the Cloud Manager entails a delay shorter than

250 milliseconds every time the algorithm is executed. Therefore, it is feasible to

adopt this context-aware distribution mechanism in a Cloud-Edge system.

6.4.3 Execution Time of Priority-based Dynamic Vertical

Scaling of Edge Resources

The previous sections presented the execution time of the Cloud-Edge system and

the context-aware distribution mechanism in the Cloud Manager. To efficiently

share the limited hardware resources on an Edge node, a priority-based dynamic

vertical scaling mechanism is proposed in Chapter 5. Since this mechanism is
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expected to be executed periodically, it is also important to understand whether

it will cause a long delay. For example, the experimental results in this section will

be useful to determine how frequent the proposed resource sharing mechanism

should be carried out.

The equations for calculating priority scores (Equations 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, 5.7

and 5.8) requires pre-assigned weights for each factors. In the following exper-

iments, all the weights are set equal to 1 to indicate equal importance of these

static and dynamic factors.

Edge platforms are expected to have more transient system states than the

Cloud, i.e. Edge workloads have shorter life cycles, so less time taken in resource

management is better. The time taken by priority management (Figure 6.2a)

and dynamic vertical scaling (Figure 6.2b) of each server on the Edge node for

iPokeMon and FD is measured. It should be noted that the servers are still

servicing requests (and are not decommissioned) when priorities are updated.

Similarly, the time taken by dynamic vertical scaling, which is the time taken

to reallocate the resources of the server was measured. During this time the

servers continue to service requests. Although three dynamic priorities including

wDPS (Equation 5.5 and 5.6), cDPS (Equation 5.7) and sDPS (Equation 5.8)

are proposed, only sDPS is considered for comparing the execution time between

static priority management (SPM) and dynamic priority management (DPM); it

is noted that different dynamic priorities did not affect the overall delay in the

experiments.

Figure 6.2a shows that SPM takes a very short time to execute, but it is more

costly to employ DPM, especially for iPokeMon. For example, for 32 servers

the execution time of using DPM with iPokeMon is 150 milliseconds (ms) when
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(a) Priority management (b) Dynamic vertical scaling

Figure 6.6: Execution time per Edge server for iPokeMon and face detection
application.

compared to 10ms for SPM. This is because static priorities assigned to servers

do not change during execution and monitoring is needed for dynamic priorities.

iPokeMon server records all requests and responses in a log file while supporting

multiple users and the Monitor reads through this file in every scaling round to

update the dynamic priority. The FD server maintains the values of dynamic fac-

tors while processing requests from the single streaming source and the Monitor

uses these values to calculate the PS. One insight from the difference in DPM ex-

ecution time is that monitoring workloads could be accounted for when designing

Edge applications.

The time taken by dynamic vertical scaling in Figure 6.2b using DPM is

on average higher than using SPM. This is because, during scaling, dynamic

factors such as reward and penalty are monitored for each server. More time is

required to scale iPokeMon servers because during termination user data needs

to be migrated from the Edge to the Cloud. When an FD server is terminated

no data is migrated.

In order to verify that the observed short execution time of the priority-based

dynamic vertical scaling mechanism does not negatively affect the QoS of the
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(a) iPokeMon, SLO is 78ms (b) Face Detection, SLO is 2.13s

Figure 6.7: SLO Violation rate when different numbers of Edge servers are de-
ployed.

applications, the performance of 32 running Edge servers is profiled every minute.

Figure 6.7 presents the average Service-Level Objective (SLO) violation rate of

both the face detection (Figure 6.7b) and the iPokeMon (Figure 6.7a) use cases.

SLO violation rate is an indicator of how well a service is provided, where the

SLO is a quantitative value to define the level of service a customer can expect

from a provider. The decrease of SLO violation rate has been adopted in recent

works to verify the effectiveness of resource management solutions in both Edge

computing [136] and Cloud computing [137,138]. In this thesis, the SLO violation

rate is calculated using Equation 5.3.

Red blocks correspond to the execution time when priority-based scaling oc-

curs. The first five minutes window is the period when the Edge servers are

launched with an equal amount of resource. During the 5th, 10th, and 15th

minutes, priority-based dynamic vertical scaling (Procedure 5) is executed. For

DPM, the PS is first calculated for each server, after which scaling occurs. On

the other hand for SPM, scaling based on the same initial PS is implemented.

Updating priorities of 32 servers requires 30–40 seconds (s) and 15s for iPokeMon
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and FD, respectively. It is inferred from the figure that after the first scaling

round, the SLO violation rates have decreased on an average by 4% and 3% for

iPokeMon and FD respectively. In subsequent scaling rounds, it is noted that the

violation rates are further reduced. DPM on average performs nearly 2% better

than SPM. The figure highlights that the sub-minute delay caused due to priority

management and scaling does not necessarily affect the QoS of both use cases.

A detailed analysis of the SLO violation rate when varying values of SLOs are

applied will be presented in the performance evaluations in the next chapter.

6.5 Summary

This chapter describes the experimental test-bed and the two chosen use cases in

this research. A three-tier Cloud-Edge system is set up with the design presented

in Chapter 3. This system uses an embedded device to represent a resource-

constrained Edge node and a public Cloud platform. To evaluate the application

management and resource sharing techniques presented in Chapter 4 and Chap-

ter 5, a location-based mobile game and a real-time face detection application are

(re)designed to utilise the Edge computing model. Moreover, the assumptions

made in this research are discussed, which are believed helpful for understating

the experimental results.

Experimentally it was noted that the proposed mechanisms result in short

execution time: (i) it takes one minute in total to establish an Edge service, in-

volving the procedures of provisioning, deploying and terminating an Edge server;

(ii) less than one second is required to decide what modules of the application

should be deployed in an Edge server; (ii) scaling Edge resources for a container
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hosting an Edge server takes less than one second. Such short execution time

ensures that the proposed resource management solutions in this thesis are appli-

cable to resource-constrained Edge environment. The next chapter will focus on

the improvement of QoS achieved by testing the two use cases in the Cloud-Edge

test-bed with the proposed resource management mechanisms.
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Chapter 7

Performance Gain

The previous chapter reported the test-bed and application use-cases that will be

used to evaluate the research presented in this thesis. The section on execution

time in it provides valuable information on the usage and configuration of the

proposed resource management mechanisms. This chapter further investigates

the performance gain achieved by the Cloud-Edge system (Chapter 3), the dis-

tribution of applications in such a system (Chapter 4), and the resource sharing

on the Edge (Chapter 5).

The objective of the experimental evaluation is to understand whether the

QoS of an application can be improved by utilising the techniques proposed in

this thesis when compared to using the Cloud computing model. The time taken

to provide a service, sometimes referred to as application latency or response

time, has been frequently adopted as a useful metric to represent the QoS of

applications in existing Edge computing research [60,139,140]. This is especially

an important measurement for time-sensitive applications that requires near real-

time response. In addition, the violation rate of Service-Level Objective (SLO)
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is an indicator of how satisfactory service is provided, where the SLO is a quanti-

tative value to define the level of service a customer can expect from a provider.

The SLO violation rate has been adopted in recent research to verify the effective-

ness of resource management solutions in both Edge computing [136] and Cloud

computing [137,138].

7.1 Performance of Utilising Edge Services

This section presents the benefits of utilising the Edge computing services in

the Cloud-Edge test-bed designed in Chapter 6 by discussing the improvement

in QoS for both use cases. The benefit of using the procedures designed in

Chapter 3 to provide Edge services for the originally Cloud-hosted iPokeMon

and FD is highlighted in terms of reduced application latency, reduced amount

of data transmitted and reduced frequency of communication between the end

device and the Cloud server.

7.1.1 Application Latency

For iPokeMon, the activity of virtual users created from the 20-minute recorded

session is defined by considering two types of user behaviour. Firstly, aggres-

sive user behaviour, in which the activity of each user is considered by selecting

all data-intensive requests with no pauses between these requests (a 20-minute

window is flooded with only data-intensive requests). This is highly unrealistic

but is employed to represent a bandwidth-hungry task. Secondly, mixed user be-

haviour, in which the activity of each user is considered by equally selecting both

data-intensive requests and regular requests with pauses (a 20-minute window
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(a) 3G network (b) 4G network

(c) Wi-Fi network

Figure 7.1: Comparing application latency of Cloud-hosted iPokeMon to Edge-
based iPokeMon when servicing users with aggressive behaviour.

is flooded with both data-intensive and regular requests). This ensures different

behaviours of the virtual users and captures a real-world setting in which there is

a combination of aggressive and passive users. For comparison two data centres

are considered to host the cloud servers: the first is located in Dublin, which is

the closest to the location of the Edge node and the second is located in North

Virginia.

Figure 7.1 shows the application latency of iPokeMon when servicing multiple

users with aggressive behaviour in a single server. Using JMeter three network

configurations are simulated: (i) 3G network (Figure 7.1a); (ii) 4G network (Fig-
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ure 7.1b); and (iii) Wi-Fi network (Figure 7.1c). All three network configurations

seem to have little influence on application latency. This is because in this use

case, the bandwidth is not exhausted in every HTTP request. It is found that

the Edge server performs better than the Cloud servers until there are more than

8 concurrent aggressive users. The application latency increases beyond 8 aggres-

sive users. Therefore, in this context for bandwidth-hungry tasks for iPokeMon

with more than 8 aggressive users and a total of 73.3 requests per second it is not

useful to offload on to an Edge server.

To demonstrate a more realistic usage of iPokeMon, mixed user behaviour

is considered where the collection of user requests includes the transfer of both

small and large data and accounts for pauses between requests. Since the network

configuration had little influence on application latency, all further results of

iPokeMon are presented with 4G network configuration.

Figure 7.18 shows the reduction in application latency for iPokeMon when

servicing users with mixed behaviour. Three cases are considered: (i) using a

single server with multiple users (Figure 7.17c); (ii) using multiple servers with a

single user (Figure 7.18c); and (iii) using multiple servers with multiple users (Fig-

ure 7.2c). In all three cases, it is immediately inferred that despite the increasing

number of servers or users there is a reduction in the application latency. In the

cases of a single server (multiple users) and multiple servers (single user), approx-

imately 20% reduction is noted in the application latency when using the Edge

computing model and comparing against the Dublin server. The latency for the

application further decreases by nearly 80% if the North Virginia Cloud server is

used (this is because North Virginia is geographically further from Dublin). Fig-

ure 7.2c shows a more realistic case when there are multiple application servers
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Figure 7.2: Comparing application latency of Cloud-hosted iPokeMon to Edge-
based iPokeMon when servicing users with mixed behaviour.
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Table 7.1: Average latency (in seconds) of FD using different computing models
with varying network configurations.

Cloud computing Edge computing
3G 3.95 1.63
4G 1.8 1.02

Wi-Fi 2.56 1.10

serving multiple users. In this case, it is observed that for 16,384 users a single

request is serviced in 600 ms by the North Virginia Cloud server. On the other

hand, the edge server can furnish this request in less than 100 ms. This is an 83%

improvement. Similarly, the application latency is reduced for the Dublin server.

For the FD use case, the use of the Cloud computing model means that all

modules of the FD application described in Section 6.2.2 are hosted in a Cloud

VM in the Dublin data centre of AWS. The use of the Edge computing model

means that the pre-processing module of the FD application is hosted in a server

on the Edge node and the remaining modules of the application are hosted in

the Cloud VM. Table 7.1 compares the average latency of FD when employing

different computing models under varying network configurations. The network

conditions are controlled through bandwidth throttling using the Network Link

Conditioner provided by Apple XCode. The results show that utisling the Edge

computing model effectively reduces application latency. It is also observed that

when the network condition is poorer there is a larger performance gain. For

example, 59%, 57% and 43% of the application latency have been reduced under

network configurations of 3G, Wi-Fi and 4G respectively. The performance gain

of FD is larger than that of iPokeMon when they both use a Dublin Cloud server.

This is because, for the FD use case, a large portion of the application latency

is spent on the transmission of images. Applying the Edge computing model by
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adding an Edge-based pre-processing server reduces two-thirds of the transmission

time of images.

7.1.2 Data Traffic

Figure 7.19 shows the reduction in the amount of data transferred between an

Edge node and the Cloud server in the iPokeMon use-case in a 5-minute session

for users with mixed behaviour (Figure 7.19a) and aggressive behaviour (Fig-

ure 7.19b). It is observed that using the Edge computing model the Edge server

of iPokeMon can process the data generated by the end device. On average the

data transferred between the Edge node and the Cloud server is reduced by over

88% for mixed user behaviour and up to 95% is achieved for aggressive user

behaviour (although the Edge server is not scalable) in this use-case. This is en-

couraging in the context of a large volume of data-generating devices that will be

connected to the Internet. The Edge service proposed in Chapter 3 can facilitate

computing closer to the device at the Edge node such that very little traffic is

generated beyond the first hop of the network. For example, when 1,024 users

with mixed behaviour connect to the iPokeMon server from the same location for

5 minutes, 205 megabytes (MB) of data is generated. In the Cloud computing

model all data is sent to the Cloud server, but using the Edge computing model

only 19 MB of data is sent to the Cloud beyond the Edge node. The data travers-

ing between the Edge and the Cloud includes a configuration file containing the

dynamic IP address of the Edge node and the data of the user in the local view.

For the FD use case, when the pre-processing module that is responsible for

grayscale conversion of images is hosted in an Edge server, only one-third of the
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Figure 7.3: The average amount of data transferred to/from the Cloud server of
iPokeMon in a 5-minute session.

color image is sent from the Edge node to the Cloud server. Due to the nature

of this application, the data reduction is a constant value of 33%.

7.1.3 Communication Frequency

Figure 7.20 shows the reduced frequency of communication between the Edge

node and the Cloud server in the iPokeMon use case for users with mixed be-

haviour (Figure 7.20a) and aggressive behaviour (Figure 7.20b). This is similar

to the data transfer shown in Figure 7.19. The number of requests generated in

a 5-minute interval for a varying number of active users is reduced by 88%-95%

using the Edge computing model when compared to the Cloud computing model.

For example, when 1,024 active users connect to the iPokeMon server from the

same location for 5 minutes, more than 10,000 HTTP requests are sent to the

Cloud server in the Cloud computing model. Using the Edge computing model,

the Edge node can service over 90% requests and only forwards less than 10%

requests to the Cloud server.
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Figure 7.4: The average number of HTTP requests processed by the Cloud server
of iPokeMon in a 5-minute session.

Different from iPokeMon, using the Edge computing model for Edge-based

pre-processing of the FD application does not affect the communication frequency

between the Edge and the Cloud. This is due to the different design of these two

applications – the Edge server of iPokeMon occasionally communicates with the

Cloud server, whereas the Edge server of FD forwards every request containing

pre-processed data to the Cloud server.

This section presented the reduction of application latency, data traffic, and

communication frequency when applying the Edge computing workflow (Chap-

ter 3) to the chosen use cases, namely iPokeMon and the face detection appli-

cation. The proposed technique to provide Edge services effectively improves

the QoS of these applications. However, such techniques assume that there can

only be one way to deploy an Edge application, the consequence of which is that

each time the offloaded computation is the same. The next section evaluates

the context-aware distribution mechanism proposed in Chapter 4, which brings

flexibility to the deployment of Edge applications.
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7.2 Performance of Application Distribution

The previous section points out that adopting the Edge service workflow presented

in Chapter 4 can successfully improve the QoS of applications when compared to

them running on the Cloud only. The experimental results above are appropriate

to the case where only one way of deploying the applications in the Edge is

considered. Whenever an Edge service is used the same Edge application is

deployed on an Edge node. Such a solution does not provide the flexibility of

deploying a varying amount of computations on an Edge node. Therefore, this

section aims to evaluate the context-aware distribution mechanism proposed in

Chapter 4, which answers the question that how much of a Cloud application

should be offloaded at a specific time.

This section comparing the three context-aware strategies (i.e. QoS-aware,

cost-efficient, and hybrid) against four static distribution approaches (i.e. when

the number of modules to deploy in an Edge server k is 0–4). A further discussion

on the impacts of varying values of parameters is also presented.

To create a realistic Edge computing environment, which is likely to have

variable resource availability over time, the Linux package stress1 is chosen to

stress test the Edge node. The CPU and memory of the Edge node are divided

into 8 units, each unit comprising 1 CPU core and 256 megabytes of memory. The

Edge node is stressed continuously - the cores execute a workload that consumes

a random number between 0 and 7 and the memory is flooded using the stress

package. The random number is changed every 10 seconds. This ensures that the

system state changes on the Edge node. The same sequence of the stress tests is

1http://manpages.ubuntu.com/manpages/trusty/man1/stress.1.html
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applied to all distribution approaches to ensure that system states are similar in

all experiments.

As presented in Section 6.2.2, the FD application can be distributed in the

Cloud-Edge system in four ways, namely Cloud-only (k = 0), Edge-based pre-

processing (k = 1), Edge-based data filtering (k = 2) and Edge-only (k = 3).

Similarly, iPokeMon (Section 6.2.1) can be distributed in the Cloud-Edge system

in three ways, namely Cloud-only (k = 0), Edge-based (k = 1) and Edge-only

(k = 2). A static approach (S-k) means that for m (20 by default in Table 6.1)

successive deployments in each distribution, no matter what the state of the Edge

node is, the Cloud Manager always deploys the first k modules on the Edge node

and the remaining N−k modules on the Cloud VM. On the contrary, the context-

aware approaches (Context-aware) employ Algorithm 4 and dynamically assign

a k value using DQN in each deployment.

7.2.1 Utility

To evaluate the performance of both the static and context-aware approaches,

they are applied to 100 new experiments of the chosen use cases and the utility

values of each distribution are calculated using Equation 4.1. The utility is defined

in Section 4.2 as the quantity that measures preferences over a set of distribution

strategies. Utility functions are frequently employed in Edge computing research

to measure the performance of Edge applications [110]. For context-aware ap-

proaches, the DQNs trained with 600 and 400 episodes for FD and iPokeMon are

selected respectively, to represent their readily gained knowledge.

Figure 7.5 and 7.6 illustrate the distribution of the utility of each experiment
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Figure 7.5: Distribution of 100 utilities of FD in the Cloud-Edge system.

(including 20 deployments) when the static and context-aware approaches are

employed for both use-cases. The utility value of each of the 20 deployments

are different because the Edge node is constantly stress-tested. As described in

Section 7.2, the CPU and memory of the Edge node are divided into 8 units,

each unit comprising 1 CPU core and 256 megabytes of memory. The Edge

node is stressed continuously - the cores execute a workload that consumes a

random number between 0 and 7 and the memory is flooded using the Linux

stress package. Each stress test lasts for 10 seconds before the random number

changes. For the experiments in this section, the quartiles and distribution of the

utility values for different application distribution plans are analysed using box

plots.

Three combinations of (α, β) are considered: (i) (0,−1), which represent a
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Figure 7.6: Distribution of 100 utilities of iPokeMon in the Cloud-Edge system.

cost-aware strategy (Figure 7.5a and 7.6a); (ii) (−1, 0), which represents a QoS-

aware strategy (Figure 7.5b and 7.6b); and (iii) the default setting, i.e. (−1,−1),

which represent a hybrid strategy (Figure 7.5c and 7.6c).

The utility values in the experiments are negative because as defined in Equa-

tion 4.1, the value is negatively affected by both the application latency and the

service cost. In other words, if an application takes a long time to respond a user

request and/or the overall cost of deploying the application on the Cloud/Edge,

it will have low utility value and vice versa. It is observed for both use cases that,

for all strategies, the context-aware approach outperforms the static approaches.

For example, when the DQN is trained to minimise cost for FD (Figure 7.5a), it

achieves the same maximum utility as S-1 and S-2. An improvement over S-1, S-

2 and S-3 are indicated by the fact that its third quartile of the utility (-0.00058)
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is larger than the median of the utility obtained by the three static approaches

(-0.0006, -0.0009 and -0.0008 respectively). This means that when adopting the

context-aware approach, 75% of the utility values are higher than the majority of

the utility values when the static approaches are adopted. The minimum utility

achieves by the DQN is higher than the maximum utility achieves by S-3, which

means that the cost-optimised DQN never deploy the entire application on the

Edge node. This is because, with more modules deployed on the Edge node, there

is more cost of using the Edge resources, even though the overall job completion

time is reduced.

Similarly, the context-aware approach for iPokeMon (Figure 7.6a) tends to

benefit from the lessons learnt through S-1 and S-2. It achieves the maximum

(-0.00009) and median (-0.0004) utilities that are close to S-2, while successfully

improves the third quartile (-0.0006) when compared to S-2 (-0.00078). This

means that 75% of the time the utility values obtained by applying the context-

aware approach are higher than using the S−2 approach.This is due to the Cloud

Manager’s selection of S-1 in a number of deployments.

The benefit of applying the context-aware approach is more obvious for FD

when the DQN is trained to maximise the QoS (i.e. to minimise the job com-

pletion time, Figure 7.5b). The majority of the utilities achieved by the context-

aware approach is larger than that achieved by all four static approaches. To

better understand the difference of the QoS when applying different static ap-

proaches, Figure 7.7 provides a breakdown of the average time to process a single

video frame when the Edge node system is not stress-tested (i.e. almost all CPU

cores and memory are available). The overall time is divided into the data trans-

mission time, the time taken by the three modules of the application – grey-scale
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Figure 7.7: Average time taken to process a single video frame in FD using static
distribution approaches.

conversion, motion detection, and face detection. It is inferred that the main

difference of the QoS comes from the data transmission time. For example, by

applying S − 1, S − 2 and S − 3, the transmission time is reduced from 2.28

seconds (s) to 0.77s, 0.52s, and 0.11s respectively. The first two modules of the

application, namely grey-scale conversion and motion detection take a short time

between 0.003 and 0.004 no matter where they are hosted. The face detection

module causes the other main difference among these approaches as there is a

0.2s delay observed when it is hosted on the Edge node instead of the Cloud

VM. Such differences of QoS among the static approaches are expected to be

magnified in the experiment for Figure 7.5b, when the Edge resources are delib-

erately restricted. Therefore, by in the context-aware approach, the DQN tends

to only choose the optimal deployment from S-1, S-2 and S-3 to avoid the long

transmission time caused by S-0.

When applying the QoS-aware strategy to iPokeMon 7.6b, the context-aware

approach improves the overall application performance over the static approaches

by achieving the highest median (-0.048) and third quartile (-0.053) values of util-
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ity. However, in the best and worst cases, the context-aware approach performs

slightly worse than S-3 by 0.3% and S-1 by 2%. This difference is indicative that

the context-aware approach has more benefits for FD 7.5b since there is a larger

QoS gain over iPokeMon.

When considering both the cost and the QoS (Figure 7.5c and 7.6c), the dis-

tribution of all approaches for both use-cases is similar to the QoS-aware strategy.

The reason is that with the default parameter setting, the difference of QoS among

the approaches happens to have a larger influence than the difference in costs.

Therefore, in the next section, the impact of different parameter settings in the

utility equation (Equation 4.1) is investigated.

7.2.2 Impact of Utility Parameters

From empirical study, it is that when assigning different weights to α and β (i.e.

the relative importance of QoS and cost) in the utility equation (Equation 4.1),

the performance of all approaches varies. Another factor that makes a difference is

λ, which indicates how expensive the Edge resources are compared to the Cloud

resources. Hence, a number of different values for (α, β) and λ are applied to

explore their impacts on the distribution approaches.

Figure 7.8 presents the relationship between the average cost of a single de-

ployment and λ for FD and iPokeMon, when the Edge node system is not stress

tested. It is noted that in the FD use case although the Edge computing services

effectively improve the QoS (Figure 7.7), its cost increases drastically when λ is

larger than 0.1 7.8a. For example, the cost of S-3 is as 200 and 2,000 times large

as the cost of S-0, when λ is 1 and 10 respectively. In such cases, when β 6= 0 the
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Figure 7.8: Average running cost of a single deployment using static distribution
approaches.

context-aware approach would always tend to choose S-1 in order to minimise

the cost factor in Equation 4.1. This would not distinguish the context-aware ap-

proach from the static approaches. For the iPokeMon use case 7.8b, the increase

in cost is moderate. For instance, the cost of S-2 is close to 0.1, 1.3, and 13 times

of S-0 when λ is 0.01, 0.1 and 1 respectively.

The above results indicate that the cost of utilising the Edge computing model

is very sensitive to the pricing of Edge resources. When Edge resources are priced

the same as or more expensive than Cloud resources, the overall cost of Edge

and Cloud services would become a major issue although adopting Edge services

helped boost application performance. To eliminate the situations when the

cost becomes the dominant obstacle in ustilising Edge services, in the following

experiments we consider λ ∈ {0.0001, 0.001, 0.1} for FD and λ ∈ {0.001, 0.1, 1}

for iPokeMon to explore the impact of λ over the application performances. We

also present the analysis of varying importance assigned to the QoS and cost

factors over the application performances, by applying λ/β ∈ {0.1, 1, 10} for

both use-cases.
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Figure 7.9: Distribution of 100 utilities of FD when α/β = 0.

Figure 7.9 displays the performance of different approaches when α/β = 0

(i.e. the cost-efficient strategy) with the higher and lower values of λ in addition

to the medium λ (Figure 7.5a). The Edge resources are randomly restricted using

stress tests as described in Section 7.2. When λ = 0.1, i.e. Edge resources are

priced as one-tenth of Cloud resources, the context-aware approach acts the same

as S-0 since S-0 has a clear advantage over the other static approaches. When

λ = 0.001, i.e. Edge resources are priced as one-thousandth of Cloud resources,

the context-aware approach is able to benefit from the Edge services. Note that

under such an assumption the overall costs of Edge-based distribution approaches

(S-1, S-2 and S-3 ) become less than the Cloud-only distribution approach (S-0 ).

When λ = 0.01 (Figure 7.5a), i.e. Edge resources are priced as one hundredth

of Cloud resources, the context-aware approach benefits from some of the Edge-

based distribution approaches (S-1 and S-2 ). In this case, the utility values

obtained by using Edge-based distribution approaches are always higher than the

Cloud-only distribution approach. The context-aware approach better than the

static Edge-based approaches because 75% of its utility values are higher than

nearly all the utility values when applying S − 1 and the majority utility values
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Figure 7.10: Distribution of 100 utilities of iPokeMon when α/β = 0.

when applying S − 2 and S − 3.

Figure 7.10 displays the performance of iPokeMon when different approaches

are applied with the cost-efficient strategy and with the higher and medium values

of λ in addition to the lower λ (Figure 7.6a). When λ = 1, i.e. Edge resources are

priced the same as Cloud resources, the context-aware approach acts the same

as S-0 since S-1 has a clear advantage over the other static approaches. When

λ = 0.1, the distribution of utility in the context-aware approach is close to S-0,

with a variance in the median value caused by the occasional selection of S-2 and

S-3. When λ = 0.01 (Figure 7.6a), the context-aware approach mainly benefits

from the Edge-based and Edge-only distribution approaches as the costs of these

deployment plans are less than the Cloud-only distribution approach. All of the

utility values obtained when applying the context-aware approach are as good as

the S − 0 approach and higher than the majority of the utility values obtained

when using S − 2 and S − 3.

Figure 7.11 presents the performance of FD when applying three λ values

(0.1, 0.001, 0.0001) with the hybrid strategy when α/β = 0.1, i.e. when the

cost is considered as 10 times important as the QoS. It is found that when λ =
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Figure 7.11: Distribution of 100 utilities of FD when α/β = 0.1.

0.1, the gaps between the five approaches are similar to the gaps observed in

the cost-aware strategy (Figure 7.9a). When λ is 0.01 (Figure 7.11b) or 0.001

(Figure 7.11c), the context-aware approach is no longer dominated by the most

cost-efficient deployment (i.e. S-0 ) and is able to benefit from the Edge-based and

Edge-only deployment plans. This is because by assigning importance to the QoS

factor, the context-aware approach starts to acknowledge the large reductions of

application latency introduced by S-2 and S-3. The context-aware approach,

regardless of λ values, outperforms the static approaches with the higher utility

in the interquartile range. This means that 50% of the time using the context-

aware approach will achieve a higher utility value than adopting the other static

distribution approaches.

Similarly, the iPokeMon use-case is tested with high, medium, and low λ values
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Figure 7.12: Distribution of 100 utilities of iPokeMon when α/β = 0.1.

(1, 0.1, 0.01) with the hybrid strategy when α/β = 0.1 (Figure 7.12). It is found

that when λ = 1, the context-aware approach is dominated by S-0 (i.e. the Cloud-

only deployment), as was seen in the cost-aware strategy (Figure 7.10a). When λ

is 0.1 (Figure 7.12b) or 0.01 (Figure 7.12c), the application performance achieved

by applying static approaches is comparable. The context-aware approach is the

best because it has the highest median value of the utility, but the performance

gain in this use-case is less significant compared to the FD use-case. This finding

is interpreted as a result of the fact that the QoS improvement in iPokeMon is

less significant than that in FD.

Figure 7.13 displays the default hybrid strategy applied to the FD use-case,

with the higher and lower values of λ in addition to the medium value in Fig-

ure 7.5c. Since the cost and QoS factors are of equal importance in this strategy,
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Figure 7.13: Distribution of 100 utilities of FD when α/β = 1.
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Figure 7.14: Distribution of 100 utilities of iPokeMon when α/β = 1.

the context-aware approach does not keep selecting the most cost-efficient S-0 as

seen in the previous strategies with a high λ value. With this hybrid strategy,

regardless of λ values, the context-aware approach is able to benefit from Edge-

based distribution approaches. The interquartile range (i.e. the middle 50%) of

the utility when applying the context-aware approach is either close to or higher

than the other static approaches, which means the context-aware approach is

adaptable to varying pricing methods and outperforms the static approaches.

Similar finding is observed when distributing iPokeMon with the hybrid strategy

with high (Figure 7.14a), medium (Figure 7.14b), and low (Figure 7.6c) λ values.
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(c) λ = 0.001

Figure 7.15: Distribution of 100 utilities of FD when α/β = 10.

When the QoS factor is considered as 10 times important as the cost factor in

Equation 4.1, little difference is observed when tuning λ in both use-cases (Fig-

ure 7.15 and 7.16. The impact of λ in this specific hybrid strategy is mitigated

by the diminished importance of running cost. The benefits of the context-aware

approach are again found more significant in FD than in the iPokeMon use-case.

For example, the utility values obtained by adopting the context-aware approach

are always higher than the majority of utility values when adopting the other

static approaches in Figure 7.15a. This is because the performance gain achieved

by Edge-based FD is larger than the performance gain achieved by Edge-based

iPokeMon.
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(c) λ = 0.01

Figure 7.16: Distribution of 100 utilities of iPokeMon when α/β = 10.

7.3 Performance of Resource Sharing

This section evaluates the priority-based dynamic vertical scaling mechanism pro-

posed in Chapter 5 to share Edge resources among multiple Edge applications.

Firstly the average violation rate of all Edge applications defined in Equation 5.3

are investigated when applying different approaches of the resource sharing mech-

anism. Then a detailed analysis of the impacts of the mechanism on the distri-

bution of application latency is presented.

7.3.1 SLO Violation Rate

Meeting SLOs is key to achieving a high overall QoS. Higher SLO violation rates

at the Edge indicate the possibility of losing Edge customers. Consequently, this
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results in the loss of revenue for the Edge service provider. Therefore, the SLO

violation rate is chosen to highlight the difference that the Resource Manager

makes to the QoS of Edge services. Since the scenario of mix user behaviour is a

more realistic usage of iPokeMon, in this section experiments are carried out for

such a scenario only.

From the empirical analysis, it is observed that the average time to service

an individual request for iPokeMon and FD is 78ms and 2.13s, respectively. The

aim is to understand the impact of the Resource Manager when different violation

thresholds (0%, 5% and 10% of the average time taken to service a request) are

applied. Therefore, we pursued this study for three different SLOs: 78, 82, 86ms

for iPokeMon (Figure 7.17) and 2.13, 2.24, 2.34s for FD (Figure 7.18). The

requests processed by all Edge servers are replays of the requests from a recorded

session. The absolute values of the SLO violation rate may vary if a different SLO

baseline is used (for example, the 90-percentile of the workload response time),

but the focus here is to capture the difference between the proposed approaches,

which is not affected by the baseline SLO.

The general trend is that for both workloads violation rates can be reduced by

using the proposed scaling mechanism, either with the static (SPM) or dynamic

priority management (DPM) described in Section 5.2, when compared to a sce-

nario without dynamic vertical scaling. When there is no dynamic vertical scaling,

the containers hosting the Edge servers continue to retain the same amount of

resources they were allocated before they started execution. No additional re-

sources are dynamically allocated to containers. For example in Figure 7.17a,

when the SLO is 78ms for 32 servers and 149 kilobytes (KB) of data is processed

per second by the Edge node, nearly 18% of the requests from users are violated.
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(b) SLO: 82 milliseconds
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(c) SLO: 86 milliseconds

Figure 7.17: Violation rates of iPokeMon.
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(a) SLO: 2.13 seconds
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(c) SLO: 2.34 seconds

Figure 7.18: Violation rates of FD.

Scaling with SPM on an average reduces this violation by 4%. A reduction of 6%

in SLO violation rate by applying SPM in FD is observed (Figure 7.18a) when

the SLO is 2.13s for 32 Edge servers and 4 MBs of data is processed per second.

The scaling mechanism takes the server’s performance into account. During

dynamic vertical scaling, the measured latency is compared with the user-defined

SLO. If there were violations, then the container hosting the workload would

be allocated additional resources and vice versa. Allocation to one container is

done by requesting free resources from the Edge node or deallocating resources

from other containers that have lower priorities. This optimises the use of Edge

resources and can reduce the overall violation rates. This is noted for all SLOs

for both workloads. For example, in Figure 7.18c for an SLO of 2.34s scaling
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with SPM reduces the violation rate for FD by 3% over 32 servers (for iPokeMon

with an SLO of 86ms in Figure 7.17c the violation rate is reduced by 4% over 32

servers).

However, the static priority of a server is set once before execution and does

not change until it is terminated and needs to be executed again. This is a

disadvantage since servers cannot change their priority during execution. Hence,

the dynamic priorities are employed, which can be changed after deployment

and during execution. Priorities can be implemented to take other factors, such

as the number of users, requests and data size into account. Resources can be

scaled on the basis of changing priorities. Dynamic priorities are better than

static priorities since they further reduce the violation rates. When the violation

threshold is stringent (SLO is 78ms for iPokeMon and 2.13s for FD), scaling with

DPM reduces the violation by 1% (Figure 7.17a) and 4% (Figure 7.18a). Although

three dynamic priorities (wDPS, cDPS, and sDPS) approaches are proposed in

Chapter 5, the results presented here only consider sDPS for comparing the trends

between no dynamic vertical scaling and scaling with SPM. This is because it is

observed that different approaches did not affect the overall violation rate. The

effect of the three approaches is nonetheless considered in the context of latency

in the next section.

When the violation threshold is lenient for iPokeMon (SLO is 86ms), a larger

volume of requests can be fully serviced by the servers resulting in no violations

for up to 32 Edge servers (Figure 7.17c). In these cases, requests that would

result in a violation when the threshold is more stringent can now complete

execution within the specified SLO. It is also noted that a scale-up operation

presented in Procedure 6 will not occur. However, containers may scale down
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during this time. With the same violation threshold, DPM for FD also results in

a lower SLO violation rate, although the improvement is not as significant as in

iPokeMon. This is because of larger data sizes - data transferred in FD is 30–150

times larger than data in iPokeMon. Images are frequently uploaded between the

end device and the FD Edge servers, which results in longer processing times.

7.3.2 Latency

The results shown in the previous section presented the violation rate when com-

pared to the number of servers, but did not differentiate the three DPM ap-

proaches. The aim of this section is to explore the impact of using different

priority management approaches on latency. Figure 7.19 and Figure 7.20 show

the distribution of latency for the scenario when 32 Edge servers are deployed for

varying SLOs (78ms, 82ms, and 86ms for iPokeMon, and 2.13s, 2.24s, and 2.34s

for FD). The distribution provides: (i) a time profile of requests violated, and (ii)

the impact of the Resource Manager on requests that are not violated.

It is inferred that when the SLO violation threshold is 5% and if no dynamic

vertical scaling is used, then no requests are serviced in the lowest time band

(from 0 to 80% of the SLOs). However, the number of requests that are serviced

in the lowest time band increases when employing static priority (the normal in

the distribution shifts to the left). For example, for an SLO of 82ms for iPokeMon

(Figure 7.19b), 4% of requests are serviced within 66ms (the leftmost time band in

the figure). This is due to the reallocation of resources from containers that meet

SLOs to containers that violate SLOs in dynamic vertical scaling. Such a benefit

is less obvious in FD, but a 1% improvement is noted by applying dynamical
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(c) SLO: 86 milliseconds

Figure 7.19: Latency of iPokeMon when 32 servers are deployed on the Edge
node.
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(a) SLO: 2.13 seconds
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(b) SLO: 2.24 seconds
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(c) SLO: 2.34 seconds

Figure 7.20: Latency of FD when 32 servers are deployed on the Edge node.
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vertical scaling for an SLO of 2.24s (Figure 7.20b).

Dynamic priorities reduce the latency of both workloads when compared to

static priority because they consider additional factors, such as the number of

users and the number of requests connected to each server. In most cases, sDPS

performs better than cDPS and wDPS. For example, given an SLO of 78ms, when

a single user is serviced by the Edge node (refer to Figure 7.19a), 37% of user

requests are serviced within 80%–90% of the SLO using sDPS in contrast to 27%

and 16% for cDPS and wDPS, respectively. For 1000 users given an SLO of 86ms

for iPokeMon (Figure 7.19c), 20% of requests are serviced in the lowest time band

using sDPS in contrast to 18% for cDPS and wDPS. Similar results are observed

in FD. For instance, given an SLO of 2.13s (Figure 7.20a), 2% of video frames are

processed by the face detector in the lowest time band using sDPS in contrast

to 1% for cDPS and wDPS. This is attributed to the penalty that is imposed on

containers that scale. As presented previously, scaling incurs an overhead and

therefore the Edge Manager aims to minimise the impact of scaling by reducing

priorities as shown in Equation 5.8.

7.4 Summary

The feasibility of adopting the Edge computing model using the design of a Cloud-

Edge system (Chapter 3), distributing modularised Edge application across both

the Cloud and the Edge (Chapter 4) and sharing Edge resources among multiple

application using priority-based dynamic vertical scaling (Chapter 5) are tested

on a location-based mobile game and a real-time face detection use cases.

There are significant benefits in improving the QoS of both applications when
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using the mechanisms designed in this thesis. 20% and 43% reduction of applica-

tion latency are observed for the mobile game and the face detection respectively,

by offloading computation from the nearest Cloud to use Edge services available

from a local Edge node. This is the consequence of the largely reduced amount

of data that travels beyond the Edge.

The context-aware distribution mechanism is found effective to select the best

deployment plan from all possible ways of distributing a modular application in

the Cloud-Edge system. The utility of distributing the chosen use cases gained by

adopting the DQN-based Cloud Manager is higher than the utility of statically

distributing these applications. It is also observed that when more preferences

are given to QoS over cost, the significance of the performance gain brought by

the context-aware distribution becomes diluted.

The dynamic vertical scaling mechanism using dynamic priority management

is useful to improve the overall QoS of multiple applications running on the Edge

node. For both use cases, the SLO violation rates of user requests are reduced,

when compared with a fixed Edge resource allocation method (i.e. no dynamic

vertical scaling is performed). The dynamic priority management approaches

are found more effective than the static priority management approach. Partic-

ularly, applying the system-aware dynamic priority approach is found useful to

reduce the latency of non-violated user requests. Such results verify that the

proposed dynamic vertical scaling using dynamic priority management is benefi-

cial for sharing Edge resources among multiple applications while improving their

QoS.

This chapter presented the improvement in the QoS for the use cases. The

next chapter will conclude this thesis and point out future works that can be
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considered to further improve this research.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion and Future Work

Resource management is an important research area in emerging Edge computing.

This thesis investigates the efficient utilisation of hardware resources in an Edge

computing environment. The goal of the research is to improve the QoS of Cloud

applications by efficiently managing Edge resources and provide Edge services in

the Edge computing environment. The anticipated benefits of this research are

solutions for providing flexible computing services at the Cloud and the Edge, for

distributing applications across the Cloud and the Edge according to the varying

context of the Edge, and for efficiently supporting multiple applications on a

resource-constrained Edge node.

Chapter 3 differs from prior works by presenting a three-tier Cloud-Edge sys-

tem that supports dual-mode computing services, namely the Cloud computing

model and the Edge computing model. Through formulating the problems of the

Cloud-Edge system, this chapter defines the aims of the system quantitatively. In

addition, an Edge service workflow is designed to combine the hardware resources

in the system and to manage Edge services. The procedures in the workflow,

namely the partition of Cloud applications, the provision, deployment and termi-

nation of Edge services are essential for providing Edge computing as a service.
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The benefits of utilising the proposed Cloud-Edge system and the Edge service

workflow include the significant reductions of application latency, data traffic,

and request frequencies as shown in the performance gains in Chapter 7.

Chapter 4 presents a novel design of dynamically distributing Cloud appli-

cations in a Cloud-Edge system. Both monolithic and modular applications are

considered for the distribution problem. A mathematical model extended from

the system model in Chapter 3 is developed to capture the utility of Edge ser-

vices for the applications. A context-aware distribution mechanism using deep

reinforcement learning is presented to select the best candidate from a portfolio

of deployment plans. The experimental results in Chapter 7 reveal that the dy-

namic distribution of applications in the Cloud-Edge system can effectively lead

to the high utility of Edge services.

Chapter 5 contributes to the post-deployment resource management on the

Edge by developing a priority-based dynamic vertical scaling mechanism. This

mechanism periodically reallocates the appropriate amount of hardware resources

to the containers hosting Edge applications on a single node. It takes the prior-

ity of the applications by applying a number of priority management heuristics.

The priority-based dynamic vertical scaling mechanism helps to ensure the per-

formance of the Edge applications after they are deployed, which has not been

investigated in existing research. The benefits of these techniques were verified in

Chapter 7 through the reductions of the SLO violation rate and the application

latency.

To conclude, this thesis provides solutions to improve the QoS of Cloud ap-

plications by managing the hardware resources at both the Cloud and the Edge,

the distribution of Cloud applications, and the post-deployment allocation of Edge
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resources. This thesis also demonstrates that computing as a utility can be made

available outside large data centres, which is a promising implication for the fu-

ture Clouds to use resources at the Cloud to the network edge continuum.

8.1 Future Work

The presented solutions in this thesis could be further developed in future re-

search. Firstly, the Edge system architecture proposed in Chapter 3 may be

integrated with the industrial reference architectures for Edge/Fog computing.

Secondly, the modelling of the application deployment on Edge nodes might be

extended for capability-based mapping of Edge resources and application mod-

ules.

In addition, there are three novel research directions that the work presented

in this thesis will naturally lead to. They are:

Federation of Edge resources: with the research presented in this thesis,

it is possible to provide Edge services to workloads that require the equal or

less amount of available hardware resources on an Edge node. However, there

may be a case that one single workload requires more Edge resources to process.

In such scenarios, a customised service could still be provided from an Edge

node through forming a coalition or cluster with neighbouring Edge nodes to

satisfy the resource requirements. This is referred to as the federation of Edge

resources [141]. It would be valuable to investigate how such a federation can be

created to utilise multiple Edge nodes in the same geographic area.

Dynamic availability of Edge nodes: the resource management solutions

provided in this thesis considered the varying amount of available hardware re-

sources in a single Edge node. However, a higher level of the dynamic Edge
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environment in terms of the availability of Edge nodes could be studied. This

would provide Edge nodes the flexibility of joining/leaving a Cloud-Edge system

according to their circumstances. The dynamic discovery, management and mon-

itoring of Edge nodes in a geographic region would become an interesting research

topic to explore.

Workload migration at the Edge: currently this research does not con-

sider user mobility. If an Edge service needs to move with an end-user from one

Edge node to another, it has to be firstly terminated on the Edge node. In the

meantime, the end-user is serviced by the application server on the Cloud, before

a new Edge service is established on the other Edge node. These steps are work-

able but may take a long delay during the reconfiguration of Edge services with

interactions between the Cloud and the Edge. A better solution may be that an

Edge service can be directly migrated from one Edge node to the other, along

with the redirection of end-user requests to be resolved at the Edge.

Edge computing is a promising alternative approach to the conventional cen-

tralised Cloud computing model. It effectively brings computing resources close

to data sources at the edge of the network to reduce communication latency.

There could be a number of possible operators of Edge services due to the lack

of an established Edge computing market. Cloud Service Providers (CSP) may

invest in building dedicated Edge computing nodes (e.g. modular Cloud centres)

that are close to end-users. Telecommunication Service Providers (TSP) may

also build augmented Edge computing nodes using their existing infrastructure

(e.g. mobile base stations). There are also opportunities for Edge service brokers,

such as Edge Gravity1, who work with different parties in the Edge computing

1https://edgegravity.ericsson.com/
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ecosystem including the CSP, TSP, and application providers, to manage the use,

performance and delivery of Edge services.

Although Edge computing has gained significant attention over the last few

years it is still in its infancy. This thesis contributed to the solutions for Edge

computing challenges including offloading tasks and providing public Edge ser-

vices on resource-constrained Edge nodes. There will be more opportunities for

Edge research in the following years before Edge computing becomes mainstream.

For Edge computing to be realised, there remain a number of technical challenges

to be solved. For example, the discovery of Edge nodes and the security of mov-

ing data between the Cloud and the Edge. Given the increasing achievements

in Edge research from both academia and the industry, it is anticipated that an

Edge marketplace will be established in five years and there will be rapid adoption

of the Edge computing model.
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